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L.A. Abdrakhimova 
Perm, Russia 

E.A. Gritsenko 
Perm, Russia 

S.V. Polyakova 
Perm, Russia 

RUSSIAN STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVES 

ON CULTURAL ROOTS 

Almost every day we face the issue of unawareness of our own 
cultural roots, especially in our students and young generation, as a 

whole. 
The aim of the paper is to analyse students' prospects on their 

culture through their perception of this concept in their writing. 
This idea was created by writing essays on «Why do we need to 

know about our cultural roots?»  as a component of the international 
project «Rivers of Music – Rivers of Culture» which is being imple-
mented in collaboration with Delta State University, Mississippi, the 

USA. After the students completed their study and presented on the 
music and culture of a particular American region, Delta Mississippi, 
they were offered to reflect on their attitudes towards cultural roots 
in writing. 

It is evident that essay writing is quite relevant not only for de-
veloping creativity, critical thinking and writing skills  in our stu-
dents but, in our case, this classroom activity enables them to realize 

the importance of  knowing  their own culture and traditions espe-
cially in the present day situation. 

Writing such essays gives an opportunity to analyze, create, and 
it can organize classroom work in a good way. Writers can break any 
borders in the language. And afterwards it may become a good mate-
rial base to contribute to some larger educational projects. 

Over 100 students from different faculties (Faculty of Law, Fac-
ulty of Economics, Faculty of Philosophy and Social Science) at 

Perm State University took part in the subproject on writing essays.  
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Most of the participants considered culture and heritage of the 

Permski Krai.  They all suppose that it is essential to know cultural 
roots of their own country. In the essays the most frequent  concepts 
employed were «heritage», «our history», «Fatherland», «Mother-
land», «my family», «Generations», «native place»  etc. 

A student of Journalism paid attention to the literary aspect of 
awareness of the Perm culture. He stressed out that «the region is a 
source of mythological stories written by Permian Komis, folk leg-

ends, proverbs, games and songs».  
On the other hand, a student from Faculty of Sociology marked 

out the issue of fanatic love for their own country and disrespect of 
other cultures. She pointed out the misunderstanding the definitions 
such as «patriotism» and «nationalism». Representing the work in 
class, students received food for thought that the border between the-
se two words is so little and understanding heritage of  any other 

country, young people broaden their horizons, become  open-
minded, wise, thoughtful and high spiritual. 

From the essays it is clearly seen that our students of the Human-
ities are interested in the specifics and aspects of understanding the 
cultures of other countries. They are motivated, and look forward to 
such cross-cultural projects. It is a great pleasure for them to discuss 
their attitudes to the cultural roots with foreign students.  

In conclusion, the use of such a culture-oriented approach could 

help to realize the importance of knowing culture and traditions, 
bring up tolerance, spiritual health and raise the awareness of the cul-
tural heritage in our students. 

 

O.G. Alifanova  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
PROCESSES OF UNDERSTANDING AND PRODUCING 

OF INFORMATION IN A COGNITIVE SPACE 

Cognitive investigations in linguistics are considered as pro-
gressive ones. They help understand mechanism in the cognitive 
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space and its components. One of the most complicated cognitive 

processes are understanding and producing of information. Any nar-
ration is consisted of some components: narrative utterance, narrative 
arguments and narrative substances.  

All of these components are correlated to each other. So, narra-
tive substance is the biggest one and represents a number of utter-
ances which includes narrative arguments and narrative utterances. 
narrative argument contains the fact about any changing of any ob-

ject for a particular period of time. Such changing is fixed in this 
formula: A1 (t1)+t2=A2 (t3) (where A1 is a subject in one condition 
in a particular period of time; t2 – a period of time which influenced 
on the changing of the subject; A2 is a changed position of the sub-
ject). 

Narrative utterance is any utterance of a subject and the smallest 
narrative component. Any narrative argument consists of a number 

of narrative utterances which are logically organized. narrative utter-
ances corresponds to the formula: X = Y where we can meet typical 
conceptual sign.  

This narrative system has the same structure (as a reflection) in 
a cognitive space. They are replaced there such way: concepts are 
consisted of narrative utterances (or conceptual signs) and closely 
connected at their borders with narrative arguments. Keeping in their 
structures an experience of a subject narrative arguments stick to the 

proper concepts and chosen narrative utterances. Narrative argu-
ments are formed by them. 

Narrative substances are formed in the place of crossing of dif-
ferent narrative arguments. Formed narrative substances compound 
the whole narrative.  

All these cognitive narrative components are combined in cog-
nitive space in narratosphere. This area of cognitive space is respon-

sible for producing and understanding all narratives.  
During the process of understanding a narrative (or any other 

text) reaches a cognitive space and breaks down into narrative sub-
stances which break down into narrative arguments. Narrative argu-
ments look for concepts which help to explain and logically set the 
links between these narrative arguments and conceptual narrative 
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utterances. When they find the place for replacement, the infor-

mation (a narrative) is considered as understood one.  
The same but vise versa process comes during a creation of a 

narrative (or any other text). If there is a necessity to make up the 
text (narrative) or discuss something a person finds appropriate con-
cepts and takes out suitable narrative utterances for it. Then a person 
tries to form narrative arguments through a logical combining narra-
tive utterances of one or some concepts. Next step is a logical com-

bining of formulated narrative arguments in narrative substances. 
Replacing them in an order which is chosen by the person creates a 
text (or narrative).  

Knowledge of such kind of cognitive processes helps to control, 
correct and rule them in any circumstances. Also it helps to make up 
easy understanding narratives. 

 

A.A. Babina 

Voronezh, Russia 
E.I. Babina 

Gubkin, Russia 
BELIEVE IN YOUR VISION AND YOUR TEAM 

In 2010 Gubkin became one of the sites of the English Access 

Microscholarship Program. It is a special designed to support Eng-
lish-language teaching among highly motivated students who may be 
economically disadvantaged. In 2014 the program united students 
and teachers from 24 Russian cities. Every Access site has its own 
curriculum, at the same time team building and leadership activities 
are among the most important. It is important to conduct leadership 
sessions for both teachers and students or involve them into joint so-

cial projects. 
Thus in April 2013 Gubkin Access students took part in Global 

Youth Service Day during which several workshops and concerts for 
kids in the kindergarten and in the local orphanage were conducted. 
On May 3 and May 4, 2013 Access students and alumni and special-
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ists from All-Russia Children's Camp "Orlyonok” organized a con-

cert for students in the orphanage and conducted workshops for their 
peers. 

During Access English Language Summer School–2013 the 
curriculum included the following components: Language, Culture, 
Environment – 3 hours per week each, Information technology – 4 
hours per week, Leadership – 10 hours a shift. There were two main 
topics in the program of the school: tolerance and ecology. Students 

were involved into team-building activities also connected with these 
themes. As environment was one of the main topics of the shift stu-
dents took part in discussions on ecological issues, conducted work-
shops for the peers creating gifts using household rubbish. The par-
ticipants also took part in different ecological activities, e.g. one of 
them was creating step-books out of trash. 

Every day different activities were organized in Access Summer 

School for the participants and by the participants: Tolerance and 
Kindness Day, Flag Day, Rainbow Day, Fairy-tales Day, Music and 
Songs Day, etc. Out-of-class activities were mainly conducted by 
Anastasia Babina, the alumna of Access Microscholarship Program, 
the student of Voronezh State University. 

On June 21, 2013 Access students went to the kindergarten to 
organize mini-lessons for kids there and play games with them. Stu-
dents trained a lot to present their activities in a creative way. All 

kids enjoyed the classes. By the way, it was the second visit to the 
kindergarten. 

Final presentations on the topic "My Access Summer School – 
2013", personal book-trailers and step-books were used to evaluate 
the result of summer school and students' participation in the pro-
posed activities. 

In October 2012 Access students from Gubkin together with 

Access students from eight other Russian sites had a great experience 
in All-Russia Children’s’ Camp “Orlyonok”. The 3-week stay in 
Orlyonok was eventful and enjoyable both for students and teachers. 
The specific feature of the shift was that Access students didn't only 
have language program "Dialogue of Cultures", but also took part in 
all-camp “The League of Volunteers" activities and environmental 
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activities. Access students attended workshops, proposed their own 

social initiatives, and conducted master-classes for other participants. 
The great success of the Access shift in Orlyonok camp is that it 

helped the participants to immerse into English language environ-
ment and enrich vocabulary, to improve speaking skills and grammar 
through songs and games, to acquire leadership skills. 

Leadership Qualities and team building through English and 
creative activities module is a traditional one within Access 

Microscholarship Program in Gubkin. In 2012 ten classes during 
summer school were conducted by the psychologist. The module was 
called “Psychological maintenance of Access students”. Students and 
teachers draw pictures, played games, solved different problems, and 
participated in team-building activities. 

The challenge of leadership is to “be thoughtful, but not lazy; be 
strong, but not rude; be proud, but not arrogant” (Jim Rohn). 

No doubt Access alumni are real leaders. Why is it so? Access 
teachers and students became a real team and only a team can believe 
in its vision. Their actions inspire others to dream more, learn more 
and do more not only for themselves but other people too. 

 

E.I. Babina 

Gubkin, Russia 
THE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNOLOGY: TIPS FOR  

USING TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM 

In 2014 I took part in E-Course “Introduction to Pedagogy and 
Practices for Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
(TESOL Methods)”. The 10-week online teacher training introduced 
the most recent English language teaching methods and techniques, 

offered the opportunity to engage in an innovative distance-learning 
program. 

It was more than useful opportunity to incorporate a variety of 
techniques (e.g., collaborative learning, Web 2.0, etc.) into my own 
teaching. 
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It happened so that during the course on February 10, 2015 – 

February 15, 2014 – the All-Russia week of the Internet-safety was 
held in Russia. We were supposed to organize different events, con-
tests, involve into interactive activities out students, their parents, 
and colleagues and use all-possible gadgets, Internet resources, etc. 
All suggested during the course articles and video were more than 
useful. 

We should agree with Marc Prensky who in the article “Digital 

Natives, Digital Immigrants” stated that “Our students have changed 
radically. Today’s students are no longer the people our educational 
system was designed to teach”. There is another quote from the same 
article, “our students’ brains have physically changed – and are dif-
ferent from ours – as a result of how they grew up”. Though I’ve 
been using modern devices, have been familiar with a lot of pro-
grams, have been conducting interactive lessons I should admit that 

sometimes I feel myself a bit ‘behind’ of my students. And again 
though… I am somewhere between Digital Natives and Digital Im-
migrants. Can it be so? 

In the same article there is a possible solution to the problems 
we face in modern school – “we need to reconsider both our method-
ology and our content”. Teachers “have to learn to communicate in 
the language and style of their students”; it means that we should try 
to go faster than our students. “We need to invent Digital Native 

methodologies for all subjects, at all levels, using our students to 
guide us”, writes Marc Prensky. 

I also like the Nike motto, “Just do it!”. It’s the easiest thing a 
person can do. In the article I’ve noticed a lot of things which can be 
used to describe the most part of our school staff. It’s true that if we, 
educators “want to reach Digital Natives – i.e. all [our] students – 
[we] will have to change. As an administrator I try to do my best to 

support my colleagues, and I expect them to do a huge and a really 
important step towards changing their methodology and the way of 
presenting the content of the school subjects they teach. In this case 
we will really ‘succeed in the long run’. 

I can’t say that I use computers (Internet resources or presenta-
tions, etc.) only to keep my students’ interest. It seems to me that 
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they can use their own gadgets at home, during the breaks. The 

teacher’s role is make students feel the importance of the technology 
to enrich their knowledge and not only entertain. 

I enjoyed “Top ten tips for using technology in the classroom” 
video. There are really simple but useful tips are mentioned: 

1) use streaming video – I use YouTube and other sites where I 
can find video for the lessons. 

2) use music – usually I ask my students about their favourite 

music, songs, singers. We use music to practice listening skills; 
grammar skills; writing skills, etc. I think that the members of teach-
er community are familiar with http://americanenglish.state.gov/ site 
where we can download Traditional Songs (audio, lyrics, posters), 
Children's Songs (http://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/sing-
out-loud-traditional-songs, 
http://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/sing-out-loud-childrens-

songs), American Rhythms 
(http://americanenglish.state.gov/resources/american-rhythms#child-
1608), 

3) use teleconferencing tools, e.g. Skype – I use Skype for indi-
vidual work with my students. Access students take part in virtual 
exchange project. 

4) create your own interactive exercises – I like Hot Potato. My 
students can use it. Some of them used this program to create test for 

younger students. It was one of the tasks last school year. 
5) use interactive board – we have six interactive boards in our 

school. I am really happy when I am allowed to teach in the class-
room with the board. At the same time takes some time to prepare 
my own tasks, though nowadays you can find a lot of useful exercis-
es created by other teachers from different part of the world 
(http://www.teachhub.com/free-interactive-whiteboard-resources) 

6) create your own podcast – I think, digital storytelling project 
is one of the examples of creating podcasts. 

7) start a blog or a wiki – I have my own site, the site of Gubkin 
Access and to create wiki is too time consuming, though several 
years ago I used Ning as a platform for class discussions. 
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8) use social networks, e.g. Facebook – in Russia students pre-

fer another network – vk.com. I also use it to discuss different activi-
ties, tasks, with my students. 

9) use Internet tools – they are an essential part of the lessons in 
our school computer lab. When we do not have problems with Inter-
net connection I ask students go to the link and search additional ma-
terial to complete a task and to have a test. 

10) make the most of your pupils’ gadgets – for many of my 

colleagues it’s always a problem to persuade the students not to use 
mobile phones during the lesson. I let my students use their mo-
biles… to find the meaning of new words or to answer the questions 
I ask them. The first student to send sms with correct answer can get 
a mark. I suggest students use the e-version of their textbooks (the 
senior students usually are too lazy to bring books to school), etc. 

I really like technology, though I can’t say that everything is 

wonderful with the use of technology in my school. We have a lot of 
problems, face a lot of challenges. Usually the teacher can succeed 
only if he is ready to do, change, create him or herself. 

 
I.A. Basova 

Moscow, Russia 
TEACHING ACADEMIC TEXTS’ SUMMURY WRITING 

AT LINGUISTIC UNIVERSITIES IN THE FRAMES  

OF A SEPARATE MODULAR COURSE 

В данном выступлении речь пойдет об обучении студентов 
языковых вузов/факультетов письменному реферированию зву-
чащих академических текстов. Приобретение умений этой раз-
новидности речевой деятельности актуально с точки зрения раз-

вития учебной автономии студентов. 
Реферат – это творчески обработанное, логически пере-

структурированное в синтаксическом и языковом плане произ-
ведение, передающее подлинную, неискажённую, ценностно-
значимую информацию. 
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Вопросам обучения аудированию с целью реферирования 

посвящён ряд диссертационных исследований (Н.Д. Зориной, 
С.А. Бурлаковой, Л.А. Абрамовой, Л.А. Анисимовой). На основе 
анализа теоретического материала по проблемам реферирования 
представляется возможным сделать вывод о том, что классиче-
ское реферирование – процесс сжатия текстового документа и 
получение реферата, в котором сохраняется смысл оригинала. 
Это одна из самых широко распространенных форм извлечения 

информации, позволяющая специалисту при современном ог-
ромном потоке информации в кратчайший срок отобрать и сум-
мировать нужную. Сущность процесса реферирования заключа-
ется в выделении наиболее существенной информации первоис-
точника и представлении её в виде краткого связного текста в 
соответствии с языковыми и стилистическими особенностями 
текста на родном или иностранном языке. 

На наш взгляд, обучать студентов письменному рефериро-
ванию звучащего текста необходимо по нескольким причинам, 
главные из которых следующие: практически в любой учебной 
ситуации есть элемент реферирования звучащего текста. При-
сутствуя на лекциях, докладах, презентациях, конференциях, 
семинарах необходимо уметь: слушать и понимать, делать запи-
си, задавать вопросы уточняющего и иного характера, а также, 
будучи докладчиком, отвечать на вопросы, соглашаться или не 

соглашаться, аргументировать свою позицию, вежливо преры-
вать собеседника, говорить с опорой или без опоры на записи, 
представлять результаты самостоятельной работы и реагировать 
на комментарии устно или в письменной форме. 

В рамках работы над новыми стандартами высшей школы в 
соответствии с приказом ректора МГУ от 21 мая 2010 года в 
университете была создана комиссия по разработке образова-

тельного курса, ориентированного на формирование компетен-
ций выпускников МГУ в подготовке научных публикаций, из-
ложений, представлений и обсуждений. В выводах комиссии 
подчёркивается, что умение правильно анализировать и пред-
ставлять полученные данные, правильно оценивать публикации 
в своей предметной области, аргументировать и логически вы-
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страивать систему доводов первостепенны. Студенты должны 

быть готовы слушать лекции по специальности на иностранном 
языке, использовать информацию тематических лекций в учеб-
ной работе. Несомненно, курс обучения реферированию аудио-
текста способствует развитию этих навыков. 

Важным с точки зрения необходимости обучения письмен-
ному реферированию звучащего текста представляется также то, 
что смысловая переработка текстовых, в том числе аудиомате-

риалов, с целью их реферативного изложения способствует раз-
витию аналитических способностей (анализ, синтез, обобщение 
информации) и информационной культуры обучающегося. 

Модульное построение курса обучения студентов языковых 
специальностей письменному реферированию звучащего текста 
первостепенно с точки зрения развития учебной автономии сту-
дентов и базируется на основных принципах модульного обуче-

ния (модульности, коммуникативной направленности, культур-
ной и педагогической целесообразности, интегративности, не-
линейности), обеспечивает прозрачность содержания курса и 
его оценивания, предполагает овладение студентами всеми на-
выками и умениями, необходимыми для успешного написания 
текста реферата воспринимаемого на слух текста. 

На основании работ таких ученых как П.А. Юцявичене, 
М.А. Чошанов, а также на основании опыта преподавания анг-

лийского языка, можно сделать вывод о том, что модульное по-
строение курса в силу своей гибкости, технологичности, «пре-
емственности» позволяет рационально использовать резервы 
самого образовательного процесса и участвующих в нем людей. 

Основной целью курса является овладение студентами на-
выками и умениями реферировать звучащий текст с перспекти-
вой их применения в дальнейшей профессиональной деятельно-

сти: 
- умения аудирования; 
-умения письма-фиксации (ключевых слов, денотативных 

словосочетаний, информационных единиц); 
-умения смысловой переработки зафиксированной инфор-

мации; 
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-умения письма (порождение текста проблемно-

обусловленного реферативного изложения). 
Немаловажной целью является также развитие и совершен-

ствование профессиональных и исследовательских умений сту-
дентов языковых факультетов и повышение их уровня владения 
иностранным языком в целом; овладение студентами необходи-
мым и достаточным уровнем профессионально-
коммуникативной компетенции для решения социально-

коммуникативных задач в различных областях бытовой, про-
фессиональной и научной, культурной деятельности при обще-
нии с зарубежными партнёрами, а также для дальнейшего само-
образования. 

 
E.M. Belov  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 

BECOMING A BETTER TOURIST GUIDE:  

INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS IN WORKING WITH 

ENGLISH-SPEAKING TOURISTS 

The favorable geographical position of Yekaterinburg on the 
border of two continents, a large number of natural and historical 

monuments in the city and in its region, and the world-famous Trans-
Siberian Railroad – all attract thousands of tourists to Yekaterinburg 
from different countries every year. In general, the tourist season in 
Yekaterinburg lasts from May to August due to the climatic condi-
tions of the Sverdlovsk region. Although, the Urals are not any less 
beautiful and interesting in winter  than in summer. 

In 2018 the FIFA World Cup will be held in Russia. Yekaterin-
burg has the honor to host some matches of the biggest sporting 

event in football. Obviously, the city will require a large number of 
guides speaking foreign languages, especially English. This increas-
ing demand for this type of professionals will supposedly be re-
sponded to by experts in the field of foreign languages i.e. graduates 
and students of the faculties of foreign languages. 
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My five years of experience working as a guide with English-

speaking tourists allows me to offer some recommendations to future 
guides and describe some intercultural aspects these guides need to 
consider while working with English-speaking tourists: 

- Other background knowledge of the audience. Inexperienced 
guides often make these mistakes by arranging their excursions ex-
actly the same way as they would do it for representatives of their 
own Russian culture. For the same reason, a translation of a Russian-

speaking tour guide into English may be a failure with foreigners. 
For example, one of the wonderful Russian-speaking guides, whom I 
was translating into English for a group of Britons, was trying to 
convey her admiration for the poetry of Vladimir Vysotsky, by drop-
ping constant references to his biography and art which obviously 
did not make any sense to the tourists. I believe that such information 
should be given in the right way and in limited amount not to over-

load the tourists with the information they do not really require. In 
fact, I once had to explain the meaning of the everyday word “tsar” 
several times because of this. A safe way in working with foreigners 
at an excursion is to imagine that you are doing a tour for a group of 
aliens and start your story from the very beginning, going into the 
smallest details and explaining simple things. However, you must be 
prepared, on the rare occasion, as well to carry on a proper conversa-
tion with a specialist in the Russian architecture of the XIX century, 

who happened to be travelling around Russia in your group. 
- The gloomy faces of the Russians. You should smile more of-

ten and try to behave in the friendliest way at all times. The Ameri-
cans and British often mention in their impressions of the Russians 
that they are sullen faces and behave unfriendly and even rudely. 
Lately, after the arrival of American and European managers to Rus-
sia the «gloomy-faced» environment has started changing for the 

better in Russian hotels and restaurants. However, the overall service 
in Russia is still very far from European and American standards. 
Your ability to be in tourists’ good books is the key to success of a 
tour as a whole. Do not forget to express humour and accept criti-
cism calmly. A guide can always find a way out of a critical evalua-
tion case by using humour regarding the situation. 
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- A large English-speaking world. Find out where your tourists 

are from well in advance and take it into account in your preparation 
and work. There is a big difference in the approaches of conducting 
tours even among the English-speaking tourists. When working with 
tourists from Asia (Hong Kong, Singapore) you should devote more 
time to hop off stops because they love taking photos. Also, most of 
them do not prefer Russian cuisine and request to have meals in 
Asian restaurants. They pay much attention to the tactile perception- 

they can tap you on the shoulder trying to get your attention. This is 
due to a density of population in their countries, where it is very dif-
ficult to find privacy in public places. Additionally, the Asians are 
very sensitive to the air temperature in the bus and in rooms they vis-
it. They usually request to make the temperature cooler than it is 
common for most Russians. In general, they often are very meticu-
lous in their evaluation of all services provided to them. One should 

be prepared to receive an open expression of discontent from them. 
Americans in their turn rarely show negative emotions. You 

should communicate to them much and be engaged in the dialogue. 
While working with the Americans you should take into account the 
difference in the perception of history in the United States and Rus-
sia. This mainly concerns the contribution to the results of the World 
Wars. History in Russia and the United States is taught differently. 
You may inform your tourists about the difference in case of misun-

derstanding or may decide not to mention the controversial issues in 
your narration. It is important to behave sincerely and in case of your 
ignorance of something, admit to it and promise to respond at a later 
time. Make sure you keep your promise after looking it up. 

In dealing with tourists from the UK be very careful with the 
Scots, Irish and Welsh by respecting their national identities. In any 
case do not mix them up them with the English! 

- Other culinary traditions. It is a common knowledge that dif-
ferent peoples differ from each other not only by external features, 
language, culture and way of life, but also by their cuisine. Though 
The Russian cuisine is certainly world-famous it still remains unique 
not only for the Asians. A lot has been written about the intense dis-
like of many Europeans and Americans for the dill which is frequent-
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ly used in the Russian cuisine. In fact, there is always a couple of 

people in every British or American group who refuse to eat meals 
cooked with the dill. The biggest surprise for me at Baikal Lake the 
whole group of Australians refused to try salted Baikal delicacies 
pointing out to the fact that they are raw. 

- Russia's Soviet past. It is that time of the Soviet Union which 
is still on minds of all tourists visiting Russia. It is that period of 
Russian history that generates the greatest interest among the audi-

ence. You should make reference to Russia's Soviet past as much as 
possible. Modern European-looking Russia does not lead to such a 
curiosity from tourists. Tourists visiting Russia, often have a lot of 
travel and seen a lot. Modern architecture and large shopping centers 
do not attract them, and you should not spend a lot of time on them. 
Like it or not, the Soviet Union is still a global brand and it is neces-
sary to take this fact into account in your work. 

- Currency exchange in Russian banks. Almost all tourists visit-
ing Russia, want to exchange their national currencies for rubles and 
request a guide to help them with this. Unfortunately, this procedure 
can also cause some difficulties in Russia. The fact is that almost all 
Russian banks will only accept for exchange brand new banknotes. A 
banknote with a slightest sign of the usage is accepted by them at a 
lower exchange rate which always upsets foreigners. It is critical that 
guides know which banks accept for exchange any banknotes, and 

make tourists clearly aware of this differentiation. Usually the banks 
providing this service are not Russian. 

The biggest recommendation is to behave honestly, do not be 
afraid of the group, to take into account their interests and needs and 
continuously develop yourself as a guide. 
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O.V. Belyaeva 

Yaroslavl, Russia 
DEVELOPING THINKING SKILLS 

(OF A TEACHER AND STUDENT) 

One of the main issues of teaching English as a foreign lan-
guage today apart from teaching four main skills (reading, listening, 

speaking and writing) and integrating them during the lesson or some 
other language aspects such as pronunciation, punctuation, lexis and 
grammar still remains developing thinking skills. It is one of the 
most challenging tasks for teachers to develop thinking skills of their 
students who will have to demonstrate them at the exams, need them 
for their further studies and successful professional career. In order 
to gain this aim it is important to add thinking skills to the syllabus 

and raise teacher’s awareness of different techniques and how to ap-
ply them in the classroom.  

There is a wide choice of activities which are aimed at fostering 
thinking skills, and therefore participants of the workshop can try 
and evaluate them for their classrooms. The workshop gives teachers 
an opportunity to gain a broad understanding of thinking skills, to 
analyse typical EFL activities from the point of view of thinking 

skills, to explore techniques that might help to develop thinking 
skills in the classroom, evaluate them and reflect on how they can 
improve their learners’ thinking skills. During the workshop trainees 
will work with different thinking skills activities themselves, for ex-
ample: categorizing, analyzing, matching, ordering, reasoning, ques-
tioning, debating and some others. This training session enables par-
ticipants to interact with other colleagues and collaborate in pairs, 
mini-groups or take part in whole group discussions. Teachers will 

experiment with the materials designed for various age groups: 
young learners, secondary school children and students.  

Within the workshop trainees will be able to fulfill several 
roles: a participant, an observer and a speaker; at each stage of the 
training session they are invited to reflect on their current activity 
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and provide feedback. The workshop is practice-oriented so teachers 

will enlarge their repertoire of classroom activities aimed at develop-
ing thinking skills.  

The main aim of this workshop is to draw teachers’ attention to 
this specific group of skills and to raise their awareness of them so 
that they could incorporate them into their lessons. The conclusion to 
reach is that one cannot assume that coursebooks will contain high 
order thinking skills in any quantity, therefore activities need to be 

adapted or supplemented with them.  
This workshop is based on the training materials as part of the 

CiSELT course designed by the British Council for the secondary 
school teachers covering all the aspects of ELT. 

 
T.P. Bludova 

Irkutsk, Russia 

TEACHING GRAMMAR TO ESP STUDENTS:  

A MATHS APPROACH 

We believe the strategy of teaching grammar to ESP students 
should be significantly different from that of secondary schools. It is 
known that the formation of grammar competence at schools is car-

ried out mainly in steps, i.e. each grammar tense is studied alone or 
in comparison with one or two other tenses, which Russian-speaking 
students find difficult to distinguish, for example, Present Perfect and 
Past Simple in one case, Present Simple and Present Progressive in 
the other. This is undoubtedly very useful, but it often happens that 
students do not finally create for themselves an overall picture of the 
English verb tense system. To improve the situation the teachers can 
use techniques which employ some specific features of students of 

higher schools that is their inclination to sciences and ability of ab-
stract thinking. 

University students, in our opinion, intellectually are quite pre-
pared to a more general, systemic perception of the English grammar 
system, namely through formulas and algorithms. Their skills re-
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ceived at other university classes such as mathematics, physics and 

chemistry can be of great help as well. 
We exploit a lot of formulas in the ESP university grammar 

classroom. For example, from the very beginning we use S for Sub-
ject, P for Predicate, O for Object to render the idea of the direct 
word order characteristic of the English language: S + P + O. To 
convey the notion of the word order in the general question we use 
the symbol Vaux for the auxiliary verb: Vaux + S + P + O, where the 

group S + P represents the nucleus of the sentence. The formula for 
the special question looks like this: ?w + Vaux + S + P + ...?, where 
?w stands for "question word" such as Where, When, What, Why, 
How, etc.  

It is very convenient to use formulas in composing tense forms 
of the English verb as derivatives of the four fundamental verb 
forms: 1. V1 (the initial form of the verb); 2.V2/V1+ed (Past tense); 

3. V3 or Participle II; 4. V4/V-ing (Participle I). With their help we 
deduce three major complex formulas: 1. be + V-ing for Progressive 
tenses; 2. have + V3 for Perfect tenses; 3. be + V3 for the Passive 
voice.  

The next step towards the overall picture of English tense forms 
is the creation of the complete table of these forms, numbering a total 
of 26 forms (16 in the Active voice and 10 in the Passive, that is as 
many as there are letters in the English alphabet). This table gives 

students the opportunity to see: 1) the ultimate goal of learning (in 
respect of the English verb forms), 2) logical relationship and differ-
ences between the tense forms and 3) gaps in their own grammar 
competence. 

On the basis of the above mentioned seven formulas with math-
ematical precision we deduce all 26 tense forms of the English verb. 
For example, for the 'combined' Perfect Progressive tense it is neces-

sary 'to take the Perfect derivative' from the formula of Progressive: 
be + V-ing and have + V3 makes have been + V-ing. Implementation 
of the similar techniques saves a lot of time and effort both of stu-
dents and teachers. 

Observations show that only from half to 75 % of the group of 
students possess the necessary abilities and academic training for 
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such kind of work. The rest of students who generally have a low 

starting language level, are bound to follow the way of tradition, that 
is, explanation and memorizing. The fact that the production of 
grammar paradigms on the basis of formulas and algorithms is diffi-
cult for some of the students, however, does not diminish the rele-
vance of this approach for university education.  

Over 15 year experience at the Irkutsk Railway Transport Uni-
versity shows that this approach works very well with ESP students. 

It helps create the entire picture of the whole tense system of the 
English language, visualize the process of tense formation and many 
others. 

 
E.S. Bogdanova  

Moscow, Russia 
 “IF I HAD MORE TIME”  

– LETTING PROFESSIONAL WRITING  

INTO TEACHERS’ LIVES 

“I am writing this during my lunch period, because I need to 
reach towards the outside world of sanity, because I am over-
whelmed by the sheer weight of the clerical work still to be done, 

and because at this hour of the morning normal ladies are still sleep-
ing.”  

― Bel Kaufman, Up the Down Staircase 
 
Taking up professional writing sounds ridiculous if not absurd 

in the changing and challenging Russian educational environment. 
New teaching standards, hitherto unheard learning outcomes ex-
pected from reforms, more and more sophisticated forms of assess-

ment – all these hardly leave time for breathing, not to mention read-
ing or writing. 

However, rather ironically, the way out from a never-ending 
story of lesson planning, homework checking and paper filling, may 
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be hiding behind a seemingly paradoxical solution. To get a bit more 

time for yourself, we sometimes need to invest time into our own 
development. 

Any development, no matter how promising the objectives 
sound, is always connected with risk-taking. Trying out something 
new, we risk failing and regretting our attempts, as well as feeling 
sorry about “wasted time and energy”. Still, if guided and scaffold 
properly, professional experimentations can lead to fascinating dis-

coveries about one’s teaching practices and individual teaching be-
liefs. 

Professional writing, I believe, can be highly beneficial for in-
service teachers for several reasons. First of all, every stage of the 
writing process may and actually does enhance development of criti-
cal thinking and professional reflection. These skills, turned into 
buzz words by modern educators, seem to become filled with life and 

meaning as soon as we get down to the actual creative process.  
Secondly, even five minutes of conscious reflection can em-

power a teacher with a guideline for their professional journey, en-
lightened by genuine personal interest. As practice suggests, there 
very often exists a sad misinterpreting of professional training and 
professional development concepts. The first one implies a rather 
passive role of the teacher, and the latter one gives the teacher the 
full control of their professional existence. Getting oriented and thus 

aware of the possibilities for professional development suitable for 
each concrete individual should be one of the prior tasks of profes-
sional development programmes for in-service teachers these days. 

The world of professional writing looks frightening and inac-
cessible due to the outdated but still strong prejudice that only aca-
demics have the right to ‘utter printed words’. That is absolutely ir-
relevant to present day ELT life. In all the countries around the 

world, teachers form professional networks and exchange their ideas, 
solutions, plans, activities, observations, and worries. This is what 
makes the scaffold for professional development – an invaluable 
feeling of belonging – belonging to a community of like-minded 
peers, ready to support and guide each of the members. 
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In our daily routines, it sometimes seems impossible to find five 

spare minutes. But thanks to NATE, we will have not five, but forty 
minutes to explore our attitudes, beliefs, wishes and aspirations; and 
to get inspired to start a new page in our lives, which might eventual-
ly develop into a whole book with an epigraph ‘If I had more 
time…’. 

 

E.L. Boguslavskaya 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
TRANSLATION CRITICISM  

IN CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT 

For many practicing translators the question of translation mis-
takes detection sounds something like witch-hunting, where the cul-
prit has to be identified, judged and punished. The controversial issue 
of translation quality becomes especially delicate when it comes to 

literary texts. Literary translation implies making decisions ranged 
between “creativity” and “faithfulness” since the translator deals 
with a variety of linguistic and extralinguistic aspects including 
cross-cultural ones. With this in mind, one has to be very careful 
when teaching translation evaluation, which can be a valuable educa-
tional tool in training the students to distinguish between possible 
multiple readings and obvious translation blunders. 

The application of translation criticism in class helps to raise the 

students’ awareness of the importance of translation review and edit-
ing process, combines theory and practice focusing on the criteria for 
translation evaluation. 

Traditionally the category of translation quality is defined 
through the concepts of equivalence and adequacy. Assessment crite-
ria also include the requirement to follow the norm of the target lan-
guage. Translation mistakes are classified in terms of linguistic di-

vergence from the original, distortion of the communicative intention 
of the author, violation of the target language norm. The functionalist 
approach to translation dismisses the principle of equivalence and 
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opts for the effect the translation has on its readers. If the effect is 

different from that the source text has on its readers the translation is 
deemed non-functional. For educational purposes it is convenient to 
categorize mistakes into two groups: failures of understanding and 
failures of expression.  

The degree of correspondence between two texts is naturally es-
tablished by means of comparative analysis of the source and target 
texts. 

We propose a logic oriented method of analysis which allows of 
the detection of unhappy translational choices in the target text prior 
to its comparison with the original. In this way a critic/editor is 
placed into the position of an ordinary reader who does not normally 
face the issue of translation quality and is alerted to the problem only 
in case of factual errors (errors of objective fact), unreasonable am-
biguities and poor wording. 

The students are offered the following scheme of analysis: 
1. Read the given abstract of the target text. 
2. Underline everything that you find illogical, unclear, incor-

rect. 
3. Compare the abstract with the original. 
4. Determine the type of the mistake. Make use of the additional 

reference material to prove your point. 
5. Look for other differences between the two texts. Think, 

whether they are justified and why the translator has made this 
choice. 

6. Give you variant of translation. Discuss it with other stu-
dents. 

This algorithm helps the students: 
- to learn to understand that not every change in the target text 

can be viewed as an error; 

- to learn to determine the nature of the shift in the target text; 
- to develop translation skills and problem solving skills; 
- to learn to discuss and argue for their solutions; 
- to develop language proficiency and cultural awareness; 
- to learn to be accurate and responsible translators. 
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I.N. Bolushevskaya 

Tula, Russia 
DESIGNING AND TEACHING TEST-PREPARATION 

CLASSES FOR PROFICIENT USERS OF ENGLISH 

Teaching test-preparation English classes became an essential 
part of language learning process at schools and universities with the 

appearance of standardized testing. Effectively designed test-
preparation classes can help teach students to complete examination 
tasks successfully and improve language acquisition. There is a range 
of standardized English exams, such as the IELTS, TOEFL, PTE, the 
Cambridge exams (KET, PET, FCE, CAE, CPE) and, important for 
Russia, the Unified State Exam (EGE). All of these exams measure 
the level of English and require specific language skills. The chal-

lenge is to make test-preparation classes for the standardized tests a 
powerful tool for improving students’ English proficiency. While 
talking about this challenge in my presentation, I will mostly concen-
trate on preparation for the Cambridge Certificate in Advanced Eng-
lish examination (CAE) and the Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency 
in English examination (CPE), which corresponds to Council of Eu-
rope Levels C1 and C2 accordingly.  

In the first part of my presentation I will explain how efficiently 
designed test-preparation classes can be beneficial for potential test-
takers and students who are not planning to take the above-
mentioned tests. Students of both categories will: a) improve their 
general level of English; b) learn and master new specific academic 
skills; c) become familiar with the test format and practice the test 
items; d) develop an awareness of requirements for the level of Eng-
lish they are studying for; e) understand which areas of their English 

they need to work on; f) understand the importance of the tests for 
their academic and professional development; g) improve their level 
of motivation; h) acquire useful study habits. The potential test-
takers will be more successful and confident during the exam. The 
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students who are not planning to take the tests might start consider-

ing this option.  
In the second part of my presentation I will briefly observe the 

structure of the CAE examination and the skills assessed in order to 
specify the objectives which will determine the structure of the sylla-
bus. The CAE examination includes the following papers: Reading 
and Use of English, Writing, Listening and Speaking. For example, 
according to the skills assessed in the Writing section, the objectives 

for this part should be a) to learn how to write several types of texts 
(essay, report, review, formal and informal letters, article, proposal 
etc.); b) to distinguish between different styles of writing and use 
appropriate register; c) to start using less common vocabulary items 
and grammatical structures; d) to revise punctuation rules. Taking 
these objectives into account the teacher decides how many class 
hours are needed to get ready for a particular part of the test.  

In the third part of my presentation I will talk about selecting 
content of test-preparation classes and developing a syllabus at the 
example of the CAE examination. The objectives for the Writing 
section of the CAE examination, for example, show that some class 
hours should be devoted to a) discussing the format of the Writing 
paper; b) learning how to write specific types of texts; c) practicing 
advanced grammar and vocabulary; d) learning the features of writ-
ten academic English; e) revising punctuation rules. The class hour 

distribution pattern will be clear after all the objectives have been 
singled out. It is also important to include to the syllabus some class 
hours devoted to mastering basic academic skills, such as summariz-
ing, synthesizing, paraphrasing and note taking, as they are crucial 
for all four parts of the exam.  

In the fourth part of the presentation I will expand about the ac-
tivities which can be used as a part of the test-preparation classes for 

the CAE and CPE examinations and the ideas for their designing.  
Designing a test preparation class using this method can be very 

tedious, but at the same time it helps understand which skills have to 
be developed. Both the students and the teacher understand their ob-
jectives, can formulate them and work on achieving them. Practicing 
examination tasks and activities aimed at mastering particular lan-
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guage skills contributes to the improvement of the general level of 

English. 
 
E.M. Bozhko  
Yekaterinburg, Russia 

PECULIARITIES OF VOLUNTEERING  

AS A CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETER  

AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN SOCHI 

The word “volunteering” may have several meanings: 
• Rendering assistance in some activity or with some project. 
• Rendering help to people. 
• Doing something useful and necessary without being paid for 

it.  

In general, when we talk about volunteering, we all imply that it 
is an altruistic activity, intended to promote goodness or improve 
human quality of life. To the person who is engaged in this activity, 
it can bring the feeling of self-worth and respect. But it is not only 
because of this people are engaged in volunteering. Volunteering is 
also renowned for skill development, socialization, and fun. It is also 
intended to make contacts for possible employment.  

Many volunteers are specifically trained in the areas they work, 
such as medicine, education, or emergency rescue. Others serve on 
an as-needed basis, such as in response to a natural disaster. 

There are many types of volunteering in general, namely:  
• Skills-based volunteering 
• Volunteering in developing countries 
• Virtual volunteering 
• Micro-volunteering 

• Environmental volunteering 
• Volunteering in an emergency 
• Volunteering in schools 
• Corporate volunteering 
• Community voluntary work 
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• International work-camps. 

As far as Russia is concerned, volunteering in Russia began in 
the mid-1990s when some sport complexes and museums began to 
engage volunteers in their activities. Volunteers in Russia are usually 
selected for special event and should meet a number of requirements, 
e.g. knowledge of a foreign language, good stamina, etc. So, we can 
conclude, that in Russia volunteering is usually skills-based.  

When we talk about volunteering in sports, mainly about the 

Olympic volunteering, it’s worth mentioning that the history of 
Olympic volunteering started in 1912 in Stockholm, and the number 
of volunteers at the Olympic Games and their list of duties has been 
gradually increasing ever since. The modern model of Olympic vol-
unteering has been formed within the period from 1980 till 1992. 

The process of selecting volunteers for the Olympic Games in 
Sochi began on February 7th, 2012. Thousands of applications from 

all over the world were sent to 26 volunteer centers established in 
different cities of Russia. The volunteers in Sochi were offered to 
work in the following areas: Transport, Medicine, Doping Control, 
Technology, Ceremonies, Team and Delegation Services, Protocol 
and Language Services, Communications and Media, Administration 
Management and Accreditation, Paralympic Characteristics, and 
Event Services. Some areas did require some specific skills, and 
among them was the area of Language Services, or LANS. 

There were many requirements a LANS volunteer should have 
met. Among them were: knowledge of foreign languages (English, 
French, German, Italian, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Japa-
nese, etc.), consecutive interpretation skills, and the ability to trans-
late in writing. Besides, the LANS volunteer should have been re-
sponsible and efficient. The volunteers in this functional area should 
have carried out the following work in Sochi: consecutive interpret-

ing, translation, and assistance in organizing the work of translators, 
if needed. Of course, there were specific workshops for training such 
kinds of volunteers, and they had to memorize lots of information, 
terms, and names.  

The assistance of LANS volunteers was needed everywhere, at 
every event, and at every venue, both of Coastal and of Mountain 
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Cluster. During the event the LANS volunteers had to work in the 

mixed zone for press and broadcasters. It was very difficult, because 
the translators should have been familiar with the procedure for the 
event to know the context, to know the results of previous competi-
tion stages, to have the start list available so that they wouldn’t have 
the participants’ names mixed up, and clarify the pronunciation of 
these names. Besides, the LANS volunteers had to be very sensitive 
and careful with details and the content of the talk, taking into ac-

count lots of circumstances. Asking athletes your own questions, or 
approaching them asking for an autograph or a photo was strictly 
forbidden. And of course, the LANS volunteers had to stay out of 
camera shots. 

In general, being a LANS volunteer at any international event is 
a unique unforgettable experience allowing you to develop personal-
ly and professionally, and to make plenty of useful contacts. 

 
O.M. Braterskaya 

Moscow, Russia 
MEETING NEW STANDARDS  

IN LANGUAGE TEACHING:  

INVERTING INSTRUCTION, CLASSROOM  

AND METHODS 

Effective language teachers seek to meet high professional 

standards. In order to achieve this, they continue to develop their 
own principles of effective teaching, they plan their lessons carefully 
and set clear outcomes for themselves and their students. They seek 
to make their learners the focus of their lessons, so they introduce 
and make use of strategies to manage their classes so as to facilitate 

efficient teaching and resultative learning. 
Most language teachers nowadays encounter the reality of 

standards-based grading and the burden of having to cover enormous 
amounts of learning material in often very limited time with a num-
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ber of students exceeding an optimal size of a well functioning lan-

guage group.  
The concept of standards-based grading is transparent: all stu-

dents will demonstrate a good level of sanctioned and pre-
determined content knowledge and related skills and at the end of the 
year, students' grades will reflect their achievements. However, the 
implementation of high goals can be complicated, and teachers real-
ize that performance and success as measured by grades depends on 

introducing new methods and approaches in both pedagogy and a 
learning process. 

Flipping the classroom has gained its popularity in a number of 
countries as a proven method for coping with requirements in an out-
come-based or standard-based classroom. 

Flipping has been acknowledged as a working instrument in 
every content area of a school curriculum, having become a strategy 

providing good pace and progress, sustaining students’ interest and 
motivation at the lesson.  

 The main principles of a flipped classroom (Avoiding needless 
or overly lengthy explanations and instructions and letting students 
get on with the job of independent learning; using a variety of activi-
ties within a lesson, rather than spending the whole lesson on one 
activity; monitoring your students’ performance on activities on the 
spot; creating effective language lessons and others) can start being 

put into action. 
The presenter is ready to share his experience and techniques of 

making optimal and effective use of the Allocated time of the lesson 
when: 

- Academic learning time, or the amount of time during which 
students are independently engaged in a learning activity, turns into 
reversed instruction and becomes a student's off-class independent 

prerogative.  
Time available for teaching «Theory» is categorized as an out-

of-class one and almost eliminated from a regular lesson. The con-
tent, often the theoretical lecture-based component of a traditional 
lesson, becomes more easily accessed and controlled by the learner. 
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It refers to teaching and developing skills in Reading, Speaking and 

Writing and Use of language. 
Instead of ineffective homework, well-targeted in-class oppor-

tunities for students to practice their skills with instant corrective 
teacher feedback has an outcome several times that of a conventional 
homework, in which teachers have very few or no chances to moni-
tor students. 

The outside work (or homework) is further accompanied with 

online assignments categorised into additional categories, such as 
learning objects (i.e. a resource, such as a reading or video, to sup-
port learning) to engage and motivate students and further direct 
what will happen in the class.  

After being engaged with an online instruction or watching a 
topical video at home, students are ready to brainstorm questions, 
opening the opportunity for a discussion about anything that may 

have been confusing, difficult, unexplained, forgotten or unclear . 
Bringing questions to a class is a rewarding way to enhance the 
productivity and performance. 

 Uploading and sharing a digital lesson, a video or a text mate-
rial with students via a school’s learning management system, a 
teacher's site, or even linking to your students in networks boosts 
students' interest and motivation and intensifies the process of learn-
ing. 

-The Engaged time (time-on task), or the proportion of time in 
which the students are actively involved in learning activities in the 
classroom, prevails. Students report the results of their independent 
work which are presented in a discussion. The teacher's presence fa-
cilitates students' mastery and so does their peers' active participa-
tion. It also makes a teacher's presence and instruction more valua-
ble. 

- The Instructional time is minimised due to a set standing order 
of a lesson. 

In summary, a flipped (reversed) lesson procedure is one of the 
most effective among many emerging techniques for integrating tech 
and digital learning into the language classroom, for the young who 
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are accustomed to turning to the web and social media for interaction 

and information. 
First steps in acquiring this method can and should be made 

now and will bring visible benefits however digitally involved stu-
dents are. This practice promotes better student–teacher interaction. 
A teacher spends significantly more one-on-one time with learners 
than in a traditional classroom. Such increased possibilities for feed-
back could improve the learning process because feedback is sup-

posed to possess the strongest effect volume among any instructional 
practice. 

That is what new Federal Educational Standards require from 
modern teaching – reverse the paradigm of teaching – away from a 
traditional model of teachers as envoys of knowledge and toward a 
teacher model as facilitators who carefully direct and observe stu-
dents, identifying their educational needs and guiding them to higher 

levels of learning. 
 
M.Y. Brodsky 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
TEACHING INTERPRETING AND INTERPRETING 

TEACHING IN THE RUSSIAN CONTEXT 

After the breakdown of the Soviet Union, Yekaterinburg be-

came a popular place for foreigners. Professional interpreters were 
needed. However, none of the existing colleges or universities taught 
translation. Today, the situation is much better. Many self-taught 
interpreters work successfully in the region. A few local colleges and 
universities teach translators and interpreters. But because most 
teachers of translation are also self-taught, there are still many ques-

tions and concerns about how to teach translation and interpreting: 
professional competencies, materials, etc. The Russian market, in 
some ways, is different from European and American. Some fields of 
interpreting, like court interpreting (or, wider, communal interpret-
ing), are new to Russia. 
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V.V. Chalkova 

Chelyabinsk, Russia 
THE PROBLEM OF A CHOICE OF SOFTWARE  

FOR DISTANCE LEARNING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

Due to process of informatization is modern society becomes 
more mobile and technologically competent. Today, the require-

ments of almost every profession include the required computer 
skills and application software. Education in such society becomes 
more affordable and at the same time, become increasingly hard – 
now a student humanities is not enough to be an expert only in his 
sphere, he has to learn the basics of using information technologies 
in education, learn to apply the skills in practice, to optimize his 
work. 

In a century of development and popularization of information 
technology, widespread distance education, making it possible to 
acquire knowledge at a distance, reduces the cost of the process of 
education and orienting the whole process of learning of any subject 
on the use of the computer and peripherals, as the main source of 
information and the main tools allowing contact with teachers. 

There are several types organization of distance learning, but 

any of them require the teacher and the student: generally accessible 
at any time, the storage of electronic documents (various types and 
sizes), the possibility to communicate with each other (as in real-time 
and retrospectively), collaborative editing the existing documents, 
and also a visual representation of their ideas (the ability to use cap-
ture desktop interlocutor video and audio support actions and others).  

To increase effective language learning is convenient the ability 
to work with a distance course at any time and in any place, several 

times a day, using a tablet PC or mobile phone. The important aspect 
is that all the actions are performed simultaneously rather large num-
ber of users that can significantly affect both the quality of commu-
nication with the teacher, and the speed of operation. 
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At the moment, there is enough considerable number of services 

offering organization of distance learning: Moodle, iSpring, Radmin, 
etc. But firstly most of them are on a paying basis, and secondly no 
one includes all the necessary functionality, that is, in any case you 
will have to install any software on teacher's computer and possibly 
on computers all students. 

Another significant disadvantage of existing specialized soft-
ware for distance learning, in our opinion, is the emphasis on func-

tionality to the detriment of visual design and stability. Appearance 
of such services do not use developments on interface design, and 
has a simple spreadsheet interface, developers do not follow fashion 
trends in the design of mobile multimedia and gaming applications 
(the most popular among teenagers). Also, many programs do not 
work with different types of files or require their conversion, which 
is problematic for teachers and students of humanitarian fields of 

science; Some software products focused on foreign-language com-
munity and translated into Russian is not fully (an example is the 
inability to download the files in the repository whose names have 
Russian symbols), besides not always program designed for multi-
user access. 

At the moment companies producing software for distance edu-
cation are small and are often unable to test their products at the ap-
propriate level, which leads to difficulties for users during operation. 

The solution of these problems seems to us in the creation of a 
small shell program for distance learning, which will be fully cus-
tomizable and will use the necessary functions already finished free, 
but not specialized software for educational purposes. 

In fact, there are many applications and software firms giant, 
whose works have been verified by thousands of users around the 
world, they do not specialize in educational programs, but the range 

of applications of their products is wide enough to use it as you see 
fit. Examples of such software can be a means of communication: 
Skype, MailAgent, postal systems of any company; cloud computing 
services for storing data: Google Disk, Disk Yandex, cloud storage 
mail.ru and others. 
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Our program shell is a web-based interface-oriented on a 

nonspecialist in the field of information technology. User, following 
simple instructions, can be connects this shell to the Internet re-
sources convenient for him and use them according to the part of the 
agreement permitted user of the product. Setting is done once for 
each user, as well it is obligatory registration on the developers web-
site. During subsequent connections the user under his personal login 
and password settings are already applied automatically. 

Thus, our shell allows you to use ready-tested development of 
the global community for educational purposes, to make the work of 
teachers and students convenient – they do not have to be distracted 
by the technical details of the process of distance learning, allowing 
them to focus on better preparing for the sessions. 

 

L.S. Chikileva 

Moscow, Russia 
MOTIVATION IN TEACHING ENGLISH 

FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES 

English for specific purposes (ESP) implies creating research-
based English based materials and instruction for students with spe-

cific language learning goals related to their current or future profes-
sional contexts.  

ESP is designed to meet the specific needs of learners to partic-
ular disciplines, occupations and activities. English for Business Pur-
poses (EBP) deals with succeeding in a job. ESP teachers have to 
plan the course they teach, provide materials for it and motivate stu-
dents. It is seldom possible to use a particular textbook without sup-
plementary materials.  

The role of ESP teachers as providers of materials involves 
choosing suitable published or electronic resources, adapting them or 
creating their own materials. It seems to be very helpful and useful to 
implement digital resources, such as Macmillan English Campus. 
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Since its launching in 2003, Macmillan English Campus has come a 

long way. It includes over 5,000 activities and more than 1,000 test-
ing resources. 

This educational platform provides online tools to motivate stu-
dents. There is no doubt it has many benefits for teachers, such as 
automatic marking, intuitive course-building tools and flexible ways 
to communicate with students: the English Campus is designed to 
empower teachers and free up their time and resources. Finding qual-

ity online resources that teachers can trust may be a problem. With 
the English Campus teachers have access to a database of over 50 
pre-built courses and more than 5,000 activities that are carefully 
graded. Teachers can use a pre-built course or tests, adapt them to 
their students’ needs or build their own courses for every class and 
even for every student. There is no need to spend hours marking ac-
tivities or tests: teachers can open the automatic Markbook to see 

how students are doing, find out if they have difficulties with their 
homework and help those who need a new challenge. Teachers can 
immediately respond to students’ needs, thanks to the option to send 
Bookmarks, Word lists, Web links, they can send a message to the 
whole class or a single learner.  

The English Campus offers students flexibility to learn on their 
own terms, anywhere they are, within a personalized online envi-
ronment and with immediate access to the courses they are following 

– while putting teachers in control of their students’ progress, and 
providing the institution with reports. Students will benefit from 
carefully graded materials and teachers don’t need to worry about the 
quality or appropriateness of the resources. 

Whether students work in class, at home or on the go, the auto-
matically updated Markbook will give them an easy way to monitor 
their progress and remain motivated. No matter where students are, 

their teachers have immediate access to their work. The option to add 
Bookmarks, Word lists or Web links means that every student can 
adapt the platform to their specific needs and interests.  

Due to the internal messaging system, staying in touch with 
teachers for feedback and support is very easy and motivating. 
Teachers’ time will no longer be spent on searching for supplemen-
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tary materials and manual marking. With immediate access to usage 

logs and statistics, sharing these figures with students, teachers’ work 
becomes much easier. In conclusion it should be mentioned that in a 
long-term learning process, such as the mastery of ESP, learners’ 
success depends on their level of motivation. 

 
K.G. Chiknaverova 

Moscow, Russia 

PREVENTING MISTAKES OF PERCEPTION IN THE 

COURSE OF EXPLORATORY READING OF ESP TEXTS 

(THE CASE OF ENGLISH FOR ECONOMICS) 

ESP texts for economics can generally be classified according 
to the widely accepted typology of scientific-journalistic texts and 
classification of topics in economics. Such texts are characterized by 
an overwhelming use of present simple of verbs, as well as passive 
constructions. Nouns denoting economic concepts are used alongside 
with legal notions and concepts, as well as nouns and pronouns typi-
cal of general use of English . Prescriptive character of the infor-
mation presented in such texts is created due to verbal patterns de-
noting modality of necessity and possibility. Such texts generally 
contain full forms, are characterized by variety of means representing 
logical links. Logical patterns denoting reason and cause are fre-
quent, these particular patterns are explicated by specific means of 
language (thus, provided, once). Clauses and homogeneous parts of 
the sentence are widely employed. The speech material is represent-
ed by speech patterns, conditioned by interprofessional and 
intraprofessional communication. These are within the framework of 
the following themes: business, e-business, book-keeping, banking 
and finance, employment, insurance, legal issues of running a busi-
ness, industry, marketing, stock exchange, currency market, floata-
tion, statistics. The input of unknown lexis is approximately 4 per 
cent, which is high average. The percentage of unknown lexis grows 
from 0.3 to 0.5 percent. From 2.5 to 2 % of the new lexical units are 
introduced according to the word-building principle, these new 
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words are repeatedly used in the text up to 10 times. Such approach 
to text formation allows to develop and practice prognostic and antic-
ipation skills, increase the speed of reading, accelerate linguistic 
analysis. In the course of exploratory reading students are supposed 
to make inferences as for the text`s style and its overall structure, the 
reading span determined by the body of information and the number 
of characters. Students are required to determine the setting for the 
text, which typically includes trends in the world politics and econ-
omy, as well as those in a particular country, being aware of particu-
lar public figures and organizations. Logic of the narration and the 
author`s standpoint shall not elude the reader. The mechanisms of 
perception to be developed are those of selective and segregated at-
tention, analyzing the semantic content while revealing and consoli-
dating the primarily important information as well as those employ-
ing the theory of incoming information. Consequently, the least im-
portant information is deemphasized and consequently extenuates 
while the most important information persists. At this stage it is pos-
sible to anticipate and prevent mistakes of perception. They are as 
follows: wrong perception of the sequence of events, the author`s 
arguments; the author`s intonation and the emotional assessment; 
facts, phenomena, events – caused by failure to comprehend the sub-
text (including inter alia associations and implications); extratextual 
implications as a semantic pattern based on associations; inadequate 
thematic insertion (which is likely not to reflect the main idea, or is 
contradictory to it), being unaware of the subject matter; violation of 
the thematic cohesion (in particular, in case of microtopics); lan-
guage and speech difficulties (figures of speech, phraseological units, 
proverbs). 

Further on it is required to initiate verbal or /and semantic fore-
casting, hypothesizing, developing a system of expectations, in the 
course of which students learn to structure their knowledge, language 
experience and expectations, render background knowledge active. 

Thus, teaching to reveal difficulties of text comprehension at 
the stage of exploratory reading helps foresee and prevent subjective 
factors of perception. It makes it possible to take into account poten-
tial needs, expectations, incentives, as well as to encourage unex-
pected creative solutions and criticism. 
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E.A. Danilova 

Syktyvkar, Russia 
ADAPTATION OF THE BASIC EDUCATIONAL  

PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES  

IN HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

According to Federal law of the Russian Federation #273 dated 

September, 1, 2013 each person has a right to education. In Article 
#5 it is said that necessary conditions must be provided for quality 
education without discrimination of people with disabilities, to cor-
rect developmental disorders and social adaptation. The provision of 
early remedial assistance should be on the basis of special pedagogi-
cal approaches and the most suitable for these individuals language, 

methods and means of communication and conditions, to the maxi-
mum extent which would produce a certain level of education and 
orientation, as well as social development of those persons, including 
the organization of inclusive education of people with disabilities.  

Article #79 underlines the necessity of adapted educational pro-
grams in accordance with the individual rehabilitation program under 
special conditions. Under special conditions for learners with disabil-

ities in the Federal Law the following moments are meant: the learn-
ing environment; education and development of students, including 
the use of special educational programs and methods of training and 
education; special textbooks, manuals and teaching materials; special 
technical means of training; the provision of assistant services, 
providing students necessary technical assistance; conducting group 
and individual rehabilitative training; access to the building of organ-
izations engaged in educational activities; and other conditions, 

without which the fulfilment of educational programs to train stu-
dents with disabilities is impossible or difficult. 

Therefore now there’s a huge problem before the teachers’ so-
ciety of adaptation of the basic educational programs for the students 
with disabilities in schools and higher educational institutions. The 
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main problem is that teachers don’t know how to teach disabled stu-

dents. Teaching disabled students is just a separate science demand-
ing special knowledge and skills. In the article we’ll try to provide 
some tips of how to make the program accessible for different cate-
gories of students with disabilities. 

 
 
J.L. Depto 

Novosibirsk, Russia 
CRITICAL THINKING:  

ENHANCING STUDENT ENGAGEMENT 

Bean’s (2011) principles for a critical thinking classroom is a 
research supported approach to designing instructional practices and 

learning experiences that help to build students’ critical thinking 
skills. Students are more likely to be motivated to engage in the 
learning activities when they are challenged with tasks that are de-
velopmentally appropriate, allow for divergent thinking such as 
brainstorming, problem solving activities and tap into their multiple 
intelligences.  

Participants will use Bean’s principles to identify characteristics 

of a critical thinking classroom, engage in activities that promote 
critical thinking, and redesign a typical lesson to reflect a more criti-
cally oriented approach. Teachers can use Bean’s principles to reflect 
on the instructional decisions they make and use these principles to 
strengthen the teaching and learning in their classrooms. 
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J.L. Depto 

Novosibirsk, Russia 
ELEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE ACADEMIC WRITING 

Publishing in peer-reviewed international journals is an activity 
seen as the pinnacle of academic scholarship. In this seminar, partic-
ipants will gain a solid overview of the elements that characterize the 
scholarly writing process and engage in activities that promote suc-
cessful academic writing practices. These include staking a claim, 

engaging in synthesis, and citing evidence. To place these elements 
in an academic writing context, participants will examine the struc-
ture of an article and write a purpose statement for a research article. 

 

M.I. Devyatkova 
Yekaterinburg, Russia 

CONCEPTUAL SPHERES FREQUENCY  

IN AMERICAN AND RUSSIAN POLITICAL  

CARTOONS WITH THE IMAGE OF VLADIMIR PUTIN 

Rapid growth of the number of scientific works devoted to cre-
olized texts proves the fact that nowadays researchers pay more at-
tention to non-verbal or extralinguistic features of language. 

There are different kinds of creolized texts: political cartoons, 
posters, flyers, covers of musical albums, movies etc. 

Nowadays there is a lot of information connected with the name 
of Vladimir Putin on the internet, in the newspapers, magazines and 
on television. We decided to examine political cartoons, because 
they are popular nowadays and oriented towards various strata of 
society.  

The aim of the article is to discover conceptual spheres frequen-

cy in American and Russian political cartoons with the image of 
Vladimir Putin.  

Having scanned 300 political cartoons with the image of the 
Russian president we singled out 20 conceptual spheres. They are the 
following: Russian Elections, Gas Emperor, Russian Bear, Putin’s 
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Foreign Policy, Supreme Commander-in-Chief, Democracy, Person-

ality Cult, Putin and Medvedev, Putin and Obama, Reforms, New 
Russian Czar, Sanctions, Special Agent, USSR Epoch, Superhero, 
Conqueror, Dictator, Censor and the Olympic Games. 

The most frequent conceptual spheres are: Putin and Obama, 
Putin’s Foreign Policy and Personality Cult, the least frequent ones 
are the following: Democracy, Special Agent and the Olympic 
Games. 

Practically all the political cartoons contain verbal and non-
verbal components. Very often verbal components are represented by 
quotations from Putin’s speeches. As a verbal component the image 
of Vladimir Putin is used. The Russian president is depicted as a 
brave and powerful politician, especially in American political car-
toons. Non-verbal components are presented by graphic metaphors 
which can be independent data carrier. These extralinguistic means 

of communication attract addressees’ attention and exert a certain 
influence upon them. 

 
I.V. Dombrovskaya  

Voronezh, Russia 
O.A. Petrova 
Voronezh, Russia 

PROJECT WORK: THE 70
TH

 ANNIVERSARY  

OF VICTORY IN THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR 

Decades after discarding communism Russia is still seeking its 
place in a new historical and geo-political landscape and is deep in 
the throes of an identity crisis. Efforts by the Russian president, lead-
ing politicians and activists are all aimed at formulating and articulat-

ing a new national idea which, as many think, should stem from Rus-
sia’s traditional values, religion, culture and history. 

Immaterial and metaphysical per se, an invisible part of a na-
tion’s spiritual being, national identity is hard to define, if at all. In 
Russia the situation is complicated by social tensions and discontent 
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due to the growing gap between the rich and the poor, low social 

mobility, rampant corruption, the alarming state of the rule of law 
and the weak legal system. 

Surveys show most Russians see the victory in the Great Patri-
otic War as a key element of Russian national identity. As is clear 
from opinion polls, moral principles, courage, self-sacrifice, deter-
mination and mass heroism during the war are still highly valued. 

Meanwhile, the opposite tendency has come to the fore: both in 

Russia and elsewhere nationalism and racism, extremism and fas-
cism are on the rise. Numerous attempts have been made to rewrite 
the history of the World War II, with the Soviet Union’s role in the 
victory over fascism diminished, if not ignored. 

Hence we find it reasonable to incorporate materials concerning 
the World War II and the Great Patriotic War (facts, documents, 
well-balanced and unbiased interpretations) into both class and extra-

class activities, which as we think is of utmost importance while 
teaching students of the International Relations department. 

Being one of the most effective forms of organizing guided in-
dependent work, projects are a perfect fit to fulfill this task. We sug-
gested that the 4-year students should work on projects devoted to 
the 70th anniversary of the victory in the Great Patriotic War. 

Realizing though that practical implementation will not be an 
easy task since some students might be ill-informed about this peri-

od, we launched the project by means of the students’ ‘passive’ in-
volvement, namely, by recommending a list of documentaries and 
movies for compulsory independent watching (among them were: 
Ch. Delage “Nuremberg: The Nazis Facing Their Crimes”, M. 
Romm “Ordinary Fascism”, S. Kramer “Judgment at Nuremberg”, S. 
Spielberg “Schindler’s List”). Afterwards the students split into 
groups and chose the material to work on. The end product was pub-

lic presentations, paper posters and photo galleries covering the is-
sues below: 

• a research into how initially laudable aims of turning the de-
pressed Germany at the beginning of the 20th century into an eco-
nomically prosperous country resulted in its collapse in 1945 (a plac-
ard-style booklet) 
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• a comparative research into the linkage/parallels of the Ger-

man fascism and neo-nationalist and neo-fascist movements (roots, 
ideas and their practical implementation) 

• a research into Janusz Korczak’s life-long activity, ethic sys-
tem, tragic and heroic death  

• a presentation devoted to the Auschwitz concentration camp 
museum (sharing personal feelings, experience and reflections) 

• translations of the Soviet soldiers’ authentic letters home (not 

only were the letters translated into English but they were also de-
signed like those war-style triangle-shaped folded ones) 

• a presentation devoted to young heroes of the Great Patriotic 
War and their deeds (heroic feats of the young men and women of 
the Soviet Union's anti-fascist resistance during the war) 

• a photo gallery (authentic war photos both tragic and lyrical) 
K.D. Ushinsky once said: “Love for Motherland is one of the 

most powerful and uplifting feelings…” He also insisted that this 
love should be cultivated. The genuine interest the students demon-
strated while working on their projects as well as their emotional re-
sponse give hope that both those involved in the projects and the 
peers they presented them to will not be oblivious of the Great Patri-
otic War, will continue research into the issue and keep reflecting on 
this war, its roots and consequences and our people’s role in the vic-
tory which still remains the foundation stone of Russian self-identity. 

 

W. Durthy 
St. Petersburg, Russia 

COMMUNICATING ACROSS CULTURES: 

RE-ENVISIONING THE WRITING PROCESS 

Writing involves both process and product, and the best writing 

teachers focus on developing better writers, not merely on helping 
students produce better papers. But with the current emphasis on in-
creasing the number of articles published by professors in interna-
tional journals, the initial stages of the writing process are often ne-
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glected. Instead, scholars and researchers are encouraged to emulate 

the format and style of their target journals and to focus on making 
their articles match — in terms of content, focus, orientation, and 
style — those published in previous editions. In fact, they are urged 
to perform a rigorous journal analysis “well before any writing 
starts” (Reid, 6). And although following such a rigid process may 
result in increased publication opportunities in the short-term, it 
could also lead to a dramatic decrease in style and creativity in the 

long-term, as writers resist exploring innovative concepts or contro-
versial issues that may not “fit” conventional publication criteria. 

This workshop focuses on the initial stages of the writing 
process which invite writers to use strategies such as brainstorm-
ing, freewriting, questioning, and concept mapping to generate 
ideas and develop writing strategies to create initial drafts. Thus, 
it explores the benefits of encouraging scholars and researchers to 

share their works-in-progress with peers and colleagues within 
their own cultural and academic communities to elicit feedback 
for final papers before initiating the journal submission process. 
The workshop also emphasizes the role of oral presentations, writ-
ing consultations, and writers’ groups in preparing scholars and 
researchers to meet the challenges of the publication process by 
seeing themselves as writers. 

To illustrate the power of cross-cultural — and cross-

disciplinary — communication, the workshop draws on three prima-
ry sources. Using the framework of William G. Tierney’s “The Arc 
of Research,” the workshop reminds writers that sound research must 
be grounded in the pursuit of ideas that emerge from significant 
questions that reflect the writer’s values, identity, and worldview. 
Consequently, participants will explore the importance of developing 
research questions and thesis statements that help establish, shape, 

and advance an argument. Drawing on case studies from Columbia 
University’s Program in Narrative Medicine, which focuses on im-
proving the effectiveness of health care by directing doctors to listen 
to the stories of illness told by individual patients rather than simply 
focusing on their symptoms, the workshop examines the practice of 
“diagnosing writing problems” without considering the narratives of 
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individual writers. Finally, by exploring the concept of “deep learn-

ing” through creating “natural critical learning environment[s] . . . in 
which students can try, fail, receive feedback, and try again” (Bain, 
60), the workshop challenges writers to create their own “critical 
learning environments” to prepare them for the rigorous challenges 
of writing for international journals that privilege different cultural 
and rhetorical styles. 

 

O.S. Dvorghets 

Omsk, Russia 
MASS MEDIA INTEGRATION INTO ELT CLASSROOM 

The presentation centers around the idea of developing stu-
dents’ media literacy through integrating English and American mass 

media resources (mostly, multimedia form) into the English class-
room. The rationale for incorporating mass media analysis and inter-
pretation into language teaching, and methods of how to make the 
most of discussing multimedia messages in the ELT classroom are 
the main issues of the presentation. The speaker examines teaching 
experience at Dostoyevsky Omsk State University where the module 
“Mass Media Analysis and Interpretation” is incorporated into the 

practical course of English studies. The module is designed for For-
eign Languages Department and History Department (regional stud-
ies) students. It covers three semesters – V, VI, and VII . According 
to the suggested approach, critical mass media texts analysis helps to 
develop students’ skills to interpret mass media messages and 
awareness of the reasons and methods of how these messages are 
often mispresented, misinterpreted, and, as a result, might become 
instruments for manipulating the audience. 

The teaching process within the framework of the module en-
courages discussions about how media texts conceptualize gender, 
class, and nationality, and how they promote certain social values 
through realizing most valuable common concepts – moral and social 
values, consumerism, beauty, prestige, family, love, success, etc. 
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Multimedia texts analysis and interpretation allow students to access, 

analyze, and evaluate various kinds of British and American mass 
media – GB and USA TV news programs, talk shows, movies, 
among others.  

Certain issues of curriculum of the module as well as support 
materials development are covered in the presentation. The speaker 
focuses on the criteria for selecting mass media texts for analysis and 
interpretation in the classroom and individual work of the students. 

Among the latest materials used for the module “Mass Media Analy-
sis and Interpretation” introduced at Dostoyevsky Omsk State Uni-
versity 2 years ago, there are commencement speeches (e.g. com-
mencement speeches delivered by Steve Jobs, Stanford, 2005, J. K. 
Rowling, Harvard University, 2008, Neil Gaiman, University of the 
Arts, 2012, Bill Gates, Harvard, 2014 and others), the TV programs 
on BBC “Hard Talk” (e. g. interviews of Stephen Sackur with Amer-

ican linguist, philosopher Noam Chomsky, British actor and cam-
paigner Jeremy Irons, Russian State Duma deputy A. Lugovoi, press 
secretary of the Russian president D. Peskov etc.). Critical media 
analysis allows students to interpret the above mentioned media texts 
in terms of their cultural, political, ideological, and socioeconomic 
implication. Due to the comparatively long period of teaching time 
(about 100 hours), the teacher can afford to discuss a world of issues 
with the students covering such topics as family and school values, 

tolerance, use and abuse of some terms, etc. Since these are im-
portant and relevant issues for students and teachers, incorporating 
critical media analysis and interpretation into the ELT classroom is 
an excellent way to engage students’ skills in communication and 
creating thinking.  

It must be noted that watching and interpreting certain events 
might be done most effectively if comparing the way they are shown 

on TV programs on the British and American channels like BBC and 
CNN as well as on Russian TV. 

The presenter reviews theoretical developments for designing 
the program of the module and offers many practical suggestions, 
practical things one can do with a mass media class students. The 
presentation includes ideas for the main activities of the module, 
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such as writing essays, critical reviews and blurbs, completing the 

viewing log of an involved reader, having discussions, simulation, 
dramatization, role plays. 

Participants are introduced to innovative techniques that enable 
teachers to develop support materials for the module. Examples of 
the tutorials designed at Omsk State University include “Viewing 
Guide for the advanced ELT classroom”, “In the World of Authentic 
Video”. 

 
L.Kh. Dzasezheva 

Nalchik, Russia 
DESIGNING TASKS  

USING AUTHENTIC VIDEO MATERIALS 

Goal: Participants will learn to design tasks using authentic 

video materials. 
Objectives:  
1. In small groups, participants will share their reflection and 

experience using authentic video materials.  
2. After listening to the talk about the advantages of authentic 

materials and things to consider when selecting the materials, partic-

ipants will discuss how to sequence authentic video material tasks.  
3. After watching authentic video materials, in small groups 

participants will design three authentic video tasks (pre, while and 
post) for their students. 

The trainer will start the workshop by communicating the goal 
and objectives of the workshop. Afterwards, the trainer will post two 
leading-in questions regarding the topic of the workshop to activate 
the participants’ schemata. Think-pair-share form is chosen for this 

activity, so participants will have to share their responses to the ques-
tions with someone sitting next to them. Afterwards, the trainer will 
ask some people to share their ideas with the rest of the group.  

The trainer’s presentation will basically be about the advantages 
of using authentic video materials, things to consider when selecting 
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the materials and how to sequence the tasks. The presentation will be 

done interactively instead of lecturing to maintain the enthusiasm 
and involvement of the participants. During the talk, the trainer will 
elicit ideas from the participants before sharing the information on 
the topics mentioned above. For instance, when the trainer is about to 
talk about things to consider when selecting video materials for stu-
dents, she may elicit the ideas from the participants. Also, the partic-
ipants may interrupt the trainer to ask questions and clarifications. 

After discussing things to consider when selecting video mate-
rials, the trainer will play two video pieces and ask the participants 
with which level of students or programs they can be used for. The 
next activity will be the discussion of the sequence of a video lesson. 
Since this is not something new for the participants, the trainer will 
just ask them what activities make up a well-sequenced video lesson. 
The expected answers would be pre, while and post video activities. 

Then, the trainer will just elicit some sample activities for each stage 
and show some possible ideas on the powerpoint slide. 

The activity following the discussion of pre, while and post vid-
eo activities is the group work where the participants are given 
chance to customize the theories into their teaching context. After 
watching a short video, they will be asked to develop tasks for one 
lesson, which is composed of pre, while and post viewing activities. 
As the foremost idea of this workshop is to enable teachers to design 

supplementary video activities for their students, they also have to 
think about how the supplementary material might fit into the lesson. 
The teachers have to stick to a pre-designed syllabus, so they might 
not have the liberty to change the entire goals and objectives of the 
lesson on a particular teaching session, but they are encouraged to 
provide supplementary activities.  

After one group shares the tasks designed, other groups are en-

couraged to give feedback and comments on the tasks and explana-
tion. This will serve as a peer assessment where the participants can 
comment on each other’s work.  

Wrap up. Instead of being done by the trainer, the wrap up will 
be done by the participants. In other words, the trainer will ask some 
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volunteers to summarize the discussion of the workshop. Then, the 

trainer will just confirm what they say.  
Q and A session. 
 Even though throughout the workshop, the participants are al-

lowed to ask questions, there will still be a five-minute Q and A ses-
sion at the end. This is aimed to accommodate the participants who 
sometimes feel hesitant to interrupt to ask questions.  

Participant evaluation of workshop. At the end of the workshop, 

the participants are to fill out an evaluation form. This form consists 
of two parts; the first is about some can-do statements where they are 
expected to self-evaluate themselves, and the second part is about the 
things they like most about the presentation and the areas of im-
provement. 

 
E.V. Dziuba  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
ОСОБЕННОСТИ ЛЕКСИЧЕСКОЙ  

КАТЕГОРИЗАЦИИ ДЕЙСТВИТЕЛЬНОСТИ  

В РУССКОЙ ЯЗЫКОВОЙ КАРТИНЕ МИРА 

В процессе когнитивного освоения мира человеческое соз-

нание стремится к упорядочению знаний, их систематизации и 
структуризации. Разделение онтологического пространства на 
классификационные рубрики с целью упорядочения знаний на-
зывается категоризацией (см. подробнее работы Э. Рош [7], Дж. 
Лакоффа [6], А. Вежбицкой [3], Н.Н. Болдырева [1], 
О.О. Борискиной и А.А. Кретова [2], Е.С. Кубряковой [4], 
Т.Г. Скребцовой [5] и др.). Однако научные и наивные пред-
ставления о границах рубрик (категорий), на которые делится 

онтологическое пространство в сознании людей, далеко не все-
гда совпадают даже в рамках одной национальной языковой 
картины мира. Справедливость этого положения можно проде-
монстрировать на примере представлений носителей русской 
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лингвокультуры о продуктах растительного происхождения – 

овощах, фруктах, злаках, ягодах и орехах.       
В биологии и медицине, сельском хозяйстве, экономике, 

торговле (внешней и внутренней), кулинарии и бытовом пред-
ставлении нет единства мнений в оценке того, к какой категории 
принадлежит тот или иной продукт растительного происхожде-
ния, следовательно, в разных картинах мира структуры катего-
рий (то есть набор членов) различаются. Это обусловлено в пер-

вую очередь тем, что в разных сферах и даже науках, имеющих 
один предмет изучения, существуют разные основания для кате-
горизации и разные способы получения информации, выделя-
ются разные существенные признаки для классификационного 
рубрицирования объектов реального мира. Так, например, для 
биологов не существует деления растений (или их частей) на 
овощи и фрукты. То, что в ботанике считается ягодой и орехом, 

часто не соответствует бытовым и кулинарным представлениям 
об этих плодах. Иными словами, практически в каждой из на-
званных сфер существует собственная концепция деления ука-
занных объектов природного мира на те или иные группы.  

В ботанической картине мира в первую очередь учитыва-
ются два существенных признака: морфологический и система-
тический, что обусловлено существованием разных аспектов 
биологического описания растений в разных разделах ботаники. 

Все живые организмы царства растений без исключения описы-
ваются биологами с точки зрения места в систематике растений 
и с позиции морфологической структуры, поэтому для ботани-
ческой научной картины мира выявление типичных и нетипич-
ных образцов категорий наименее актуально, для данной науки 
не важна градация членов категории. Специалисты по ботанике 
вряд ли назвали бы клюкву лучшим образцом категории ЯГО-

ДЫ, а арбуз и помидор худшими образцами, для ботаники на-
званные плоды одинаково причисляются к ягодовидным из-за 
их типичной структуры: они имеют сочную мякоть, покрытую 
кожурой, и семечки внутри.  

Существенными признаками категоризации растений в ме-
дицинской картине мира является, как и в ботанике, их место в 
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общей систематике, а также морфология растений, те или иные 

части которых используются как лекарственное сырье (напри-
мер, плоды малины или шиповника, корень одуванчика или ре-
веня, листья крапивы, мяты, земляники и т.п.), однако важней-
шим признаком категоризации является наличие в них дейст-
вующего (биологически активного) вещества, или химический 
состав. С этой точки зрения продукты растительного происхож-
дения делят на растения с веществами первичного метаболизма 

(продукты, богатые белками, углеводами, липидами, витамина-
ми, нуклеиновыми кислотами) и растения с веществами вторич-
ного метаболизма (алкалоидами, гликозидами, каротиноидами, 
флаваноидами, стероидами и мн. др.). Другим важным призна-
ком категоризации является влияние тех или иных биологически 
активных веществ и химических элементов на здоровье челове-
ка, т.е. признак, в основе которого лежит оппозиция полезно / 

вредно для здоровья человека при том или ином его психофизи-
ческом состоянии. 

Весьма непросто выявить специфику категоризации ово-
щей, фруктов, злаков, ягод и орехов в агрономической и торго-
во-экономической картинах мира производственной сфере из-за 
обилия признаков, которые необходимо учитывать при разделе-
нии овощей и плодов на группы в разных сферах. Овощи боль-
шинством исследователей группируются по продуктовым орга-

нам, выделяются плодовые, листовые, листостебельные, череш-
ковые, цветковые, луковичные, клубне- и корнеплодные, рост-
ковые и грибы. Плоды и ягоды рассматриваются отдельно.  

Ученые выделяют растения древовидные (грецкий орех, 
черешня, каштан), кустовидные (гранат, лещина, кизил, облепи-
ха), кустарниковые (смородина, крыжовник, жимолость), кус-
тарничковые (черника, брусника), лиановые (актинидия, вино-

град), травянистые (земляника, морошка, клюква). Очевидно, 
что подобная классификация имеет слишком общее основание 
для выделения групп плодов, что делает границы категории и 
субкатегорий размытыми: в одну группу попадают совершенно 
разные по способам переработки, хранения, транспортировки и 
приготовления плоды, что не позволяет назвать классификацию 
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удобной для торгово-производственной сферы. Существуют и 

другие классификации, которые также строятся на основании 
разных категориальных признаков: биологическая структура – 
тип плодов (семечковые, косточковые, ягодные), место в систе-
матике растений (цитрусовые – растения рода Цитрус), специ-
фика зонального размещения (тропические и субтропические), 
специфика хозяйственного использования и действия на челове-
ка (пряные и тонизирующие). Именно поэтому одна и та же 

плодовая культура вновь становится членом разных субкатего-
рий. Например, цитрусовые отнесены к субтропическим и одно-
временно выделены в отдельную группу; миндаль отнесен к 
косточковым, но также назван орехоплодным; пряные и тонизи-
рующие выделены в отдельную группу, но так же, как и все 
тропические, возделываются в тропиках и т.д.  

Спецификой наивной категоризации овощей является их 

характеристика по признакам вкуса, размера, формы, особенно-
стей хозяйственного использования (способа употребления в 
пищу), структуры, цвета. По морфологическому признаку (съе-
добная часть растения) наивное представление совпадает с бо-
танической картиной мира, которая имеет одной из задач описа-
ние морфологических частей растений. По признаку способ 
произрастания наивная картина мира совпадает и с ботаниче-
ской, и с агрономической спецификой описания продуктов рас-

тительного происхождения (для агрономии этот признак важен 
для определения специфики возделывания овощных культур: 
выбора зонального распространения (климатических условий, 
особенностей почвы), разработки технологий снятия урожая и 
т.п. В части характеристики овощей по признаку хозяйственного 
использования наивное представление совпадает с торгово-
экономической концепцией, направленной на выработку техно-

логий обработки, хранения, транспортировки данной продукции 
и определения ее специфики как объекта товарно-денежных от-
ношений между регионами, странами, таможенными союзами и 
иными экономическими сообществами.  

Итак, структура категорий субсферы «Продукты расти-
тельного происхождения» не одинакова в научной картине мира 
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(ботанической, медицинской, агрономической),  торгово-

экономической сфере и наивном представлении. В каждой из 
названных сфер учитываются собственные специфические су-
щественные признаки, которые определяют членство и границы 
рассмотренных семантических категорий категорий.  
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N.V. Elfimova 

Novosibirsk, Russia 
SOME STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE CRITICAL 

THINKING TO WRITING IN A BE COURSE 

Nowadays, to stay competitive and successful, businesses are 
increasingly looking for the people who can think critically and in-
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novatively. Thus critical thinking skills are becoming as an important 

component of a business course syllabus as presentation or negotia-
tion skills. It implies that BE teachers should consider how critical 
thinking (CT) can be fostered in foreign language classes. 

Writing is directly linked with critical thinking. According to 
John C. Beans (2011) “writing is both a process of doing critical 
thinking and a product that communicates the results of critical 
thinking”. The CT tasks for managers are often concerned with iden-

tifying problems and solutions, relating theories to practice, making 
comparisons and contrasts, etc. 

Business students are trained in the genres of writing which 
they will need in the workplace: memos, formal and informal letters, 
emails, reports, resumes, cover letters, marketing plans, brochures, 
etc. Business writing presents a closed-form type of writing which 
poses some expectations and limitations. Students’ papers should be 

done in compliance with set formats of writing, follow a structure, be 
transparent and readable, etc. Such writing assignments advance 
thinking skills as students learn to ask questions, formulate argu-
ments, compare things, analyze data, etc. There is another advantage 
of teaching this pattern: students are exposed to the way of thinking 
employed in the “industry”: communicating with busy readers which 
requires maximum clarity, ability to be concise, coherent and argu-
mentative. 

There are some strategies which can be employed in a BE 
course to design CT tasks with the follow-up writing: 

* Linking tasks to students’ personal experience or previously 
existing knowledge 

When new material is linked to the familiar contents or learn-
ers’ personal experience it leads to engaging students’ interest in the 
problem and helps to foster active learning. For instance, business 

students can be asked to think of some examples of bad customer 
care they might have experienced in the past. Having identified the 
problem, found appropriate evidence they write a letter of complaint 
to the company. Students’ personal experience helps them grasp the 
concept of customer care. 
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* Problem-posing assignments 

Giving problems or questions to students activates their think-
ing skills provided that the problems are “true” and, at the same time 
have an appropriate level of difficulty for learners. Discipline-
specific problems are probably most engaging as they create “a natu-
ral critical learning environment” (Ken Bain, 2004). A sample prob-
lem-posing assignment is to consider two businesses operating in 
different industries and to make a decision about investing money in 

one of them. The writing assignment can be a memo to an MD justi-
fying the decision. This kind of task requires the skills of analyzing 
and evaluating data as well as establishing causes and effects. 

* Data-provided assignments 
There can be a variety of assignments built around reading, in-

terpretation of statistics and information presented in graphs, tables, 
texts and other forms. A data-provided task can request to analyze 

the company’s performance based on extensive data, do a SWOT 
analysis and write “Findings” and “Recommendations” sections of a 
report. 

* Assignments involving graphic organizers 
Graphic organizers allow students to make connections among 

pieces of information, make information easier to recall, encourage 
brainstorming, generate new ideas, analyze causes and effects, etc. 
Graphic organizers are really flexible tools as they can be used for 

instruction or revision; in pair, group work or with the whole class. 
Using assignments involving graphic organizers activate various CT 
skills and can be highly useful for writing essays, reports, etc. 

* Role-plays and simulations 
Role-plays and simulations make an integral part of case-studies 

which play an essential role in a business course. This method en-
hances CT as it provides students with ability to visualize and model 

a concept or event. The follow-up assignments may include any 
business writing genres. 

Good writing and critical thinking skills are essential for many 
occupations and professions. Writing assignments in the BE course 
should not be underestimated as they contribute a lot to CT skills 
development. 
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I.S. Eubanks  

Moscow, Russia 
LEARNING THROUGH WRITING: 

LOW STAKES ASSIGNMENTS  

AS PEDAGOGICAL TOOLS 

The workshop will be about ways to implement short, ungraded 

(or lightly graded) writing assignments with the aim of fostering 
skills or knowledge among students. Low stakes writing assignments 
will be discussed primarily within the context of composition peda-
gogy, but ways in which they can be used to teach subject matter 
(such as biology, history, etc.) and language will also be addressed. 

 

V.M. Evdash 

Tyumen, Russia 
N.N. Zhuravleva 

Tyumen, Russia 
SMALL TALK AS A TRIGGER  

FOR IMPROVING CONVERSATIONAL CONFIDENCE 

Russian methods of language teaching are gradually moving 

from standardized drilling to more communicative and pragmatic 
approach. However, some techniques such as small talk are under-
valued.  

Oxford dictionary gives the following definition of small talk: 
‘Polite conversation about unimportant or uncontroversial matters, 
especially as engaged in on social occasions’. 

Small talk might be especially challenging for some learners 
due to several reasons. First of all, according to K. Beare [2] ‘making 
small talk means talking about almost anything…Most English 
learners have excellent vocabulary in specific areas, but may have 
difficulties discussing topics they are unfamiliar with because of a 
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lack of appropriate vocabulary.’ Thus, language teachers should pre-
teach the vocabulary suitable for the topics of small talk.  

The next reason lies in the fact that small talk is a compulsory 
element of communication in the English-speaking community, 
whereas the Russian-speaking community cannot be characterized by 
the ability to talk about unimportant matters.  

Taking these reasons into consideration, it can be mentioned 
that language learning should include not only acquiring vocabulary 
and grammar patterns but also developing conversational strategies 
that are an integral part of Western culture.  

Consequently, it is essential to focus on developing learners’ 
small talk skills. The following stages have proved to be efficient in 
our teaching experience.  

Stage 1– Explanatory. 
Learners are informed about the importance of small talk for 

successful communication. They also mention topics that should be 
avoided in small talk. M. Wilson [6] suggests some tasks for eliciting 
dos and don’ts of small talk by crossing out inappropriate topics 
from the given list and a group discussion of the topics [6: 5].  

Stage 2 – Receptive 
Before producing something, it is necessary to familiarize with 

conversation patterns. It is done with the help of the following tech-
niques.  

1) Highlighting –discover the pattern. 
Students are given a model small talk conversation and they 

have to analyze it answering targeted questions. This task is more 
efficient for higher levels.  

2) Jazz chants are introduced to simply repeat the patterns and 
put them into practice. Sample jazz chants can be found on the site  

http://englishfox.ru/audio-kurs-po-anglijskomu-small-talk-
more-jazz-chants.html  

3) Video clips from http://www.real-english.com/ give exam-
ples of not only verbal, but also non-verbal communication.  

Stage 3– Drilling 
The next step is memorizing the patterns in order to make them 

a part of active communication. The techniques applied are as fol-
lows: 
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1) Echo patterns and follow-up questions adapted from the 
techniques proposed by P. Adams [1].  

Learners study four techniques for making small talk and show-
ing interest. They are echo questions, echo words, phrases for show-
ing attention and agreement and asking follow-up questions. Stu-
dents do various activities using each technique during the lesson.  

Stage 4 – Productive 
At this stage small talk becomes more natural and spontaneous. 

The tasks include the following ones: 
At this stage small talk becomes more natural and spontaneous. 

Learners are engaged in acting out situations in pictures or role-
plays. The tasks encourage learners to immerse into natural-speaking 
environment. 

All these strategies have been successfully implemented in our 
teaching and the learners have acquired the general small talk skills 
and become more confident in starting and maintaining a conversa-
tion.  

On the whole, we can say these stages enable learners to in-
crease their willingness to communicate. 
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M.A. Fedorova 

Omsk, Russia 
ENGAGING TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 

INTO ACTUAL TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

The main problem of teaching English in a technical university 
is the lack of learners’ motivations. It is caused both by few classes 

of FL a week and by most students poor level of English. For those 
who are better than others or who are well-motivated there are addi-
tional paid 2 or 3 year courses which are wide-spread in many Rus-
sian universities. But for some students there is no other alternative. 
Sometimes they just do not have enough money to get extra classes 
or are not well-motivated to do well during their regular ones. One of 
the solutions can be organizing real translating and interpreting prac-

tice for them. The changing role of the university into modern socie-
ty can provide some opportunities for this. Firstly, the cooperation 
between universities and enterprises has grown recently. Secondly, 
the requirements to the scientists concerning their international pub-
lications have increased a lot while most elderly professors are not 
good at English. So in some cases their students can help as they 
know the subject better than English teachers and sometimes know 

English much better then teachers of technical subjects. The experi-
ence of engaging technical university students into real translation 
practice is described in the paper. All the activities mentioned are 
organized by a students’ scientific laboratory created by the Foreign 
Language department of Omsk State Technical University in 2014. 
The laboratory is rather young, though it was well-equipped thanks 
to the university grant aimed for creating and developing students’ 
scientific groups. The examples include students' participating as 

volunteers into International forums held in Omsk as well as making 
translations for their specialized departments. Besides, students write 
articles in English by themselves which also helps them to be ac-
quainted with the international scientific environment. One of the 
cases is having students as volunteers during the annual Social En-
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terprise Forum which takes place in Omsk in October. While some 

teachers of the department provide e-mailing in English, translating 
documentation, presentations and reports of the forum participants, 
students meet the guests from abroad in the airport, show them 
around the city and do some other things as coordinating the rooms 
where the reports should be presented, and so on. Students receive 
the gratitude letters from the organizing committee after the Forum 
which gives them more points for getting extra scholarship at the 

university. So, during the forum they have actual practice of commu-
nication. Another case is translating or editing articles prepared for 
international publication. In 2014, one of the conferences got an op-
portunity to be published with IEEE which is Institute of Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers. That means that about 70 articles had to be 
prepared in good English and according to all the requirements. For 
sure, most work was done by the teachers, though some students, 

especially master and post-graduates were co-authors, others were 
asked by their professors to help with translation or to check the arti-
cle before handing it to the English teacher. The prospects of the ac-
tivities described are seen as engaging students into writing their own 
short reports and papers in English, participating into international 
seminars, translating materials for the university site (or the sites of 
their departments). Another good idea is organizing on-line seminars 
or conferences for students of the same specialties from various 

countries. As it can be seen from above, students of different levels 
of English could be engaged into the actual communication activi-
ties. As practice has shown, it increases their motivation and self-
confidence a lot. 

 
I.V. Fedyakova 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 

THE STUDY OF POLITICAL METAPHOR 

IN LINGUISTICS 

In the context of political and economic crises political meta-
phor becomes perhaps the only means of the society manipulation. 
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With such an excellent communicative art politicians can create the 
required worldview, influence people’s mind and behavior. Being a 
part of the language political metaphor has the same semantic and 
structural properties which are common to all metaphors. Yet, it 
bears some specific characteristics determined by the sphere of its 
usage. 

Political metaphor studies began in the ancient times. The 
source of the contemporary political linguistics may be found in the 
ancient rhetoric where metaphors were mere ornaments or didactic 
devices of speech. 

Since that time many philosophers and scientists have studied 
metaphors, among them were G. W. F. Hegel, E. Cassirer, G. Lakoff 
and many others. 

During the last decades due to the development of Cognitive 
Linguistics there appeared a shift in the study of metaphors. Rapidly 
changing reality: huge progress in information technologies, an in-
creasing role of mass-media and the Internet in our everyday life, 
globalization tendencies raise the interest of the society to the politi-
cal language. 

Extralinguistic factors increased the interest to the language of 
politics in discourse research. A great number of linguists investigate 
politicians’ speeches for the presence of metaphors in them. 

The study of metaphor in linguistics started in 1980 when the 
book Metaphors We Live By was published by George Lakoff and 
Mark Johnson.  

Almost every new school of linguistics suggested its own con-
ception of metaphor functions, its own methods for the study of met-
aphors and metaphorical models. Two main schools appeared in this 
branch of science. The first school worked out the theory of regular 
polysemy. Such linguists as Yu. D. Apresyan, D. N. Shmelev, 
N. I. Bakhmutova, I. A. Sternin, A. P. Chudinov are among those 
who represent this approach. Proponents of the theory of regular pol-
ysemy tried to define the principle models of polysemy for the Rus-
sian nouns, adjectives and verbs and to create the list of models with 
their level of productivity and regularity.  
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The second school suggested the theory of conceptual metaphor 
which appeared in the USA as a branch of cognitive linguistics. 
G. Lakoff and M. Johnson may be considered as one of the founders 
of cognitive linguistics which studies conceptual metaphors in politi-
cal discourse. According to their view metaphors play a significant 
role in determining our reality, they are means of perception and ex-
planation of the world. 

Contemporary cognitive linguistics considers metaphor not as a 
trope (a figure of speech) for the speech ornament but a state of 
mind. It conceptualizes the map of the world. According to this theo-
ry metaphorical models are presented in the human mind, they are a 
sort of schemes by means of which people think and act. 

Conceptual metaphor has two domains: the source domain and 
the target domain. The source domain comprises a set of attributes 
and relationships which are linked semantically. The target domain is 
considered to be abstract taking its structure from the source domain 
through the metaphorical link. 

Cognitive linguists produces a great number of political meta-
phor analyses. The most powerful of them were provided by George 
Lakoff where he emphasized two model for the Family conceptual 
metaphor used in political speech: A Strict Father and a Nurturant 
Parent. 

Some concepts of the cognitive study of political metaphor sug-
gested by G. Lakoff were developed later. It was stated that such 
metaphors with the source domain as “Theatre”, “War”, “Game”, 
“Criminality” and some others are used more frequently in political 
discourse.  
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J.M. Flynn  

Khabarovsk, Russia 
TRANSLATION ISSUES WITH  

AN ESSAY ABOUT THE FORMER USSR 

Here I present my experience of the use of a personal essay I 
authored and published which is about life for a professional female 

educator in the former USSR during the early nineties. This essay is 
being translated by university students from English into Russian and 
it is also being read in various classes where students use critical 
thinking skills to write interpretative analysis. The essay is titled 
Apron and Shawl And Housedress and can be found online 
at www.basilrosa.com 
 

J. Frank  

Moscow, Russia 
STRATEGIES BASED INSTRUCTION: 

EXAMPLES AND ASSESSMENT 

This workshop will discuss various strategies useful for learn-

ing foreign language vocabulary and introduce one form of strategy 
training. The activity will be followed by a brief introduction to Re-
becca Oxford's Strategy Inventory for Language Learners as a way to 
assess students' strategy use. 

 
Y.S. Gafarova 

Samara, Russia 
Y.A. Kudryavtseva  

Samara, Russia 
KNOW YOUR STUDENTS 

“Know your students” is my final project, completed during 3-
week Access Teachers’ Workshop in the USA (November 2014). It’s 
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a detailed plan of a fun interactive 5-hour workshop for teachers aim-

ing at showing them how to know their students better (their person-
ality types and learning abilities) and how to use the received infor-
mation in shaping your classroom time and choosing activities. The 
presentation gives a quick overlook of different tests that evaluate 
students and their learning abilities and the way the results can be 
used to make one’s teaching the most effective.  

After brainstorming some ideas of why it is important to know 

your students teachers are offered an overview of eight multiple in-
telligences and different activities suitable for students possessing 
this or that intelligence. Finally teachers work with Gardner’s Multi-
ple Intelligence Survey and create their own activities. The teachers 
get several tests that could be used during classes to evaluate their 
students and upon getting the results the students themselves will 
know how they should study to make it more effective, the teachers 

will get the idea what kind of activities are more suitable for each 
student and the class on the whole. Also the results of the test can be 
helpful with choosing possible majors and professions for the stu-
dents. 

The second part of the workshop is working with “True colors” 
test which distinguishes students’ colors and thus shows their behav-
ior patterns, skills and needs. The teachers get the test itself and the 
meaning of different colors. The teachers during workshop are en-

courages to take the test themselves and after getting results with 
thorough descriptions of each color to evaluate their strengths and 
weaknesses. Also the teachers brainstorm possible problems that 
might come up with working with students of this or that color.  

The workshop is supposed to last 5 hours and the teachers are 
expected to take active part in the workshop and participate in all the 
activities as if they were students. But if the time limits do not allow 

that much time for a workshop it can be done without implementing 
the activities, they can just be described. Then it can be turned into a 
90 minute workshop. 
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D.K. Galyaminskikh  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
S.O. Makeeva  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
RUSSIA AND PERU  

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS CODE SWITCHING:  

PRAGMATIC ASPECT 

The process of globalization causes lexical borrowing in other 

languages. It takes the form of language expansion and excessive use 
of borrowed words with different level of assimilation in the case if 
there is no lacuna or the borrowing does not reflect the realis in the 
recipient language. The usage of borrowings characterizes the speech 
behavior of the youth for it being most liable to any changes in the 
language. 

Within teaching training practice, I had an opportunity of study-

ing speech behavior with the help of participant observation of the 
students of the faculty of economics and international business of 
ESAN University, Lima, Peru. Also being an undergraduate of the 
institute of foreign languages and a functional bilingual, I have been 
studying the speech behavior, that is rich in borrowings, of the stu-
dents of English department of USPU, Yekaterinburg, Russia for 
several years. That made comparative analysis of both universities 
possible. Both groups under discussion are considered to be artificial 

bilinguals for they speak two lingua-cultural codes, one of which was 
studied under certain conditions i.e. learning process. 

The methodology of the process can be defined as composite 
description of the material synchronously (2 years), componential 
analysis, lexical comparison method, element of contrastive analysis. 
Cognitive and associative experiments were conducted to collect and 
further analyze the studied material. The latter was gathered with the 

help of participant observation that implies direct observation of the 
students in question. Speech acts were transformed into texts without 
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any editing, with the maximum conservation of situational features 

(extralinguistic and paralinguistic communicative conditions). 
In the course of the research (86 written and oral cases of code 

switching in English by Russian students and 80 cases of code 
switching by Peruvians), it turned out that the distinctive feature of 
the students’ speech of both countries is the usage of lexical borrow-
ings in casual space of communication. Though the tasks they deter-
mine differ: in Russian students’ speech behavior they perform a 

password function (30,2%) justifying the belonging to the social 
group of English teachers. While in Peruvian students’ speech behav-
ior borrowings perform a status function (45,6%) emphasizing level-
ing of classes using the English language in everyday communica-
tion. 

The conclusion is made on the basis of the following differ-
ences: 

1. The link to micro-social context in Russian students’ 
speech: 

этот лигал очень формал; 
есть план файнал проджекта; 
а есть еще как стартинг поит вопросы на эгри и дисэгри; 
and the absence of such in Peruvian context: 
eso es un team (this is a team); 
vamos a la fiesta, you know (we are going to the party, you 

know); 
esperame un touch (wait for me a touch). 
2. The character of the borrowings. Russian students use pro-

fessionalisms: 
нужно сделать первый эссаймент; 
в смысле граматные и fluent; 
она сказала, что сколько хотите экстенсива сдавайте; 

while the borrowings of Peruvian students are confined within 
the casual everyday vocabulary: 

como estas? – fresh (how are you? – fresh); 
soy un gamer (I am a gamer); 
nos contamos tanta cosas, eres tan cool (we told each other 

many things, you are so cool). 
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3. The character of addressing. The situations under consid-

eration are characteristic of the intercourse between familiar people 
but Peruvian students are not likely to use borrowings to people they 
do not know for the need of making an inquiry about belonging of 
that people to a certain cultural and educational level. 

The following linguists appeal to the description of the youth 
speech portrait: S.V.Leorda in her work “The speech portrait of the 
modern student” fully characterizes the speech of a modern student 

and stresses the main features that can help to make their speech suc-
cessful and effective. Furthermore, V.A.Kozyrev and V.D.Chernyak 
in their work “The speech portrait of a student: characteristics of the 
vocabulary” found out that lacunas and the predominance of passive 
vocabulary over active one leads to inadequate speech behavior, 
hence the effectiveness of communication drops. 

The executed research allows to make a certain contribution of 

designing the speech portrait of the students as a social group on the 
basis of lexicon in the similar situation of bilinguism when the se-
cond foreign language acts as a language of international communi-
cation, possesses the higher level of prestige. The speech behavior of 
the students learning “exotic” foreign language (Chinese, Russian, 
etc.) is likely to be different from the speech behavior of the students 
learning “traditional” foreign language (English, Spanish, etc.). The-
se researches of the discursive practices may be considered as a pro-

spective research. 
 

L.M. Garaeva  

Kazan, Russia 
E.V. Gafiiatova  

Kazan, Russia 
PROFESSIONAL LANGUAGE OF FORESTRY 

Changes in society and language in the context of globalization 
generate interest in the study of language realizing in various profes-
sional fields. In addition to the development of professional commu-
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nication it is necessary to study professional language as part of the 

overall language system. Over the past few decades, research in such 
areas as sociolinguistics and lexicography including studies of pro-
fessional terminology have expanded rapidly.  

Professional jargons and social groups argot on the other hand 
are still in the outskirts of the mainstream research. 

Oral professional communication is regulated by the type of the 
language, communication stereotypes and the existing paradigm of 

corporate culture. It is the area where the language development 
trends and cultural traditions are very well observed, though not reg-
ulated by formal guidelines.  

In linguistics, there are signs, as a professional language, pro-
fessional sub-language, professional dialect, professional speech, 
professional style, language for specific purposes and other. Basical-
ly listed concepts are identical. Scientists suggest that the profession-

al language is a kind of social dialect or sociolect. 
Sublanguage is a variety of language used in a particular field 

or by a particular professional group and characterized especially by 
a distinctive vocabulary. Sublanguage is considered to be a better 
term than “jargon” which is not only pejoratively connotated but is 
ambiguous. The meaning of the latter varies from “an outlandish, 
technical language of a particular profession, group, or trade” to “un-
intelligible writing or talk” and “specific dialects resulting from a 

mixture of several languages” (M. I. Solnyshkina). 
Professional language is a historical and national category, the 

result of the interaction of various factors and cultures. One of the 
main characteristics of professional substandard is the development 
and use of lexical and phraseological units, and related terms. Schol-
ars often regard the professional language as a terminological sys-
tem. Professional terminology is a proof of the strength, variety, de-

velopment and autonomy of a sublanguage, and of the particular pro-
fessional activity. The Professional Language of Forestry is the lan-
guage used by professional foresters; woodmen; gamekeepers, forest 
rangers; velveteens; wood-reeves. 

The longer the period of stay in a particular professional socie-
ty, the better and deeper individual takes possession of his sub-
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language, the more clearly in his behavior characteristic of this 

community stereotypes. The desire for a certain characteristic type 
fixed in the minds of carriers leads to a gradual mastery of certain 
rules of the subculture. The individual does not only keep rules of 
verbal behavior (for example, professionals understand the term – cat 
face, scar or deformed section at the base of a tree caused by rot or 
fire), but in public life also comply with the rules and conventions, 
which, in turn, has an impact on the verbal behavior. It is obvious 

that in any community acceptable and unacceptable acts are allowa-
ble. However, in all situations, his member, not aspiring to protest 
against this community, showing subcultural competence, acts in 
such a way to not to offend and humiliate the other members.  

When going beyond the subculture communicant, owning inter-
cultural competence, operates within certain ethnic culture. 

 

I.G. Glazkova 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
M. Hauke 

North Virginia, USA 
T.L. Markova 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
ONLINE LANGUAGE TEACHING:  

CHALLENGES POSING UNIVERSITY FACULTY 

In the last few years at Russian higher education institutions 
there has been observed an increased interest in introducing online 
distance learning practices. This trend has been brought about by the 
growing competition on the educational market boosted by a set of 
factors, including demographic, economic, technological, etc. Initial-

ly, higher schools aimed to encourage their faculty to enhance the 
quality of on-campus lectures and seminars with online resources. 
This task being successfully completed, it did not provide a substan-
tial increase in opportunities for part-time and distance learners. Now 
the university faculty, including language instructors, is challenged 
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to utilize a range of technological resources to satisfy the learning 

needs of those who are unable to attend traditional classrooms. How-
ever, once faculty face the prospect of having to teach online, there 
comes an understanding that everything they know about teaching in 
the face-to-face classroom may not serve them equally well in the 
new virtual learning space.  

Thus, the aim of this presentation is to initiate discussion on key 
issues that university language instructors face in distance online 

teaching, the main issue being how to ensure the sustainable effec-
tiveness of the teaching process in the new and challenging medium. 
The presentation is designed for those who have gained already some 
experience in online teaching as well as those who are novices in this 
field. The primary objective of this presentation is to raise awareness 
about pedagogical, social, managerial and technical challenges in 
online language learning environment. The presenters will summa-

rize the current problem areas in online language teaching and con-
sider the existing approaches to their solution adopted at traditional 
universities. Clearly, there will be explored a need for a new set of 
teaching skills and competencies necessary for online success and 
the role of online and offline education programs in empowering 
online faculty to perform to their highest potential. Special attention 
will be given to challenges of creating emotional connection in the 
online classroom, where most communication is asynchronous and 

lacks many of the emotional cues of the face-to-face environment. 
The discussion will include examples of practices that demonstrate 
successes in online language teaching at foreign universities that 
could serve as a model for Russian institutions. Given those obsta-
cles that currently impede the delivery of high-quality language 
teaching, the presenters will outline goals for improved practices 
which have the potential to considerably advance online language 

teaching at traditional universities. There will also be addressed 
overall issues, opportunities and perceptions. 

The presentation is structured as follows: 
• Introduction of speakers and background information. 
• Overview and discussion of relevant themes and trends. 
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• Q&A/discussion with attendees to begin a group discussion cen-

tered on common experience. 
The ideas put forward during the discussion will provide a good 

framework for a reflection over the current environment in which 
language instructors are interacting with Russian university students 
in online classrooms. The emergent themes, principles and trends 
will be used to begin the development of a body of knowledge avail-
able to online language teaching professionals.  

The secondary goal of this presentation is to determine potential 
interest among attendees in participating in further research as inter-
viewees. There will be explored ideas regarding online language 
learning to be considered by researchers in the future.  

After the presentation, the discussion participants will have up-
to-date information about the best practices, opinions and solutions 
to current challenges in online language teaching at traditional uni-

versities. They will also have a network of professional colleagues 
with whom they could collaborate and share ideas and practices. 

 

L.A. Gorodetskaya 

Moscow, Russia 
TEACHING WITH  

INTEGRATED ONLINE ASSESSMENT:  

HOW TO ADDRESS INDIVIDUAL NEEDS  

OF STUDENTS 

Assessment has become an important part of any ELT syllabus. 
However, unit progress tests, mid-term and end-of-the-year tests take 
additional time which many university departments or private lan-
guage schools cannot afford. The solution comes with regular online 

testing integrated within a course. The tests are checked automatical-
ly, revealed to students if needed, and their results automatically de-
termine an individual pathway of online additional practice covering 
vocabulary, grammar and functional language. As a result, students 
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in a mixed group can focus on their own problem areas objectively 

revealed by the system. 
That is, in fact, a student-oriented approach which, as Russian 

ELT professionals have pointed out many times, is often declared but 
can hardly be implemented in real educational practice for the lack of 
time and finance. Now we can use the system that combines tradi-
tional and online teaching, testing and management proposed by 
Cambridge University Press in “Empower” – the new multilevel 

course of General English for adult learners. The course has been 
developed by the experienced author team including Herbert Puchta, 
Adrian Doff, Jeff Stranks and Peter Lewis-Jones. 

With access to the multi-billion word Cambridge English Cor-
pus and research from English Vocabulary Profile, the authors ensure 
that students encounter the most relevant and useful language at the 
right point of their learning. 

Mid-term and end-of-the-course Competency Tests measure 
each student's level against Common European Framework of Refer-
ence and provide recommendations concerning Cambridge exams 
they are prepared to take. Validated assessment for the in-built online 
testing has been developed by exam writers from Cambridge English 
Language Assessment. 

Teachers and administrators have access to the students’ work 
through Cambridge LMS (Learning Management System). CLMS 

saves teachers' time on checking students’ homework and maintains 
confidentiality of students’ results. It also provides in-group commu-
nication tools as well as student(s)-teacher interaction if required. 

Participants of the workshop will consider tasks from various 
levels of the course to see how the language material is presented 
from the viewpoint of students’ motivation and communicative ef-
fectiveness. They will also see how part of the teachers’ job can be 

effectively done by the system. 
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L.A. Gorodetskaya 

Moscow, Russia 
VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL 

MEANS OF PERSUASION: 

COURSE PROGRAM 

The course of lectures “Verbal and Non-Verbal Means of Per-

suasion” is read in English to the 4th-year students at the Faculty of 
Foreign Languages and Area Studies at Lomonosov Moscow State 
University. The aim of the course is to familiarize the students with 
contemporary theories of persuasion as a branch of communication 
studies and, more broadly, the whole system of social sciences in-
cluding psychology, sociology, rhetoric and intercultural communi-
cation. Theories presented in the lectures are then applied to common 

situations in science, education, business, advertising, politics, inter-
personal communication, etc. Furthermore, illustrating theories with 
students’ own examples is one of the tools for internalizing theories 
and terminology provided in English by the lecturer and US pub-
lished course book. The development of critical thinking and rhetori-
cal skills in students as both text consumers and text producers is 
also important for students’ future life and career. The course can be 

read within one or two semesters and take from 32 to 68 academic 
hours. 

Course content in sections and themes: 
Section I. Persuasion in today’s world. 
Theme 1. Definitions of persuasion. History of persuasion from 

ancient rhetoric to contemporary communication theories. Arenas of 
persuasion: interpersonal, public, mass media, intercultural. New 
media of persuasion: the Internet. 

Theme 2. Models of persuasion. ‘Source-message-channel-
receiver’ model, Rank’s model. Methods of persuasion: intensifica-
tion, repetition. composition, downplaying, omission, diversion, con-
fusion. Examples from commercial advertising. 

Section II. Ethics in persuasion. 
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Theme 3. Ethical responsibility of persuaders: religious per-

spectives, human-nature perspectives, political perspectives, legal 
perspectives, dialogical perspectives. 

Theme 4. Ethical standards for political persuasion. Ethical 
standards for commercial advertising. Ethical standards for interper-
sonal communication. History of subliminal persuasion. The ethics 
of non-verbal communication. Racist/sexist language. 

Section III. Approaches to research in persuasion. 

Theme 5. Qualitative research: theory and methods. 
Aristotelean theory and research: Ethos, Pathos, and Logos. Narra-
tive theories, focus-group research. 

Theme 6. Quantitative theories and research methods. Single-
shot attitude change. Balance theory. Tension-reduction theory. Cog-
nitive dissonance theory. Social involvement theory. The role of 
mass media and technologies in developing and applying communi-

cation theories. 
Section IV. The role of symbols in persuasive communication. 
Theme 7. Creation, use and misuse of symbols. Symbolic char-

acter of human communication. The role of symbols in persuasion. 
Theme 8. Langer’s approach to language use. Semantic ap-

proach to language use. Kenneth Burke’s approach to language use. 
Semiotic approach to language use. 

Section V. Tools for analyzing symbols in persuasive commu-

nication. 
Theme 9. The use and misuse of slogans, logotypes, quotations, 

history, folklore, rhythm, music, drama, etc., for creating a positive 
image of a person, product or organization. The role of corporate 
culture in persuasion. 

Theme 10. Thematic dimension in persuasion. The role of met-
aphor. God, Devil and Charisma. Gender and style. Tools for decod-

ing persuasive messages. 
Section VI. Motivation in persuasive communication. 
Theme 11. Needs analysis in persuasive communication. Need 

for emotional security, need for reassurance and worth, need for glo-
rification, need for creativity, need for love objects, need for a sense 
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of power, need for roots, need for immortality, need for belonging 

and love, esteem needs. 
Theme 12. Attitudes and opinions in persuasive communica-

tion. Attitudes and intension. Attitudes and information processing. 
Consistency and dissonance. Loss of group or personal prestige. Un-
certainty of prediction. 

Section VII. Proof and evidence in persuasion. 
Theme 13. Types of proof: narratives, demonstration, argumen-

tation, evidence, testimony, precedent, use of statistics. 
Theme 14. Types of reasoning. Cause and effect reasoning. 

Reasoning from symptoms. Comparison and analogy. Inductive and 
deductive reasoning. Logical syllogisms. Common fallacies in per-
suasion. 

Section VIII. Cultural premises in persuasion. 
Theme 15. Cultural traditions in communication. Cultural pat-

terns of persuasion. Cultural and societal pressure. 
Theme 16. Cultural images and myths: wisdom of the rustic, 

possibility of success, presence of conspiracy, value of challenge, 
benevolent community. The role of cultural values in persuasion. 

 
E.A. Gritsenko 

Perm, Russia 
S.V. Polyakova 

Perm, Russia 
RAISING INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS  

THROUGH THE “RIVERS OF MUSIC – RIVERS OF 

CULTURE” PROJECT 

The aim of this paper is to consider the development and im-

plementation of music materials in respect of a special cross-cultural 
course for Russian and American students, based on the Cultural her-
itage of the Delta Mississippi and Perm Regions. 

On the one hand, the use of such materials in teaching English 
as a foreign language to Russian students helps them to recreate a 
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picture of the world and understand the country as it is perceived by 

the native speakers of English. On the other hand, the same applies to 
the American students who are participating the project. The use of 
the arts, promotes an exciting and interesting experience which ex-
tends into the learners’ understanding of themselves as well as the 
world in which they live. 

Music awakens inquiry to strengthen active learning, because it 
defines and transmits culture, dissolving barriers of religion, cultures, 

race, topography and class. In respect of this project, the U.S. Blues 
music represents the national heritage of the country and could be 
effectively used as a universal source of material in the classroom to 
facilitate the teaching of a foreign language in any university 
throughout the world. 

The project «Rivers of Music – Rivers of Culture: Studying 
America with the Blues” is a new project between Perm State Uni-

versity, Russia and Delta State University, Mississippi, USA. It was 
launched in August 2014. The project is comprised of a series of 
events including both online and off line types of collaboration. A 
typical telebridge subproject has 3 stages: Pre-Telebridge, While-
Telebridge and Post-Telebridge. Let us consider the subproject 
“Blues Cultural Roots: America and Russia”. 

The Pre-Telebridge Stage was undertaken in cooperation with 
the American professors of DMI. A list of the blues music in the 

form of jazz, rhythm and blues, rock-and roll was selected . The cho-
sen songs set the design and structure for the new intercultural EFL 
course. The range of music extended from the first published blues 
songs, "Dallas Blues" (1912) and "Saint Louis Blues" (1914) to “The 
Time Is Now”, the lyrics by Travis Haddix, “You Made Me Laugh» 
by Omar Kent Dykes as well as other relevant Blues artists. 

The Russian students were offered the opportunity to research 

into the demographic history of this era; the topics studied included 
slavery, wars, emigration, the way people lived as well as many other 
socio-cultural issues. The course was designed for students not only 
to gain a deeper appreciation of American history though the analy-
sis, study and understanding of its musical heritage, but also to facili-
tate and strengthen the mastering of their language skills. The subject 
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topics were used to build up the students’ vocabulary. It also intro-

duced new structures into the context of teaching, giving students 
new and meaningful contexts that reinforce and build upon the struc-
tures that students are familiar with. 

The While-Telebridge Stage, which is still in progress, includes 
a number of cross-cultural online seminars with the participation of 
American and Russian students and professors. Both the Russian and 
American students prepare questions and presentations on their stud-

ies and discuss various social, cultural, historical and linguistic as-
pects. 

The Post-Telebridge Stage draws upon further intercultural 
communication through the use of Facebook Group “Rivers of Music 
– Rivers of Culture” that was created by Professor Tricia Walker, 
Director of Delta Music Institute. 

In conclusion, the use of these materials could significantly en-

hance and strengthen the educational and cultural experience of the 
Russian and American students. The project can help to facilitate and 
encourage them to find parallels between Russian and American tra-
ditions. It aims at raising awareness between two cultures through 
the study of the most prominent mile stones of the American and 
Russian cultural heritage. 

 

N.A. Gritsishina 

Syktyvkar, Russia 
A STUDENTS’ VIDEO  

AS A MEANS OF TEACHING SCHOOL-CHILDREN 

A foreign language is an obligatory subject in the curriculum. It 
is studied for many years and demands a special technique and skill 

of teaching, but it is difficult to master the language being out of the 
environment of this or that language. Many efforts are required from 
the students, but the most part is allocated to the role of a teacher. To 
create a positive motivation of students concerning a foreign lan-
guage and to achieve the most optimum level of assimilation of a 
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training material, the teacher should use non-standard forms of work 

and to include in the process of studying new methods of teaching 
foreign languages 

Therefore the teacher’s important objective is a creation of real 
and imagined communicational situations at a lesson using various 
teaching methods. It is also significant to familiarize the students 
with cultural values of native speakers. For this purpose the authentic 
materials such as video films and various video records are of great 

importance. Their use contributes to the essential requirements of the 
communicative method, i.e. to present the process of language acqui-
sition as a comprehension of a living foreign language culture; indi-
vidualization of training and development and motivation of speech 
activity students. 

The department of "Linguistics and Cross-cultural Communica-
tion" of Syktyvkar State University annually holds a large-scale of 

events, such as the game "United Nations Model", the program 
«ACCESS», scientific conferences, including the scientific and prac-
tical conference "Multicultural world". 

Students of Syktyvkar University willingly participate in all the 
above activities. One of the innovative ways of working, which they 
widely use, is the creation of so-called student videos. 

We believe this kind of work can be treated as innovative ac-
tivity of the department of "Linguistics and Cross-cultural Commu-

nication" and we determine the student video as a video in English, 
created by a student or a group of students with a specific purpose 
for a particular audience to solve a specific set of teaching and edu-
cational objectives and that influences, both on the spectators, and 
the creators. 

In 2013, our ACCESS summer camp was attended by 20 stu-
dents from 12. The main topic was “A Trip to the USA”. All the 

classes were logically connected with each other, as the idea of each 
lesson was the students’ traveling to around the states and cities of 
the United States of America. Thus, the "journey" began with an im-
aginary flight of the group from Syktyvkar to Washington, DC. Next, 
the students traveled along the Atlantic coast of the country, visited 
the Great Lakes, passed by states from Minnesota to Texas, skimmed 
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the footsteps of Lewis and Clark visited the Pacific coast, visited Se-

attle. The final stage of the program was to return to their homeland. 
The pupils boarded a plane and flew to Vladivostok. On the last day 
of studies the students had to take the train "Russia" and make a six-
day trip around the regions of our vast country and enjoy its beauty. 

This day was based on a student’s video made by a fourth year 
student of the specialty “Methods of teaching foreign languages and 
culture” Anastasia Kazakova. We developed and described the tech-

nology of creating a student movie, measured and analyzed the re-
sults. 

The film was made for ACCESS students, and described a trav-
el from Vladivostok to Moscow. The film was made on the bases of 
the data collected beforehand and it included the information the stu-
dents were very little aware of according to their answers to the ques-
tionnaire. 

As a result we developed the stages of work at a students’ vid-
eo, analyzed the importance of each and the impact each stage makes 
on the creator, looked through different free online computer pro-
grams for creating videos and chose the post appropriate one. Then 
we worked out methods and tasks to implement at class work with 
students, we prepared checking lists as well. 

The lesson was a success and it showed a students’ video is an 
effective means of teaching that can be used by teachers of foreign 

languages. 
 
A.I. Guzeva 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
USING LANGUAGE PORTFOLIOS IN TEACHING ESP 

Analysis of the present-day situation in teaching ESP reveals a 

number of difficulties typical of students of non-linguistic profes-
sional training in higher educational establishments, to name but a 
few: different levels of foreign language proficiency among students 
of the same academic group, lack of interest and motivation of the 
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so-called false-beginners, limited time allotment for the subject 

“Foreign Language” within curricula of the chosen professional field 
etc. 

Thus, there exists the necessity to develop special means which 
would help a teacher to cater for individual needs, language abilities 
and skills of every student, on the one hand, and which would allow 
non-linguistic students to collect some sample material and certain 
algorithms useful for them when solving professionally-oriented 

communicative language tasks, on the other hand. Moreover, such 
educational means should assist a teacher in applying individually-
oriented assessment to language learning. 

One of the ways to meet the requirements set above is to use 
language portfolios while teaching ESP and developing students’ 
autonomy which is, in its turn, indispensable for forming universal 
studying skills. It is universal studying skills that lay the basis for life 

long learning and should make non-linguistic students succeed in 
working with professionally-oriented information from foreign 
sources to cope with communicative tasks, either oral or written, 
long after finishing the university course “Foreign Language”. 

As is known, universal studying skills, and the regulative ones 
in particular, include setting an aim, planning, prognosing, control-
ling, plan and error correction, evaluation and volitional self-
regulation [http://standart.edu.ru/catalog.aspx?CatalogId=304] and 

must be taken into account while teaching ESP. 
In this respect, approbation of a specially-designed portfolio for 

ESP-students – “Language Learner” – shows that it allows them to: 
1). acquire different strategies of autonomous learning; 
2). set an aim and choose an algorithm suitable for each particu-

lar communicative task, either oral or written; 
3). make use of various information sources and process the 

chosen information in the necessary way in order to achieve the re-
sult planned; 

4). critically analyse and reflect upon results, difficulties and 
achievements of autonomous learning and demonstrate its products 
in portfolio forms; 

5). assume responsibility for the work done. 
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Being a tool of individually-oriented assessment, the portfolio 

“Language Learner” allows a teacher not only to assist non-linguistic 
students in studying ESP but also to encourage and assess their mi-
nute individual progress by means of a specially-developed “System 
of Self-Reward” included into the portfolio. 

 
A.R. Ismagilova  

Kazan, Russia 

M.I. Solnyshkina  

Kazan, Russia 
ERGONYMS AS AN INTEGRAL PART  

OF CITY TOPONYMY: THE CASE OF KAZAN 

Kazan, the capital of the Republic of Tatarstan is a significant 

cultural and economic centre in Russia. The population is a wide 
range of ethni (Chuvash, Mari, Morda etc.), with Tatars (52,9%) and 
Russians (39,5%,) being the largest. According to the law of the Re-
public of Tatarstan on the languages development and preservation 
(The law of the Republic of Tatarstan «About the state languages of 
the Republic of Tatarstan and other languages of the Republic of 
Tatarstan»), ergonems of state and private organizations are to be 

represented in both state languages (Russian and Tatar).  
A city language is realized in oral and written forms as a com-

plex system formed on the basis of linguistic, cultural and historical 
features of the area and population. Kazan linguistic landscape 
demonstrates some dominance of Russian in the press, television and 
radio, but both state languages (Tatar and Russian) are equally pre-
sented in the urban language signs – modern public signage. In 
ergonomy of the commercial objects, there is an active use of foreign 

languages, predominantly English. 
The term "ergonym" is viewed in the research presented as "the 

proper name of the business bringing people together, including un-
ions, organizations, institutions, companies, societies and etc." 
(Superanskaya, Podolskaya, 1986). 
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Social, economic and cultural changes of the past few years led 

to changes in urban ergonomy. Ergonyms as one of the main compo-
nents of a city toponymy also reflect changes in lexis and the pro-
cesses of ( re)naming the city facilities.  

As an interesting object of the city landscape ergonyms are be-
ing in the focus of a number of studies related to such concepts as 
westernization, globalization and glocalization. Among the Russian 
researchers whose works are aimed at studying different aspects of 

ergonyms are the following A.V.Superanskaya, N.V. Podolskaya 
(general problems of ergonyms), S.A. Koporskiy (names of hotels, 
cinemas, cafes, etc.), B.Z. Bookchin, M.N. Morozova (word-
formation aspect in the study of commercial, cultural and residential 
institutions), I.G. Dolgachev, V.M. Leychik (word formation of 
ergonyms), etc.  

The aim of the study is to analyse the linguistic and 

extralinguistic means used for the creation of ergonyms of the city of 
Kazan. The city objects reviewed in the streets of Kazan are names 
of shops, objects of administration, pharmacies, hospitals, objects of 
the business sphere, cultural facilities, associations and societies, ed-
ucational institutions, restaurants and cafes. 

The data of the research pursued are 1055 ergonems of Kazan 
collected in 2012 – 2014 in 18 streets of Kazan. 14 of them are cen-
tral streets: Bauman str., Bol’shaya Krasnaya, Galaktionova, Karla 

Marksa, Kremlevskaya, Levobulachnaya, Pravobulachnaya, 
Ostrovskogo, Peterburzhskaya, Profsoyuznaya, Pushkina, 
Universitetskaya, Chistopol’skaya and 5 are peripheral streets (Frun-
ze, Kulakhmetova, Krasnokokshayskaya, Lazareva, Vosstaniya).  

The main criteria for the analysis are: language choice, gram-
matical structures, sources of precedent and semantic groups. The 
data for this study were collected in the city streets not the city web-

sites. The conclusions are as follows: 
1) Kazan ergonyms are predominantly made of mixed proper 

names with the features of direct and symbolic nominations. 
Onymization of nomenclature names is observed in all the studied 
classes of objects. 
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2) Ergonyms are mostly created in the state languages: in cen-

tral streets there is explicit use of both Tatar and Russian. English is 
less presented both directly or indirectly (in transliteration). 

3) Symbolic names contain lexemes nominating or characteriz-
ing wildlife, luxury, glamour, rest, mythology, etc. 

Ergonyms as an integral part of the urban toponymy is inherent 
to a particular geographical area and reflect culture and history of the 
population. 

 

A.O. Kagileva 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
К ВОПРОСУ О ВТОРИЧНОЙ НОМИНАЦИИ  

В РАМКАХ ПОЛИТИЧЕСКОЙ КОРРЕКТНОСТИ 

Процесс номинации, несмотря на изученность различных 

аспектов, представляет особый интерес для ученых разных об-
ластей: философов, психологов, лингвистов. В настоящее время 
номинация понимается как процесс образования языковых еди-
ниц, выполняющих номинативную функцию, т.е. служащих для 
обозначения фрагментов действительности и оформления соот-
ветствующих понятий в слова, словосочетания и предложения. 

Одним из проявлений вторичной номинации в языке явля-
ются эвфемизмы. В качестве единиц первичной номинации эв-
фемизмы встречаются гораздо реже. Причиной появления эвфе-
мизмов может выступать как непрямая, так и косвенная вторич-
ная номинация. Эвфемизмы, являясь единицами вторичной но-
минации, представляют собой один из способов проявления по-
литической корректности в языке. 

В критической статье о политкорректном языке Бен О’Нил 

описывает суть процесса замены слова в рамках политкоррект-
ности: «В данном процессе изначально нейтральный термин 
(«ортофемизм») постепенно получает отрицательные коннота-
ции (причина кроется в использовании такого слова в качестве 
оскорбления), и затем становится саркастическим термином 
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(дисфемизмом). Далее дисфемизм заменяется политкорректным 

словом (эвфемизмом), которое постепенно становится обще-
употребительным и рассматривается в качестве уместного ней-
трального выражения (даже в том случае, если лексикографиче-
ские характеристики указывают на то, что слово не является 
нейтральным.)… Даже в том случае, когда кажется, что найдено 
выражение, способствующее разрешению проблемы отрица-
тельного семантического изменения, проблема разрешается 

лишь на короткий срок, а новое нейтральное слово входит в 
употребление и используется в качестве оскорбления» [1, 283]. 

Таким образом, политически корректный язык будет по-
стоянно обновляться, поскольку основной пласт политкоррект-
ной лексики представляют собой эвфемизмы, которые с течени-
ем времени, при условии активного использования в языке, те-
ряют свою главную функцию – смягчение и вуалирование не-

приятной действительности – тем самым, способствуя появле-
нию новых эвфемистических наименований. В дальнейшем, 
представляется возможным рассмотреть процесс образования 
политкорректных эвфемизмов в рамках теории номинации. 

REFERENCES 
1. O’Neill B. A Critique of Politically Correct Language // 

The Independent Review, 2011. – p. 282–283. 
 

E.O. Kalashnikov 

Saint Petersburg, Russia 
ICEBREAKERS, WARM-UPS AND GAMES  

IN THE EFL CLASSROOM 

Such activities as games, warm-ups, icebreakers are necessary 
in the EFL classroom. When students play games, they don't realise 
they are learning a language.  

Nowadays there is a hive of activities that can be used by teach-
ers and sometimes it is rather difficult to choose a proper one. One 
way of deciding whether or not to use an activity is to make a list of 
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what a good activity should be like – and then see if the activity real-

ly IS like that. 
We might, for example, decide that a good game should have 

the following characteristics: it should a) be engaging, b) be fun, c) 
involve all the students, d) have clearly understandable procedures 
and rules, e) be easy to organise, f) be competitive (although some 
educators think that games should be non-competitive), g) not go on 
for too long and h) have a learning purpose. 

When we have decided on these characteristics, we can use 
them to evaluate any game we want to use. 

When we have used a game in class, we can use our characteris-
tics as a checklist to see how well it went. 

It is worth remembering that some students like games more 
than others. Some students are good at puzzles and competitions but 
others think more slowly and don't enjoy these activities as much as 

their classmates do. We should keep a record of who does and who 
doesn't enjoy games and decide how often/whether to use them with 
this information in mind. 

 
E.O. Kalashnikov  

Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MIXED ABILITY CLASSES  

Many teachers complain that they have problems dealing with 

classes that are mixed ability. The characteristics of such classes are: 
 While some students follow the lesson and are able to an-

swer questions and do well in tests, others fall behind, don’t seem to 
understand and do badly in tests. 

 While some students pay attention and are cooperative, oth-
ers ‘misbehave’ and seem disinterested. 

 Teachers feel concerned that they are not challenging the 

high-achievers enough and at the same time are not giving enough 
help to those who are not doing as well. 
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 Teachers find it hard to ‘pitch’ their lessons at a level where 

all students can be engaged. 
In the past teachers may well have said that the problem was 

just that some students were cleverer or simply ‘better’, but we now 
understand that the situation is more complex than that. Our students 
are indeed mixed in many ways. They are different in terms of their 
levels of: 

 Attention 

 Interest 
 Motivation 
 Learning styles 
 Types of intelligences 
 Physiological needs 
 Psychological needs 
 Speed 

 Maturity 
 World knowledge 
 Knowledge of and about English 

And you can probably think of other areas in which they differ 
e.g. girls and boys who in their class may be the same age, but may 
behave and respond very differently, because girls generally mature 
more quickly than boys. 

In order to give all students the chance to benefit from their les-

sons it is vital to take into account their differences and plan lessons 
or activities within the lesson accordingly.  

 
V.A. Kartamyshev  

Moscow, Russia 
ANALYSIS OF INTEGRATED SPEAKING TASKS  

IN TOEFL IBT AS EXAMPLE OF ASSESSMENT  

OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY:  

THE PRINCIPLE OF HOLISTIC ASSESSMENT 

The presentation will focus on assessment of integrated Speak-
ing task for the TOEFL iBT. A short introduction will present the 
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methodology and test development background followed by practical 

example of fulfilling an assignment similar to the real test experi-
ence. The participants will gain an understanding of scoring tech-
niques, score bands and characteristics for particular score ranges. 
They will gain an understanding of conversion table used by ETS 
raters to convert rubric scores into scaled scores. They will practice 
responding to an integrated speaking task as well as analysing sam-
ple responses, benchmark responses for each of the scoring range. 

The participants will study the scoring rubrics developed and used by 
ETS specialists and get a chance to score real test-taker responses. 
The session will be interactive and hands-on, participants are encour-
aged to engage in discussions and ask questions. The participants 
will gain insight into the principles of holistic assessment, have an 
opportunity to study descriptors that characterize test-takers re-
sponses at different levels of English proficiency. If time allows, 

there will be an opportunity to demonstrate a research video pro-
duced by ETS, describing the complex process of developing tasks 
for the TOEFL iBT exam.  

 
N.N. Kasatkina  

Yaroslavl, Russia  
N. Lagutina  

Yaroslavl, Russia  
TEXT ANALYSIS AND COLLABORATIVE PROJECT BETWEEN 

STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS  

FROM THE PHILOLOGY AND INFORMATION  

TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENTS 

In our modern society, university graduates need to possess the 
abilities that will allow them to pursue good jobs related to their field 

of study.  Graduates with Bachelor’s degrees and Master’s degrees 
need to know a great amount about many different fields.  They have 
to know the methodology of scientific discovery, modern infor-
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mation technologies, and skills of cross-cultural communication. 

Lately, it has become crucial for students to be familiar with cross-
disciplinary studies within their professional and scientific spheres. It 
can be difficult for students to acquire these abilities in typical lec-
tures and practical classes.  One way to resolve this problem is to 
engage students in project work with internships, research, and 
course papers. The main difference with this work from lab sessions 
is that such projects involve group cooperation. By participating in 

this type of activity, students also develop real-world job skills; they 
acquire communication skills by interacting with other students and 
instructors while working on projects. Students also learn practical 
skills such as task management and how to perform different kinds 
of tasks in project work. 

These projects require specialists from multiple interdiscipli-
nary fields in order to realize their goals successfully. This approach 

requires an instructor to change the way he teaches because above 
all, he must take the leading role in the project.  It is necessary for 
the instructor not only to formulate the tasks, but to split the work 
into specific fields of study for every participant in a working group.  
An instructor has to constantly control the schedule of deadlines for 
the project in addition to the quality of the work that the students do. 

Finally, instructors must facilitate communication between team 
members. Another important and distinctive feature of this project 

work is results orientation, where each group needs to present a re-
fined product. 

In this paper, we introduce an example of the development of 
this interdisciplinary project, bringing together the fields of infor-
mation technology (IT), foreign languages, history, and museum 
studies. Instructors and students from different fields of study have 
had to create a set of excursions (for example, mobile individualized 

electronic tour guides for Yaroslavl’). The development of the tour-
ism industry in Yaroslavl’ is one of the reasons for increased interest 
in developing tour guides.  One of the most increasingly popular 
modes of recreation is to go on trips to different places and to see the 
sights at these locations.  Often, tourists purchase trips either includ-
ing guided tours to specific sites or they can choose to buy a trip 
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where they explore a location on their own. Mobile guides have been 

in development for the latter group of tourists. These guides are 
available through a simple mobile application available for Android 
phones.   

 
O.P. Kazakova 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
ТЕОРИЯ ПОКОЛЕНИЙ 

В МЕТОДИКЕ ОБУЧЕНИЯ ИНОСТРАННОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 

ДЛЯ СПЕЦИАЛЬНЫХ ЦЕЛЕЙ 

Одним из направлений методики обучения иностранным 
языкам является изучение аспекта возрастных особенностей 
восприятия и усвоения материала. В качестве психолого-

педагогической поддержки при этом выступают результаты ис-
следований, проводимых в рамках довольно новой педагогиче-
ской науки – андрагогики. 

В этом отношении интерес для преподавателя иностранно-
го языка, который осуществляет учебный процесс во взрослой 
аудитории или в рамках индивидуальных занятий со взрослыми, 
может представлять теория поколений. Речь идет об обучении 

иностранному языку для специальных целей, к которым отно-
сятся цели как профессиональной, так и личностной направлен-
ности, соответственно сам учебный процесс может быть органи-
зован в группе либо индивидуально. 

Одним из диагностических аспектов для разработки учеб-
ной программы кроме выявления уровня владения иностранным 
языком все чаще становится анализ потребностей обучающихся, 
по результатам которого осуществляется отбор содержания обу-

чения и определяются мотивирующие факторы для конкретной 
группы или индивида. 

Но при таком подходе не решается вопрос учета личност-
ных качеств, необходимо включение дополнительного аспекта, 
который позволит эффективно выстроить учебный процесс, 
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отобрать те приемы и средства, которые отвечают ожиданиям и 

потребностям обучающихся. 
Ответы на эти вопросы может дать разрабатываемая теория 

поколений, в основе которой лежит идея о том, что внешнее ок-
ружение и временные рамки формирования личности оказывают 
влияние на формирование ценностей личности и его восприятие 
мира в целом. 

Основы теории поколений заложены в XVIII векев трудах 

Джамбаттиста Вико (GiambattistaVico), итальянского философа 
эпохи Просвещения, заложившего основы культурной антропо-
логии и этнологии. Важным принципом, выдвинутым автором 
является положение о том, что история является сменой поколе-
ний. В дальнейшем теория развивалась Жаном Кондорсе (фран-
цузский писатель, ученый-математик и политический деятель), 
который подчеркивал сходства в складе ума в рамках одного и 

того же поколения. 
В современном мире теория поколений разрабатывается 

разными авторами, среди которых Джейн Деверсон, которая 
опубликовала результаты своих исследований в 1964 г. в книге 
«Поколение Х».   В 1991 г. создают свое видение американские 
ученые Нейл Хоув и Вильям Штраус, утверждающие, что цен-
ности формируются под влиянием общественных, политиче-
ских, экономических, социальных, технологических событий и 

воспитания в семье. В России теория поколений представлена в 
2003–2004 гг. в проекте под руководством Евгении Шамис – 
«Rugenerations». 

 К группам поколений относят следующие: 

традиционалисты или молчаливое поколение (годы рож-
дения 1923–1943): соблюдение правил, заданных извне, терпе-

ние, уважение к должности и статусу; 

беби-бумеры (1943–1963): оптимизм, культ молодости, 
коллективизм, заинтересованность в личностном росте и возна-
граждении; 

поколение Х или неизвестное поколение (1963–1983): го-

товность к изменениям, техническая грамотность, индивидуа-
лизм, стремление учиться; 
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поколение Y или поколение Сети (1983–2003): нацелен-

ность на немедленное вознаграждение, баланс работы и личной 
жизни, креативны, сложности в подчинении; 

поколение Z (2003–2023): ценности в процессе формиро-
вания. 

Изучение теории поколений позволяет преподавателю ино-
странного языка для специальных целей не только более точно 
определить саму цель, с которой обучающийся приступает к 
изучению языка или продолжает его изучение, но и грамотно 
подойти к вопросам организации учебного процесса.  В частно-
сти на основе теории поколений могут быть отобраны предпо-
читаемые виды деятельности при обучении, приемы, позволяю-

щие эффективно усвоить изучаемый материал, средства мотива-
ции, технические средства обучения в соответствии с ценност-
ной картиной обучающихся. 

 
I.Y. Kharlov  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
THE LINGUISTIC WORLD-IMAGE  

IN ENGLISH SLANG 

This presentation deals with the linguistic world-image of Eng-
lish native speakers who use slang in their every-day life.  

This presentation is in two parts. The first part deals with termi-
nology problems and obstacles in defining the scopes of slang items. 
This part is based on works by Soviet, Russian and European schol-

ars in the field of linguistics. The second part is dedicated to English 
slang, its semantic fields, the values it represents. This part is based 
on different dictionaries (Oxford, Cambridge, Macmillan online dic-
tionaries, UrbanDictionary, Tony Thorne’s Dictionary of Contempo-
rary Slang, Chambers Slang Dictionary and some more) and on the 
results of interviewing native speakers of English. 
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The first aspect being discussed in the presentation is general 

overview of slang and its terminological definitions. Thus, Russian, 
English and French linguistic traditions are taken into consideration 
in terms of defining lexis as slang or not. This is an important point 
to make as there is some diversity in these three linguistic traditions 
in relation to colloquial speech. The most interesting point is that the 
French tradition doesn’t have a term ‘slang’, so it operates other 
terms, such as ‘argot’, ‘jargon’ and a new one – ‘jargot’. 

The second aspect of the presentation is subdivided into two 
parts. The first one is dedicated to several areas of linguistic world-
image representation. The first area to be described is a general over-
view of different values and important aspects for English-speaking 
people described on the basis of their representation in English slang. 
Here are found such areas as ‘the body and its functions’, ‘people 
and society’, ‘money, commerce and employment’ and some others. 

Further in the presentation some areas of reference are discussed in 
more details. Thus, semantic field 'people and society' is described in 
terms of 'Ethnics', 'Children', 'People', etc. Each of the areas is further 
subdivided into several more subcategories. 

All these categories and subcategories are described on the ba-
sis of what values are being represented and what they mean for the 
lives of English-speaking people. Moreover, there is an attempt to 
comprise a general image of each category which can be drawn from 

the lexis constituting the area. 
The second part of this report presents some data collected from 

interviewing English native speakers in different cities of the United 
Kingdom (London, Winchester, Dorset and some others). The inter-
viewees were asked to complete two questionnaires: associative and 
evaluative ones. In the first questionnaires, they were asked to give 
the very first association with the presented word that comes to their 

mind; in the second, they were asked to evaluate the same words 
against three scales (bad / good, cold / warm, impolite / polite). The 
results of these surveys can be used to perfect the different commen-
taries given to these words in dictionary entries as well as to clarify 
some of the definitions in terms of their appropriacy and exactness. 
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The results of this report can be used for different purposes. To 

name a few: as a basis for English slang thesaurus; for teaching Eng-
lish learners how to appropriately use some of the most widespread 
slang items in their speech to sound more native or at least to be 
aware of them, their use, form and appropriacy; for using this study 
in different university courses (such as lexicology of modern Eng-
lish, colloquial speech, psycholinguistics, social studies and so on). 

The main conclusions of this presentation are: how the re-

searchers can approach colloquial speech; what terms are used and in 
what senses in respect to colloquial speech; how questioning native 
speakers can alter dictionary definitions and how we can do it. Be-
sides there is a hypothetical reconstruction of an English slang 
world-image and an image of a human being in particular as present-
ed in everyday slang. 

 

A.G. Khodakova 

Tula, Russia 
USING IMAGES AND VIDEOS TO TEACH CULTURAL 

DIVERSITY IN EFL CLASSES 

When teaching about cultural diversity in EFL classes in Rus-
sia, it is important to underline that Russia in all its unity comprises a 
variety of cultures. Federal education standards require that foreign 
language curriculum includes topics and activities that develop “for-

eign language competence as a means of intercultural communica-
tion in the modern multicultural world” and one of the personal re-
sults of secondary school education should be “awareness of Russian 
identity in the multicultural society” [1]. 

In response to that new challenge a project “Appreciating Di-
versity” was launched to create digital materials to teach about cul-
tural diversity in the Russian Federation (diverserussia.ru). Within 

the project several workshops and a series of webinars were held to 
empower EFL teachers as potential material-developers with skills to 
create regionally specific curriculum in foreign languages. One of 
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workshops focuses on using Web tools which employ images and 

videos to scaffold cultural and language learning. 
There are different online services that allow EL teachers to fos-

ter autonomous learning of culture in their students and develop so-
ciocultural competence. Let’s enumerate some of them.  

ESL-video resource allows to create online multiple-choice tests 
based on video from Youtube and other popular hosting sites. The 
comprehension test on the video “Drinking Tea: Russian Style” can 

be found at http://www.eslvideo.com/esl_video_quiz_intermediate.php?id=21686  
Quizlet is a tool for learning new words by creating flashcards 

which can include images. See a flashcards set created to teach vo-
cabulary for the video “Drinking Tea: Russian Style” mentioned ear-
lier (http://quizlet.com/60153221/brewing-tea-russian-style-flash-
cards).  After the words are submitted into the system, it automatical-
ly creates flashcards, spelling tasks, matching tasks and tests with 

this particular set of words. It’s possible to assign the set to a class 
and students can compete in finishing the matching task quicker.  

Padlet, which is a virtual billboard, helps to share ideas and 
practice certain vocabulary and grammar as well as develop soci-
ocultural competence by means of small publications attached to a 
common wall. The teacher creates a wall, writes a question or formu-
lates a task and shares the link with students. It’s easier to publish the 
link on a class website or page, which can serve as reference source 

to all online tools used in a particular course. Students can attach pic-
tures or videos to their posts which can be both motivating and cul-
turally enriching. Here is a sample Padlet wall about Tula’s land-
marks: http://ru.padlet.com/nastyushka333/tula 

Voicethread allows to create a conversation around media, or to 
be more exact, to record podcasts, upload ready voice recordings, 
write comments, share ideas around images or videos. See a sample 

task at https://voicethread.com/share/2421210/ about local and inter-
national eating culture. 

Moreover, many teacher trainers list interactive in-class activi-
ties based on images and videos to develop speaking and writing 
skills [3, 4]. 
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Students can work on projects involving videos and images. 

One of the ways are digital storytelling projects, which are the com-
bination of images and recorded voice [2]. The stages of working on 
culture-related video projects may include: a) brainstorming script 
ideas in small groups; b) whole-class discussion and making changes 
to the scripts; c) selecting culturally specific films and cartoons suit-
able for the topic; d) researching for culturally specific language in 
proverbs and translating them into English; e) writing questions for 

street interviews and interviewing; f) shooting videos and combining 
pieces together; g) translating interviews for English subtitles; h) 
writing or recording cultural comments to visual images; i) group 
revision and discussion; j) making final amendments; k) posting 
ready videos on video channels such as YouTube and on project 
page in Facebook; l) watching and discussion of videos of other 
youth teams. Whole-class discussion makes such work especially 

beneficial in fostering cultural awareness, if a teacher serves as a 
moderator providing opportunities for open exchange of opinions. 
The developed methodology can be applied to a variety of video pro-
jects to teach competences described in the federal educational 
standards, including “a friendly and tolerant attitude to the values of 
other cultures.” 

Possible ways to share the results of the projects include class 
websites (e.g. Wikispaces), social networks (Instagram, Facebook, 

Vk), online posters GLOGs (see samples at http:// 
natalyayalysheva.edu.glogster.com/welcome-to-my-homeland/, 
http://ot4ayanny.edu.glogster.com/my-homeland/),  a tool  to create a 
string of text, video, pictures Storify.com (e.g. 
https://storify.com/nastyushka333/appreciating-diversity-project), a 
tool to create videos and presentations with built-in animation at 
powtoon.com (http://www.powtoon.com/show/eWMuaxuAR6E/novomoskovsk/). 

Students can bring their own pictures and postcards to class.  It 
is especially beneficial nowadays as three out of four speaking tasks 
in EGE (Russian State Exam) have visual prompts and two speaking 
tasks are based primarily on pictures. In Task III students are asked 
to describe the picture chosen and explain why they have taken it and 
want to show  it to a friend. In Task IV students have to compare and 
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contrast two pictures suggested. As the training tests for speaking 

parts are still not available, the teacher can use students’ photos to 
prepare students for such tasks. Needless to say that pictures about 
students’ region or other regions in Russia can be successfully used 
as visual prompts. 

To conclude, I would like to note that images and videos help 
increase students’ motivation, bring culture into the classroom, per-
sonalize the learning process and help to teach respect of the multi-

national, multicultural and multi-religious Russian society.  
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A.G. Khodakova 

Tula, Russia 
E.N. Nadtocheva 
Yekaterinburg, Russia 

APPRECIATING DIVERSITY PROJECT IN RUSSIA: 

ELT ANSWER TO NEW FEDERAL STANDARDS 
This project is aimed at developing teaching materials and digi-

tal content that’s appropriate for the teaching situation in Russia. It 
also involves training Russian EFL teachers in addressing diversity 
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issues (ethnical, religious, cultural). Today’s world is about sharing – 
cultural perspectives, opinions, knowledge. That is why our students 
of the 21st century need to learn to express their own culture in Eng-
lish to become citizens in the global age. 

So far the Project has successfully reached the following objec-
tives: 

1) The project initiated the discussion of the need to introduce 
cultural diversity topics into the EFL classroom, the need to educate 
school children in foreign language to be cultural ambassadors in the 
globalized reality of our world through conferences and seminars 
throughout Russia; 

2) The first stage of student projects was completed through a 
nation-wide contest of presentations, videos and posters “Welcome 
to my Homeland”; 

3) The Project helped teachers develop and share their lessons 
on cultural diversity for different age groups as well as support mate-
rials using various digital techniques within the topics: Cultures and 
traditions (history of Russia, diversity of languages and cultures, hol-
idays, including religious traditions, tales and legends), Peoples of 
Russia (tolerance, enrichment, etc.); 

4) The Project was publicized through social media (Facebook) 
and globally through the State Alumni web site, as well as in presen-
tations given at regional English teachers (ELT) meetings and at na-
tional ELT conference and by means of leaflets about the project 
aims; 

5) Thanks to the new FB group "Appreciating Diversity" and 
the new website diverserussia.ru teachers can share resources on cul-
ture-related issues and use them in classes in all regions of Russia as 
well as abroad. 

6) A series of webinars has been launched. 
Let’s see exactly how the objectives were reached: 
1) The Project started in September 2014 with a discussion 

stage. Alumni-representatives of 15 Associations discussed the struc-
ture of the future website, webinars topics area, student projects initi-
atives and possible interregional networking. The project group 
worked for 3 days at the Umbrella Conference in Kolomna (Septem-
ber 25–27, 2014). 
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The conference “Bringing up Appreciating Diversity through 
English Language Teaching” took place on November 5–8, 2014 in 
Gubkinsky, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug. 120 teachers of 
English from Yamalia participated in lectures, discussions and work-
shops on national values component in federal education standards in 
Russia and the ways to meet them, teaching culture with Web tools, 
etc. The program included a presentation of the book with 16 lesson 
plans for teaching Yamalia studies in English developed by 
YamELTA Board. It is also available in iBooks format. 

The seminars “Appreciating Diversity: teaching English to ap-
preciate other cultures” were held in Astrakhan in the south of Russia 
on the 27th of November, 2014, in Vladivostok in the Far East on the 
23–24th of January, 2015, in Arkhangelsk in the north of Russia on 
the 9–10th of February. They included an hour-long talk on the pro-
ject and workshops on using different techniques to teach culture and 
web tools to teach cultural issues in the EFL classroom. A recorded 
workshop was devoted specifically to iBooks Author platform and 
how to use it to create EFL lessons. 

2) In October–December 2014 the members of the Project de-
veloped criteria and guidelines of a student contest of presentations, 
videos and posters “Welcome to my Homeland”. The participants 
worked in groups online. Teachers’ communities headed by alumni 
supported the contest. These included MorELTA (Mordovia), KATE 
(Kaliningrad), VATE (Voronezh), FEELTA (Vladivostok), 
TumELTA (Tyumen), KurELTA (Kursk), Kazan RegELTA (Kazan, 
Tatarstan), GOELT (Gubkin, Belgorod region), YAKUT-TESOL 
(Yakutia), KARELTA (Karelia), ASTRELTA (Astrakhan), IVELTA 
(Ivanovo), NATE-Yaroslavl (Yaroslavl), NNELTA (Nizhny Novgo-
rod), affiliates of NATE; as well as coordinators of English Access 
Microscholarship Program in Samara, Cherepovets, Elista and oth-
ers. More than 50 jury members from 20 regions of Russia, including 
alumni, worked to evaluate the contest submissions in January–
February 2015. The categories include primary school students, mid-
dle school students, high school students, teachers, ACCESS stu-
dents, college and university students. More than 300 works were 
submitted from about 25 regions of Russia. 
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3) YamELTA created the textbook on Yamal region in English 
on the iBooksAuthor platform. The book was presented at the re-
gional conference in November 2014. In Tula State Lev Tolstoy 
Pedagogical University’s English department meeting it was decided 
to integrate Appreciating Diversity issues into regular courses and 
student practice tasks for 1st, 2nd, 3d and 4th year students. About 
10 university professors worked on that. In the Urals State University 
a national students’ research projects contest was launched “Better 
World through Understanding”. In Yaroslavl State Demidov Univer-
sity an associative experiment has been launched aimed at teenagers 
aged 12–18. The form and announcement can be found at 
diverserussia.ru on Project activities page. Teachers are asked to read 
to their students a list of words to which students write their associa-
tions that first come to mind. 

4) In October 2014 the participants of the project started to col-
lect relevant materials and created a FB page "Appreciating Diversi-
ty" with 138 members as of today. This is a valuable resource with 
video materials, clips, texts, audio materials and animated cartoons, 
ready to be brought into the classroom. Participants of IVLP 2014 
program published their posts with observations during their travel in 
the USA in the group. 

5) Website diverserussia.ru was created and is being updated. 
So far it has information about the project activities, teaching tips, 
webinar recorded sessions. It 

will be a hub for resources on culture-related issues and on how 
to use them in classes in all regions of Russia as well as abroad. 

6) Ten webinars were conducted on teaching culture in the EL 
classroom. About 80–120 participants attended each webinar. The 
topics included Using Web Conferencing to Enhance the Learning of 
Language and Culture, Two Frameworks for Raising Cultural 
Awareness, Critical Thinking and Creative Thinking, Tolerance 
Through Languages Project, Lesson Development, iBooks Author 
Platform for Developing Lessons and Teaching Materials for iPads, 
Online Posters in GLOGs, Creative Ways of Teaching Culture. 

In the poster presentation submitted for the conference the re-
sults of the project are going to be presented by the Appreciating Di-
versity team. 
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I.E. Kladenova 

Kurgan, Russia 
EMPATHIC COGNITION  

AT THE LESSONS OF ENGLISH 

Nowadays much is written and spoken about empathical cogni-
tion and its role in the process of learning foreign languages. While 

reading, listening, watching something people subjectivise practical-
ly everything around them. It is well known that conceptions are 
fixed in the language by words which exist in the form of clots of 
energy. These clots of energy or so-called 'certain energy units' ap-
pear and are formed in the consciousness of each person. They give a 
man an opportunity to 'admit' not only the feelings of the heroes of 
the books and films but to understand the inner world of the Others. 

This type of cognition is based on so-called co-suffering of the feel-
ings of the Other and on in-sensation.  

Professor of Kurgan State University (Russia) B.S. Shalutin 
gives the name for these 'certain energy units'. He offers to call them 
'subjective representants'. 

The empathical cognition is formed on the ability of a person to 
imagine correctly what that Other goes through, which way he inter-

prets the environment he exists in. Well then I understand that Other, 
I understand what that Other will do now. I let his emotions in my 
mind. A certain energy center is being formed in my consciousness. 

To understand the Other is very difficult. Each person is to learn 
the difference between such notions as 'to hear' and 'to listen to', 'to 
look at' and 'to see', to feel that a smile of a man does not mean only 
happiness and victory. My individual 'I' and 'I' of the Other are not 
equal. It looks as if that Other 'is' in my mind. I may predict how the 

Other will behave. I may be mistaken. But I understand in general 
His behavior and His actions. In my mind that Other 'agrees' with 
me, he 'finds' his own arguments and explanations, 'persists in' his 
personal opinion. 
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To teach a person to understand the Other or the Others is very 

important both for children and for grown-ups. What is it possible to 
do to help the children 'to take' someone's emotions to heart, 'to 
touch’ someone’s soul? Poetry, literature, art, music, ballet, nature, 
films, cartoons, discussions and so on.  

Translation of poems of any foreign authors was, is and will al-
ways be difficult not only for students but for professional transla-
tors. Using the methods of empathical cognition a teacher may help 

the children be 'near' the poet who lived many years ago, to feel and 
to understand the language of poetry. Robert Frost is one of those 
who 'shares' his way of appreciation of the world with young people 
and students understand his poems without great difficulties.  

Empathical cognition may help the teacher at the lesson of Eng-
lish to let students 'go into' the picture, 'to be' there, 'to listen to' and 
'to hear' the heroes. Pablo Picasso's masterpiece "Girl on the Ball" 

may ‘be deciphered’ during the lesson of English if to use empathical 
cognition.  

With the help of empathical cognition it is very interesting 'to 
read' icons. Andrei Rublyev's "Trinity" is one of the most mysterious 
works of the Russian genius. Students work hard to understand the 
symbols the painter had used in the icon and discover a new world 
for themselves. 

Empathical cognition plays a great role in the work and life of 

the teacher and his or her students. Empathical cognition opens a 
new world for those who are eager to understand the world around 
and to understand themselves. 

 
E.I. Klimenko  

Voronezh, Russia 
VIDEO LESSON AS AN EFFECLIVE  

EDUCATIONAL TOOL 

Today’s fast-paced world is characterized by technology-driven 
communication, which has transformed the world into a large global 
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connected community. The use of new technologies in education 

demand a change in teaching styles, in learning approaches as well as 
in using interactive methods of teaching. 

Video class is an effective educational tool that has to be im-
plemented into the classroom because it gives authentic teaching ma-
terial. Video has been proved to be an effective method and it can be 
used in a variety of instructional settings—in classrooms, distance 
learning sites, in self-study and evaluation situations. It also can be 

used as a way of presenting content, initiating conversations, and 
providing illustrations for various concepts. 

In order to create an effective video class it is necessary to re-
member some rules: 

- before presenting the video, the teacher should engage the 
learners’ interest in what they will be doing and prepare them to do it 
successfully; 

- viewing the video, the teacher should observe the students` re-
actions and see what they do not understand, what they are intrigued 
by and what bothers them; 

- after viewing the video, the teacher should review and clarify 
difficult points, encourage discussion, explain, and assign follow-up 
activities. 

It is also important to ensure the suitability, length, clarity and 
completeness of the material. 

Nowadays there are a lot of activities that the teacher can use at 
a video class: 

- split viewing: some students see and hear a sequence; others 
only hear it. One can use a variety of activities based on an infor-
mation-gap procedure; 

- vision on/ sound off: students view a scene with the sound 
turned off. Then they try to think of the content of the scene, write 

their own script and perform it. After the performances students 
watch the scene with the sound on and decide which group was the 
funniest or the nearest to the original; 

- observe and write: students view a scene, then write a news-
paper article on what they have watched; 
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- video dictogloss: students watch the scene a few times and 

write the main words and short phrases that a particular character 
says. Each group is given a character and is encouraged to listen and 
exchange information; 

- watch and observe: students only have to focus on a minimum 
of spoken dialogue. They watch a scene from a film which has lots of 
things that they can see and write in their vocabulary books. One can 
test the students’ vocabulary by asking a series of true/ false ques-

tions and asking them to put a series of events in order; 
- video as a listening tool: this exercise involves working with a 

conversation as a jumbled text first and then using the movie to 
check. One may also use a role-play which encourages students to 
practice conversational English. 

So video material can be a very useful source and asset for the 
language teaching-learning process because it combines both fun and 

pedagogic instructions in authentic material that reflects real interac-
tion. By employing video material teachers can always create an in-
definite number of language teaching activities. 

 

A.B. Klimova  

Arkhangelsk, Russia 
PROMOTING LEARNER AUTONOMY  

AND THINKING SKILLS VIA BLENDED COURSE  

FOR HUMANITIES STUDENTS 

The important part of education is learning how to learn. One 
of the objectives of higher education is to teach students how to con-
tinue learning independently after they have graduated from universi-
ty. The second valid point is the ability to think critically: analyze, 

synthesize and evaluate information related to a topic within an aca-
demic discipline. At the present time, fostering learner autonomy and 
critical thinking skills is of the great necessity, because of the great 
changes in requirements from the Information Age society. The third 
valid point is the ability to use modern technology for the benefit of 
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effective teaching and learning. The 21st century   students enter 

universities already possessing advanced skills in using the Web for 
learning and communication.  Labeled by some as "digital natives" 
(J. Brown, S. Parpert), the computer is so integral to their modes of 
thought, information acquisition and communication. For modern 
educators, the Internet has become an indispensible part of  career 
development and a great source for designing materials and  
e-learning courses. 

In response to the needs, the author and the co-author Elena  
Khokhlushina (Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk) 
designed a completely new blended course “Developing autonomy  
and information skills in the Internet environment” within the FGOS 
3+ competence framework (3 credits) at Sakai e-learning platform. It 
is designed for the first- and second-year students majoring in Hu-
manities. The main goal of the discipline is to teach students how to 

effectively organize their studies using the Internet resources and 
Web 2.0 tools.  Thus, the course focuses on two interrelated con-
cepts: 1) an ability to self-organize the learning process and 2) ability 
to interact with information on the Web. 

The expected learning outcomes are as following: by the end of 
the course the students will be able to 

1) identify their leaning needs, 
2) set learning goals, 

3) plan how to develop the task, 
4) select the resources in accordance with objectives, 
5) do the effective Internet search, 
6) evaluate the reliability of Internet sources and tools, 
7) analyze digital information, 
8) process information creatively, 
9)  reflect on the learning process and the outcomes of the ac-

tivities. 
The course is divided into four parts. The first part of the course 

introduces the concepts of autonomy, autonomous learner, metacog-
nitive awareness and action planning. The second part focuses on 
information skills which are essential to develop in any member of 
Information Age. The third block of the course enables students to 
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effectively interact with various Internet resources and tools to meet 

their learning needs.  The participants of the course are exposed to 
different Internet resources and Web 2.0 tools, such as blogs, wikis, 
podcasts and other  websites with ‘user-generated content’.  They 
also learn the ways to organize their learning, such as WebQuest and 
Listening Journal. The fourth  part of the discipline is devoted to the 
reflection on the course and evaluation of the outcomes. 

The course is placed in Sakai e-learning platform where stu-

dents have access to the course syllabus, files with learning materi-
als, tutorials, tasks, assessment tools, the discussion forum, the links 
to Internet resources. The learning process is monitored with   a spe-
cially designed assessment system with assessment criteria. The 
grading opportunities include in-class performance, tests, laborato-
ries, a PPt presentation, a hotlist, listening journal, reflective 
blogposts, peer-assessment, Action Planning.  

 I would like to focus on Action Planning activity, which starts 
at the very beginning of the course when it is introduced to the stu-
dents as a valuable tool to develop their metacognitive skills, contin-
ues during the course, when the learners design and implement the 
plan, using the acquired knowledge on Internet resources and finish-
es at the final class when the students defend their plans. 

Action planning is widely used in business and represents a se-
quence of steps that must be taken, or activities that must be per-

formed well, for a strategy to succeed 
[http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/action-plan.html].The 
number of the components in an Action Plan can vary but the manda-
tory ones should be as following:  

• clearly phrased, succinct and achievable goals; 
• realistic and achievable actions, which identify what is to 

be done and who will do it; 

• resources which should address what materials, funds, 
venues etc you will need to accomplish each goal; 

• realistic and manageable start and target dates; 
• potential obstacles. 
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Table 1  

Action Plan Template 

Academic 
Goal 

Actions 
/Steps 

Resources  
(including Inter-
net resources 

and Web 2.0 
tools) 

Start and 
target 
dates 

Potential 
obstacles 

1.     

 
The Action Plan is designed in a way to make students develop 

their learning strategies in their academic life. The students are given 
instructions for completion their plans and self-assessment table. As 
a possible alternative, students exchange their plans for peer-
assessment. 

Table 2  
Action Plan Self-Assessment 

 Yes Partly No 

Identifies academic goal(s) clearly    

Explains actions/steps to meet the goals 
clearly and with sufficient details 

   

Identifies relevant resources and reason-
able timeline for achievement of goals (both 
start and end date) 

   

Describes significant potential obstacles 
clearly 

   

 
While implementing the plans the students monitor their learn-

ing process, review their progress and change the paths if it is neces-
sary. Having approached the deadline the learners reflect on their 
learning process and the results.  

Although, the course is not designed for language learning and 
the students are taught in their L1, it gives opportunities to develop 

language skills, as a lot of information on the Web the students have 
to interact with is in English. Moreover, such activities as WebQuest 
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and Listening Journal are especially included in the syllabus to intro-

duce various authentic resources for learning English. 
In conclusion, it should be noted that the course appeared to be 

rather successful as the students wrote in their feedback question-
naires. The participants indicated that the course made them be aware 
of their learning needs and goals and provided them with various tools 
for autonomous learning. It was suggested that a new course to be de-
signed with the focus on autonomous language learning. 

 

N.V. Kochetova  

Voronezh, Russia 
COMMUNICATIVE RELEVANCE  

OF ENGLISH AND RUSSIAN ADVERBIAL LEXEMES 

The research focuses on the aspect of communicative relevance 
of the most frequent Russian and English multi-semantic adverbial 
lexemes which were taken from Sharoff’s Russian frequency dic-
tionary (www.artint.ru/projects/frqlist.asp) and The British National 
Corpus (www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk). It should be noted that multi-
semantic lexemes are such lexemes which according to the typology 
developed by M.A. Sternina contain in their semanthemes from six 
to ten sememes. 

The Russian group of multi-semantic adverbial lexemes con-
tains 14 lexemes: bol’she, voobshche, vpered, legko, pryamo, 
plokho, prosto, sverkhu, spokojno, tochno, tikho, tyazhelo, shiroko, 
yasno. The English group includes 19 lexemes: about, all, along, 
around, as, before, early, directly, just, like, now, only, there, togeth-
er, very, when, where, why, yet. 

The aim of the research is to study the communicative relevance 
of the lexemes in question. The following formalized parameters 
proposed within the framework of the comparative parametric meth-
od developed at Voronezh State University were used: 

• the index of communicative relevance of denotative and con-
notative sememes in the group - the ratio of the quantity of the stated 
usages of denotative and connotative sememes in the group to the 
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total number of the researched usages of lexemes in the group 
(N. Malykhina); 

• the index of density of communicative relevant sememes in 
the group which is the ratio of the quantity of communicative rele-
vant sememes to the total number of sememes in the group 
(N. Nikitina). 

According to the research the index of communicative rele-
vance of denotative sememes in the group is 26% in Russian and 
54% in English. In the semanthemes of some lexemes the communi-
cative relevance of the sememe D1 (terminology of M. Kopylenko 
and Z. Popova 1989 is used) prevails greatly. As an example, the 
index of communicative relevance of the sememe D1adv «ochen’, 
ves’ma» of the lexeme very (This kick may be very fast, but it can be 
detected by an opponent much earlier than many other kicks in kara-
te) equals 94%. 

As for the index of communicative relevance of connotative 
sememes in the group, in the Russian group of the most frequent 
multi-semantic adverbial lexemes it equals 74%, in the English group 
of the most frequent multi-semantic adverbial lexemes it is 46%. 
Thus, in Russian the connotative sememes prevail, in English the 
denotative sememes predominate. 

The study showed that the index of density of communicative 
relevant sememes in the group is 95% in Russian and 90% in Eng-
lish. 

To evaluate the extent of the national specificity of the re-
searched lexemes the scale of the degree of national specificity de-
velopment offered by N.A. Portnikhina and completed by 
L.A. Krivenko was used. According to this scale national distinctions 
are considered absent, appreciable, significant, considerable and sub-
stantial depending on the value of the integral index which is calcu-
lated as represented in percentage the arithmetic mean of differences 
of values of all indices used for the description of the national speci-
ficity. 

The integral index in our case is equal to 20%. Thus, according 
to the results of our research communicative relevance of the most 
frequent Russian and English multi-semantic adverbial lexemes is 
characterized by significant national distinctions. 
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I. Kolbasova  

Voronezh, Russia 
WORD LISTS AS A MEANS  

OF BOOSTING STUDENTS’ MOTIVATION 

V.A. Sukhomlinsky said that the sooner a teacher forgets about 
his role of a teacher, the better teacher he is likely to become. What 

does it mean? Unfortunately, very often teachers use the so called 
“educational communication” at the lessons. The teacher takes the 
leading role of a master and the student behaves in a constrained 
manner realizing his/her minor part. They do not see in each other 
people they would like to communicate with. To change the situation 
the teacher should initiate personality-relevant communication and 
try to see a communicative partner in the pupil. No doubt, it will help 

to create adequate conditions, similar to real, for mastering commu-
nication skills. Thus, the teacher and the pupil will become partners 
who can share their problems, express their likes and dislikes, and in 
other words, will influence each other in a kind, positive way, be-
cause good relationship with students is a good chance to share de-
cent thoughts and feelings. 

It is believed that to master any foreign language you need to 

learn a great number of words and if you do not have a good memory 
this aim is difficult to achieve. In senior classes students have to 
learn a lot of words and memorizing them brings a lot of trouble to 
them and to the teacher who wants to improve their vocabulary. 
There is a way out. This technology was created by a distinguished 
man of science, Professor E.I. Passov. 

This technology allows you to learn a great number of words 
automatically. The main idea is that students do a number of tasks in 

which the words are not the object for studying but the means of task 
realization. This approach creates a positive atmosphere at the lesson 
and helps to motivate students. For example, to discuss with students 
the problem “How to find a good job?” the teacher makes a list of 
words (40–80 words, the number depends on the students’ level) and 
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gives it out to the group. The teacher starts the lesson with an exposi-

tion to introduce the problem and makes students interested. Then 
four types of exercises come. 

The first type can be called “Manipulative Tasks”. Here are 
some examples of possible manipulations. 

a) You know everyone has his own opinion about what a good 
job is. Look through the list of words and find the words you can use 
to characterize a good job. Complete the table with your ideas. 

+ - Prestigious illegal  
b) Here you can see characteristics of a good job. However, the 

advantages and disadvantages of this job are mixed up. Will you cor-
rect it? 

c) However, these are not all characteristics. Read this short sto-
ry and find some more characteristics. Add these words to your table. 

d) And now try to name the most important characteristics of a 

good job without looking at them. 
The second type of exercises – “Making Rhymes”. The teacher 

gives his/her example and then lets the students make their own. It 
can be group work. I have made a test, 

My job is the best! 
It’s well-paid and creative, 
In demand and innovative. 
The third group – finding words, students might need to speak 

about an issue. The teacher gives an issue and the students look 
through the list of words finding vocabulary they would use to dis-
cuss it. Here are some examples 1) What job is better? A well-paid 
but monotonous or interesting but low-paid. 2) It’s impossible to find 
a good job without influential acquaintances? This task is better to 
organize in groups of 3–4. The fourth group deals with solving prob-
lems. 

1) Imagine that a person you know well has lost his job. Ex-
press your pity and give advice. 

2) He works well who knows his trade. How do you understand 
this proverb? 

3) They say, Practice is the best master. Do you agree? Why? 
Why not? 
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The best thing about this technology is that it does not only de-

velop students thinking and helps them to state their opinion; it also 
builds up their vocabulary, help to create different links, which will 
allow them to use this vocabulary in a variety of contexts. 

 
M.A. Kolesnikova 

Beloyarsky, Russia 
MINDMAPPING AS A METHOD OF GRAMMATICAL 

AND LEXICAL MATERIAL DIGESTION 

Nowadays mindmapping is one of the newest and the most ef-
fective educational technologies. Mindmapping is a convenient and 
effective technology of thinking visualization and alternative record-
ing. It can be applied for new ideas creation and fixation, analysis 

and information structuring, and making decisions. It’s not a tradi-
tional, but an essential method of thinking organization, which has 
undeniable advantages in comparison with traditional ways of infor-
mation recording.  

Mind-map represents a radial structure with the central core – 
the main idea – and brunches – associations and key words. The 
main advantage of mind-maps, in comparison with traditional ways 

of recording ideas is an opportunity of “chaotic” objects adding and 
also confluence of two brunches into one, if they have some common 
ideas. Mind-map helps to evaluate the problem in general, underlin-
ing important specialties. It works towards the whole vision of the 
situation, even if it contains not enough logic for a linear list struc-
ture. It’s important to mark, that our brain works in the same way: it 
formulates about ten or even thousand associative links for every 
block of information coming from outside. This way mind-map rep-

resents a graphical scheme of our brain activity.  
Tony Busan, the author of mindmapping technique, suggests us 

helping our thinking. He advances such ideas: 
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1. It’s better to use a radial structure instead of a linear one. It 

means, that the main idea, focused in our attention, is being placed in 
the center of a sheet of paper.  

2. It’s better to record only key words: bright, meaningful and 
easy to remember.  

3. Key words are being placed on the brunches coming out of 
the central subject. The brunches should be rather associative than 
hierarchic. Associations can be supplied with symbolic images for 

better perception.  
Tony Busan’s idea consists in such a construction, which can 

recreate vivid ideas in a boring text, or create them using 
mindmapping as an instrument. In fact, memory and creativity coop-
erate: memory recreates past, and creativity makes future.  

Sphere of mindmapping application is quite extended: work, re-
searching activity and our everyday life. And, certainly, 

mindmapping technology is necessary in foreign languages studying. 
First, reworking of abstracts and other linear records develops crea-
tivity, which influences in quality and depth of information memoriz-
ing. Second, it’s convenient to study new lexis with a help of mind-
maps, because many words have different meanings, and sometimes 
one word can be related to different units of speech. It’s more con-
venient to practice mindmapping in such cases than use a translation 
card. Third, mind-maps help to structure grammar material. Mind-

map can reflect how we can use Present Perfect, word order in ques-
tions, auxiliary verbs and other grammar aspects. Fourth, phrasal 
verbs and idioms with different ways of using and expression take a 
great opportunity for mindmapping application.  

Sphere of mindmapping application at the lesson is quite ex-
tended. It can be applied in: 

1) Working with phonetic material; 

2) Working with lexical material; 
3) Working with grammar; 
4) Working with texts; 
5) Teaching monological speech; 
6) Presentation of project activity results; 
7) Getting prepared to state examinations; 
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8) Discussions, debates; 

With the purpose of checking practical effectiveness of the 
technology it was decided to conduct a mindmapping lesson with the 
5th form pupils. The pupils were suggested to subdivide into 4 
groups. Every group had to choose a grammatical or a lexical topic 
and make a mind-map. The pupils could choose such topics: 

1) Degrees of adjectives comparisons; 
2) Seasons and weather; 

3) Present Continuous; 
4) Animals; 
The pupils were aware of mind-map structure in the example of 

the mind-map “Food”, constructed with a help of the teacher. Work-
ing in groups, they exchanged ideas, suggested their associations and 
key words. The teacher just helped them to make their associations 
more specific. As a result of work pupils represented their grammati-

cal and lexical topics using mind-maps as a plan. Pupils successfully 
completed the task and noted that grammar and lexis are being ac-
quired with a help of mind-mapping better than with linear schemes 
in school textbooks. Then some pupils were suggested to make 
mind-maps of the verbs “to go”, “to have”, “to get”. With a help of 
mindmapping pupils got acquainted with many different meanings of 
the verbs, phrasal verbs and their meanings, became more interested 
in etymology of different lexical units.  

For checking the result of technology application the students 
were suggested to take part in the interrogation «Does mindmapping 
help you?». Pupils responded the questions: 

1) Does mindmapping help you in studying English? 
2) In what aspects do you usually make mind-maps? (grammar, 

lexis, working with texts – underline). 
3) Do you practice mindmapping studying other school sub-

jects?  
The results of the interrogation revealed that 93,5% of students 

find mindmapping helpful for them in studying languages. Most of 
students make mind-maps in lexical units (85% of respondents), 72% 
of respondents work with grammar with a help of mindmapping, 
49% of students use mind-maps working with texts. Students also 
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practice mindmapping in humanitarian disciplines (Russian, History, 

Literature) and in Nature Study. 
This way, the research revealed that mindmapping technology 

works towards successful acquiring of lexical and grammatical mate-
rial and consolidates intersubject communications. Furthermore, 
mindmapping skills will be useful for pupils not only in studies, but 
also in project and research activity, planning their future, making 
important decisions. 

 
S.V. Koltakova 

Voronezh, Russia 
O.V. Sukhanova 

Voronezh, Russia 
INTEGRATING CULTURE  

INTO THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CLASSROOM  

IN THE MILITARY ACADEMY 

Currently the graduates of Russian military academies must 
meet reasonably high requirements. In respect of their linguistic 
qualifications, they must be able not only to translate professional 
foreign literature, but also to make contacts, communicate, negotiate 

with the representatives of other cultures. Thus, one of the objectives 
of the language education in a military academy should be solid un-
derstanding of the culture of the possible interlocutor. In other words, 
English language teachers should focus their attention on raising ca-
dets’ cultural awareness. 

According to M. Byram, enhancing cultural awareness of lan-
guage learners presupposes the gradual development of the following 
abilities and skills: 1) a curiosity and openness to other cultures, 

2) an understanding of social practices and products in both one’s 
own culture and the target culture, 3) the ability to relate something 
from another culture and make it comprehensible to members of 
one’s own, 4) the ability to use new knowledge of a culture in au-
thentic situations, 5) the ability to critically evaluate the cultural 
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practices and products of one’s own culture and that of other coun-

tries [1].  
The basic content areas for intercultural training in a military 

academy might be the following: 1) communicative behavior of the 
military personnel, 2) nonverbal communication, 3) military docu-
ments, 4) problem solving strategies, 5) different aspects of military 
life: military ranks and insignia, military uniform, military organiza-
tion, military education, application process to an academy, cadets’ 

life etc.  
The following interactive techniques might be of great help to 

enhance cadets’ cultural awareness. At the initial stage a teacher 
might ask cadets to gather information about a topic by brainstorm-
ing (e.g. using spidergrammes, playing association games) or re-
searching (books, newspapers, magazines, leaflets, brochures, 
presentations, videos). The first task might be the following: “You 

are going to enter the US Military academy. Study the leaflet and 
find the information about the following aspects: 1) the admission 
criteria and application process, 2) the duration of the training 
course, 3) the degree and rank graduates receive.”  

The follow-up activities might differ depending on the teacher’s 
objective and the language level of the group. So, firstly, cadets 
might be asked to report back on their findings. Secondly, in pairs or 
in small groups they can discuss the differences and similarities be-

tween American and Russian military academies. Having analyzed 
the information, the cadets might make a leaflet, poster or collage 
demonstrating the peculiarities of their academy. Moreover, a teacher 
might offer cadets to act out the following dialogue: “You are a 
schoolboy who is going to enter the US military academy. Interview 
a cadet/graduate of this academy about the peculiarities of the train-
ing course.” Another role play might be the following: “A Russian 

cadet and an American one discuss the differences and similarities 
between cadet lives in their academies”. More fluent cadets might be 
directed to do creative tasks, for example, to write a paragraph (100–
150 words) about three things that they would like to change or in-
troduce to make the studying process more effective.  
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Another technique that might also be applied is comparing and 

contrasting pictures, which demonstrate different aspects of military 
life. A teacher shows pictures representing military uniform and in-
signia of a foreign and native country; cadets have to point out the 
similarities and differences between them. Similarly, the pictures 
representing different activities and scenes from cadets’ life might be 
demonstrated.  

To sum up, it should be stressed that the main objective of the 

proposed activities is not simply to gather information and make re-
ports but to make connections and analyze both native and foreign 
cultural phenomena. Cadets of Voronezh Air Force academy fre-
quently ask a question, why they should study the English language 
even if due to many objective reasons most of them might never face 
the possibility to travel outside their country or communicate with a 
foreigner. Answering the question we should emphasize that at the 

English language classes we not only enhance our language compe-
tence, but also get acquainted with the culture of English-speaking 
countries, and what is more important we build a solid understanding 
of our own culture. 

REFERENCES 
1. Byram M. Teaching and assessing intercultural compe-

tence. – Clevedon, UK: Multilingual matters, 1997.  
 

 

E.A. Kolyadin 

Gubkinsky, Russia 

RUSSIA’S REGIONS STUDIES:  

FROM AN ELT CONTEST TO AN E-BOOK 

The importance of the modern schoolchildren’s ability to pre-

sent their country and the region they come from in a foreign lan-
guage in a communicative situation with foreigners has been quite a 
current issue for the up-to-date methodology of teaching foreign lan-
guages in Russia. One of the pragmatic goals of teaching foreign 
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languages is to mold students’ secondary linguistic personality not 

only as an effective communicator but also as a cultural ambassador 
able to represent their country and region of origin on the global 
scale.  

Prominent Russian methodologists Prof. S.G. Ter-Minasova, 
Prof. E. N. Solovova, Prof. M.V. Verbitskaya and others often men-
tion the currency of the problem recently. The problem consists in an 
almost complete absence of teaching materials concerning different 

regions of Russia, their customs, traditions, history, culture and their 
diversity in general. 

The presenter will dwell on the whole process of creating a 
teaching complex on regional studies for Russian schoolchildren by 
the example of a set of teaching materials on Yamalo-Nenets Auton-
omous Okrug that was published in December 2014. 

The speaker will describe the structure of the process of creat-

ing the book which consists of sixteen different lessons touching up-
on different topics: geography, culture, economy, transportation sys-
tem of the Okrug, climate and weather, industries, indigenous peo-
ples inhabiting the land, their culture, customs, traditions, faith, their 
folklore and the like.  

The complete process of creating the book will be traced step 
by step starting with organising a contest for ELT professionals of 
the region and ending up with the summit of the project – creating 

the e-book in two editions – for both teachers and students. 
A most challenging stage of this work is gathering linguistic 

material related to the regional studies. Though there are regions in 
Russia where lots of texts of the kind in English are published all the 
time (e.g. Moscow, St Petersburg, Yekaterinburg and some other 
large Russia’s cities), in the majority of our country’s regions there is 
an apparent lack of materials to be used for the development of re-

gion-related lessons. 
In the case with Yamalia regional studies book, all the materials 

were developed by local English teachers and submitted to the con-
test organized by Yamalia English Language Teachers’ Association. 
The presenter will speak on organisational aspects of the contest as 
well as legal ones concerning authorship and copyright issues, which 
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are fairly relevant in a further development of the project and pub-

lishing the resulting book. 
Editing the book is a most important stage of the project. The 

presenter will highlight the basic headlines for the process of normal-
ising the materials developed by regional teachers and compiling 
lessons (very often – anew). Another important stage that is closely 
knit with the editing stage is developing digital materials to support 
each of the lessons (digital presentations, hand-outs and cut-outs, 

listening comprehension recordings and the like). 
The final stage of the project consists in creating an electronic 

version of the book. In case with the project Yamalia – the Back of 
Beyond, the e-book is being created on the iBooks Author™ platform 
developed by Apple. The speaker will demonstrate the whole range 
of the platform features and possibilities in creating foreign language 
electronic books and teaching materials. The audience will have a 

chance to have a hand on experience in working with the e-book as 
both teachers and students. Some important links to online materials 
concerning the project will be offered at the end of the presentation. 

 
N.V. Komissarova 

Moscow, Russia 
TEACHING LEGAL ENGLISH VIA IT TOOLS AND 

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION 

University students and graduates of Law Schools in Russia 
have expressed a strong need for a reformed approach to teaching 
and learning Legal English, Translation and Interpretation as an addi-
tional educational program. It should provide students not only with 
the knowledge of English, legal terminology and international stud-

ies, but also with professional communication skills, such as negotia-
tion, debate, advocacy, case briefing, etc. What’s more, it should 
provide a free choice of the mode of learning when a formal face-to-
face classroom method is mixed with digital and online media activi-
ties, known as blended learning. 
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In order to boost student achievement outcomes Kutafin Mos-

cow State Law University redesigned students’ curricular and extra-
curricular activities within additional educational programs and es-
tablished the Center for Professional Communication where students 
can exercise their legal speaking and writing skills in different pro-
fessional context and via diverse IT tools and technologies (Moodle, 
MOOC, Sanako Lab 100, etc.). 

 

I.V. Korovina  

Saransk, Russia 
PEER REVIEW AS A UNIVERSAL ASSESSMENT 

TECHNIQUE 

One of the fundamental principles of the Soviet system of edu-

cation can be expressed in the postulate “The teacher is always 
right”, which explains why traditionally it is up to the teacher to 
grade students’ papers and come up with any comments on their 
drawbacks and strong points. By the way, it has always been taken 
for granted that the teacher’s duty is to draw students’ attention to 
their flaws only: teachers in Russia are not used to complimenting 
students on their progress. Thus, these old-fashioned principles seem 

to be not beneficial for the modern Russian system of education. I 
believe we should try to adopt progressive educational trends from 
the East and get rid of survivals of the past, in order to form an effec-
tive structure. One of such actual educational trends is the peer re-
view method, which even can’t be translated properly into Russian 
since it is an Eastern technique.  

Literally, peer review is students’ evaluation of each other’s 
work, papers, projects, etc. Students can either grade papers or give 

feedback in various forms (comments, rubrics, recommendations, 
etc.). It goes without saying that the process of peer review must be 
controlled by the teacher. However, ‘control’ doesn’t mean ‘correct-
ing’ or ‘punishing’: the teacher should make sure the students are 
using this assessment technique in the proper way and he/she is sup-
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posed to contribute into the final outcome of peer review. The variety 

of peer review forms allows the teacher to use this assessment tech-
nique in various courses. For example, I am applying the peer review 
method in my English Course, Cross-Cultural Communication 
Course, Academic Writing Course, and some others. It should be 
mentioned that in each particular course the form of peer review 
turns out to be unique, which can be considered one of the ad-
vantages of this method. 

As for the other advantages of peer review as an assessment 
technique, my teaching experience shows that this technique turns 
out to be twice more effective than the traditional grading by the 
teacher. Students being involved into the process of evaluating 
plunge deeper into the material and feel more responsibility and 
more freedom at the same time. Moreover, while evaluating their 
peers’ work, students get a new angle on their own work and get 

some skills of self-evaluation too, which appears to be a great conse-
quent benefit of the peer review activity.  

However, the implementation of peer review in practice faces 
certain difficulties, which are caused by the Russian mentality. I first 
came across the peer review method while I was working at Brown 
University (US) on the FLTA Program (Fulbright Fund). After that, 
it took me a couple of years to master this method in order to be able 
to stir up my students and organize their peer review activity in the 

proper way. At first students get scared of evaluating each other, 
since they are not used to discussing their peers’ flaws. That requires 
of the teacher to provide the students with the policy of peer review 
and to show them how to be ‘politically correct’ towards their peers. 
Here we come to another benefit of this educational technique: stu-
dents obtain the important social and professional skill to comment 
on other people’s work in a polite and objective way.  

To sum up, I would like to say that my experience of applying 
peer review is not complete and I believe it can’t be complete due to 
the variety of the forms of this technique. I am still improving my 
professional skills in this sphere and this process brings me a real 
fulfillment. So, I will be happy to share my experience of peer re-
view implementation with my colleagues.  
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N.V. Kostenko  

Voronezh, Russia 
L.N. Timashova 

Voronezh, Russia 
TEACHING STILL “NEGLECTED” INTERJECTIONS 

IN ESL CLASS  

FOR CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION 

The abstract of presentation shows the necessity of socio-

cultural commentary in ESL classroom. The teacher should be aware 
of the immensity of the task. Actually, it is no longer deemed suffi-
cient to teach the nuts and bolts of language – grammar and vocabu-
lary. It is also important to focus on cross-cultural competence. The 
teacher’s goal is to make students be aware that norms of behavior 
symbols and codes are culturally defined and varied.  

Successful cross-cultural conduct demands emotional commu-

nicative signals most commonly used in English-speaking countries. 
One of the ways to express emotions is to use interjections. Howev-
er, they are still neglected in many modern course books.  Neither 
grammar nor vocabulary part contain this important component that 
makes the students’ speech sound emotional and authentic. 

Frequently cited reasons for this are as follows: 

 Interjections are marginal to language, “the least 

important part of speech”. 

 There is no agreement among scholars on defi-
nition and classification of interjections. 

 Interjections come by reflex, so they do not 

have to be learnt. 
However, the practice of teaching shows that the wrong use of 

interjections leads to communication break-up.  Hence, the teacher 
can’t be disillusioned by the idea “interjections come by reflex”. On 
the contrary, we should emphasize the issue that they are country 
specific, help learners  avoid interference of their native culture and 
teach them to use these language units accurately.  
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Most often interjections are used to express emotions and emo-

tional attitudes (Aah! Boo! Yeah!), the ways to attract attention 
(Yoo-hoo! Hey! Pss! Hush!), the means of initiating, sustaining and 
terminating a conversation in English (Hi! And then? Bye!). 

The context shows that one and the same interjection can con-
vey different emotions. Semantic differences can be achieved by dif-
ferent phonetic varieties: lengthening of vowels or consonants 
(Ahaa-a-a, Hello-ooo), the use of glottal stop (Uh-uh [ŋ?ŋ?]. Similar 

phonetic phenomena can be observed in Russian. Compare: Y-y-y! 
Мммда! 

In comparative vein, expressing emotions and emotional atti-
tudes seems the most interesting due to their frequency and obvious 
semantic differences. For example, speaking about something very 
tasty Russians would say Y-y-y! A-a-a! and often click the tongue, 
while Americans in this situation would exclaim Mmm!. 

The meaning of interjections cannot be rigorously defined. The 
range of communicative value much depends on paralinguistic phe-
nomena such as  tone of voice, intonation patterns and non-verbal 
behavior such as facial expressions, gestures, etc. Some features of 
non-verbal behavior in compared cultures may be identical in form 
but different in meaning or in some nuances of performance. Thus, to 
express relief after some hard and tiring activity Englishmen say 
Whew!, wiping sweat off the forehead with the back of the hand. 

Russians in a similar situation would exclaim Фуу!, 
Oх! and wipe off the sweat with the palm. 
Teachers can stimulate learners to infer culturally appropriate 

interjection-using strategies by presenting learners with authentic 
communicative situations for analysis taken from books, movie clips, 
video films and contexts with native speakers. 

To sum up, by exposing students to authentic use of interjec-

tions and giving them the opportunity to see the differences in cul-
ture codes, we create socio-cultural competence. 
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J.E. Kotnarowski  

Moscow, Russia 
THE CULTURAL ELEMENT OF COMMUNICATION 

It is considered best practice to facilitate language instruction 
that reflects the realities of actual, authentic language use. While 
there is a need for teacher-led lecture and discussion and a place for 

rote learning and drilling, language teachers must work to expose 
their students to the kind of language they will interact with outside 
of the classroom to prepare them for the realities of meaningful lan-
guage use. This is of particular importance in the “foreign language” 
context where learners less frequently interact with native speakers. 
To do this, elements of the target language’s culture must be inte-
grated into the coursework. This workshop will explore the idea of 

“communicative competence” (Hymes, 1966; Canale & Swain, 
1980) as a way to simultaneously unite and promote a traditional lin-
guistic focus on forms with the sociolinguistic and pragmatic con-
ventions and expectations associated with the culture from which a 
target language emanates and helps to shape. Following this discus-
sion, the presentation will offer a number of activity ideas designed 
to help participants take the theoretical information discussed in the 

workshop and apply it to their own classes. 
 
L.P. Kovalyova 

Ulan-Ude, Russia 
FICTION READING: DEVELOPING COMPREHENSIVE 

SKILLS THROUGH MAKING INFERENCES 

Most of what you read suggests more than it says, because the 

writers usually do no state all the information they have to communi-
cate in a direct and thorough manner. Writers may leave some infor-
mation unstated because they assume that you already know it; be-
cause their motivation for writing is slightly different from your mo-
tivation for reading; because it is entirely relevant to the writer’s 
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purpose; because they want you to make the effort to figure it out on 

your own. To get the most out of what you read, you must come to 
an understanding about unstated background information through 
inference. Using what is stated, you make inferences about what is 
not.  

Without the ability to make inferences, people are unresponsive 
to the subtleties of life. They cannot interpret situations or see be-
yond them. Many people see only the events. Others see the events 

and ask “Why?” Inferences take you past the obvious, under the sur-
face. For the careful reader facts are just the beginning. They think 
beyond them. They ask, “Why should this be so?”  

You wave good-morning to an old friend, but she does not re-
spond. – You infer that she is angry, upset, lost in thought, or does 
not see you. 

In this situation we start to infer from what we observe. Then 

we ask ourselves why the event happened in an effort to work back 
to the causes underlying what we have observed: Why didn’t the 
friend respond?  

Fiction is the type of writing that most demands skill in making 
inferences; it is also the type that rewards the reader most richly for 
making inferences. In fiction the author relies on the reader’s ability 
to go beyond the printed word for complete understanding, especially 
of settings and characters. Both time and place may be presented 

through suggestion rather than direct statement. The appearance, 
speech, and actions of the characters may also be developed through 
suggestions. The reader is expected to follow the suggestions and 
make the appropriate inferences; in this way, the writer hopes to 
draw the reader into the story. 

The huge plane landed smoothly on the famous coral runway. 
We jostled towards the door, which opened to a warm welcome. The 

part of the airport in front of us was lit by torches carried by two 
rows of men and women dancers. As drums throbbed, the torches, 
held high, made a crisscross pattern. I learned later that this was a 
traditional welcome. All the performers wore the native costumes. 
As we left the gangway, we received a garland of fresh, heavily 
scented blossoms, as well as a kiss from one of the hostesses. 
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What can we infer about the setting – both time and place – of 

this scene? 
1. Although the time of the day is not stated, the mention of 

lighted torches suggests nighttime. 
2. The “huge plane” could be one of the newest large-capacity 

jets, so the scene may have occurred recently. 
3. The ceremony with the torches, drums, and garlands of blos-

soms suggests a tropical island in the Pacific. “Traditional native 

costumes” supports this inference. 
Often we find it necessary in reading to make inferences about 

the characters and motives of people. To do so, we begin by studying 
their actions: a writer uses descriptions of a character’s movements, 
gestures, and actions to show the character’s underlying state of 
mind or emotion. The author does not describe or define the motiva-
tion or emotion directly. You must infer these characteristics from 

the outward signs. This is much like the process of inferring the atti-
tudes of a person from outward signs in real life. 

As a reader, you can make accurate and reasonable inferences 
based on what appears to be true if you follow these steps: 

1. Read and consider all the information presented. 
2. Ask why the facts should be as they are; look for the underly-

ing causes. 
3. Make inferences about the underlying causes based on your 

understanding of the fact. 
4. Consider all the inferences that might be supported by the in-

formation and keep an open mind until all the evidence is in. 
 

L.A. Kozhevnikova 

Samara, Russia 
THE CHALLENGE OF TEACHING VERY YOUNG 

LEARNERS 

Teaching English to very young children is becoming increas-
ingly popular. Many parents  are inspired by the experience of  bilin-
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gual  families and expose their children to early foreign language 

learning. The question is – how early could children be taught a se-
cond language?  Recent research shows that the best time for 
сhildren to start learning a foreign language is in the first three or 
four years. However, teaching English to  very young learners is very 
challenging. 

To teach a foreign language successfully, teachers should be 
knowledgeable about cognitive, physical and emotional characteris-

tics of children. They should be trained to teach according to age-
appropriate methodology. It is also crucial that teachers who work 
with young learners should be fluent in English.  

To get good results, it is important that teachers maintain on-
going communication with the pupils’ parents. Though parents are 
positive about their children’s learning a foreign language and want 
to actively support them in their development, more often than not, 

they have very unrealistic expectations. They are not aware of peda-
gogy and methodology of teaching young learners and expect their 
children to become fluent in English overnight. Thus, it is the teach-
er’s responsibility to explain to parents how young learners process 
the new language, what children can do at different ages and  what  
is the role of parents and grandparents in students’ motivation to 
learn English.    

Resources and materials for very young learners should be ap-

propriate for the level and age of the learners: they should be moti-
vating, suited to children’s cognitive level and linguistic level. The 
content should be appealing to them, and the new material should be 
conveyed in an interesting and humorous way.  

The workshop aims to address the challenges of teaching  
young learners and will introduce materials and activities that may 
help teachers to successfully respond to those challenges. 
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L.A. Krivenko  

Voronezh, Russia 
COMMUNICATIVE IMPORTANCE  

OF THE WORD MAIN MEANING 

According to M.M. Kopylenko and Z.D. Popova, the main 
meaning of the lexeme is contained in the denotative sememe D1. It 

is quite evident that the communicative importance of such sememes 
is the highest in the semantheme of a lexeme. We conducted the re-
search of 100 most frequently used substantive lexemes in the Rus-
sian and English languages to reveal if the sememe D1 is the most 
frequently used one in the lexeme. 

We investigated 100 most frequent Russian substantive lexemes 
taken from the Frequency Dictionary by S. Sharov and 100 most fre-

quent English substantive lexemes taken from the Frequency List of 
British National Corpus. We studied 1000 examples of each lexeme 
usage in Russian National Corpus and British National Corpus, each 
example was correlated with the certain sememe of the lexeme in 
question. 

The index of communicative relevance of sememes, counted as 
the ratio of the number of the registered usages of the given sememe 

to the total number of the investigated usages of the lexeme was in-
troduced and estimated for each sememe to objectively characterize 
the frequency of its usage. 

The results of the investigation showed that the indices of 
communicative relevance of sememes D1 prevail in 75 Russian lex-
emes and in 86 English lexemes. For example, the lexeme year con-
tains the sememe D1 “a period of 365 or 366 days divided into 12 
months beginning on January 1st and ending on December 31st’ (It 

calculates that the Government has underfunded the incentive allow-
ances scheme by some £12m a year…) with the index of communi-
cative relevance 52,5%; 3 connotative sememes C1: “age” (He was 
68 years old) with the index of communicative relevance 23%, “a 
period of about 365 days or 12 months, measured from any particular 
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time” (The stock market's Hang Seng Index doubled within a year of 

the agreement) with the index of communicative relevance 13,6%, “a 
very long period of time” (The city was devastated and took years to 
recover) with the index of communicative relevance 10,9%. 

The research showed the prevalence of communicative rele-
vance of sememes C1 in 21 Russian lexemes and 14 English lex-
emes. For instance, the sememe C1 “the official rules and powerful 
organizations that restrict what you can do” (If we cannot beat the 

system, how can we get it to work for us?) of the lexeme system is 
characterized by the index of communicative relevance equal to 
69,7%, while the index of communicative relevance of the sememe 
D1 “an organized set of ideas, methods, or ways of working” (An-
other example of a library with a particularly well-designed func-
tional sign system is the Van Pelt Library) of this lexeme equals 
22,4%. Thus the communicative relevance of the sememe C1 is 3,1 

times higher than that of the sememe D1. 
According to the results of the study the main meanings of lex-

emes can loose their communicative importance with the course of 
time, while formerly unimportant meanings may become more popu-
lar. 

On the basis of this research we developed and published The 
Dictionary of Communicative Relevance of Substantive Sememes. 
We believe that the results of this research, showing the development 

of semanthemes and the communicative relevance of sememes in 
semanthemes will be beneficial for EFL students and teachers. 

 
A.S. Krivonogova 

Kurgan, Russia 
PUBLICATION OF A PERIODIC SCHOOL  

NEWSPAPER IN ENGLISH 

We live in the world of rapidly changing technologies. The 
epoch of digital data and globalization is our reality now. In the same 
reality grow up our children. Today they have much more sources of 
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getting information, and the role of a teacher undergoes some kind of 

changes. Now we have power not only to equip pupils with 
knowledge, but also guide them, show the learners a mechanism of 
getting and processing information, which they can fully use in their 
future life. Quite an efficient tool in working with intellectually gift-
ed young learners is a project technique.  

Project is an intention or an idea, which in form of a descrip-
tion, an explanation or a calculation shows the essence and the reali-

zation possibility of it.  
Educational project in teaching foreign languages is one of effi-

cient forms of teaching that helps to increase the pupils’ interest and 
to expand familiar frames of a subject. So, our linguistic project is 
“Publication of a periodic school newspaper in English”.  

Any project work consists of 4 “P” – Problem, Planning (or 
projecting), Product and Presentation. The problem, which stands in 

the basis of our project, is quite up-to-date. It is the necessity of in-
creasing the motivation to learning foreign languages. It also helps us 
to create a platform on which learners can share their skills in using 
the language.  

At the stage of planning we faced a number of essential ques-
tions. First, we needed to decide what format our newspaper would 
have. As our Gymnasium had already had a successful periodic 
newspaper in Russian, we decided to make our newspaper a supple-

ment to the popular school issue. Doing this we attracted the atten-
tion of pupils and solved the problem with authors. The searching of 
authors for our English newspaper was the second question we faced 
to at the stage of projecting. Lack of motivation among the pupils is 
not a wonder. And getting good writers who can make articles in for-
eign language is not an easy thing to do, even though our gymnasium 
is a linguistic institution. So having found the starting group of au-

thors we determined the strategy of publishing the newspaper. Our 
command chose to edit the newspaper in two variants – digital and 
paper. The pupils supposed that digital issue, which can be published 
on the web-site of Gymnasium and in social networks, can attract 
more readers, not only from our gymnasium, but also from other 
schools. 
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The search of information for this project is made by pupils 

themselves and by the coordinator of a project. The choice of topics 
for publication is practically unlimited and arises from school themes 
and personal interests of learners. The main demand is actuality and 
interest for readers. Out of this target audience of the project is quite 
broad. It includes learners themselves, teachers, alumnus, and parents 
of learners. Such a variety of readers invites our authors to write 
qualitative and interesting materials. Moreover, our newspaper is an 

educational edition. Some articles from the newspaper are read and 
discussed at English lessons in our Gymnasium. 

Product of our work is also a presentation of it. We have al-
ready published 3 issues of our newspaper “Hall of Aim”. And the 
command of our writers is growing with every issue. We have al-
ready published articles written by our learners, alumnus, and teach-
ers. The interest to the newspaper grows too. It flashes out and gets 

new forms of exposition.  
So our learners got a new form of realization, and what’s more 

a new way of practicing the language. This method of teaching 
doesn’t make them learn but indices them to learning and getting 
new information. And the form of a project makes this process crea-
tive and exciting. 

 
A.V. Kurennaya  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
STRUCTURING OF THE CONCEPT “LIFE”  

IN THE ARTISTIC DISCOURSE OF J. TOLKIEN, 

C. LEWIS AND M. HOPE 

This article is devoted to our research on the concept “Life”, 

that may be considered the most important one within the scope the 
works, as such: J. Tolkien “The Lord of the Rings. The Return of the 
King”, C. Lewis “The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe”, 
M. Hope “Lud-in-the-Mist”. The above-mentioned names are among 
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the internationally renowned fantasy writers, whose works were 

adapted into award-winning films.  
Having applied the method of continuous sampling we singled 

out 1762 contexts (871 from the novel “The Lord of the Rings. The 
Return of the King” by J. Tolkien, 233 from the novel “The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe” by C. Lewis, 658 from the novel “Lud-in-
the-Mist” by M. Hope), in which the conflict of life and death be-
comes apparent. This conflict is expressed with the help of conceptu-

al metaphors (CMs) of different scales and levels.    
The following CMs are among the most frequently used ones in 

the book by J. Tolkien “The Lord of the Rings. The Return of the 
King”: tree; white horse; water; light; musical instruments, road, 
blood, triumph, wind. 

As for the novel by C. Lewis “The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe”, the essential CMs of the concept “Life” are as such: wa-

ter; daylight; road; colour (green, red, golden); dawn.  
In the novel “Lud-in-the-Mist” by M. Hope the most important 

CMs of “Life” are: flower; sun; colour (green, red, golden, white); 
dawn; cock; noise. 

Having analysed the contexts, chosen from the novel by 
J. Tolkien “The Lord of the Rings. The Return of the King”, we dis-
tinguished the following linguistic means of the “Life” concept ex-
pression:  

 

 epithets [152], similes [10], metaphorical personifi-
cations [2]; 

The linguistic means of the “Life” concept expression in “The 
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe” by C. Lewis are:  

 epithets [67], similes [11], metaphorical personifica-

tions [34], metonymies [1];  
The selected contexts of the novel “Lud-in-the-Mist” by 

M. Hope enable us to single out the following linguistic means of 
expressing the “Life” concept: 

 epithets [59], similes [6], metaphorical personifica-

tions [32], oxymora [2], metonymies [3].  
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These figures of speech are distributed between the conceptual 

metaphors we have shown above.  
 
 Coincidence of the essential CMs in the novels, despite the 

differences in their meaning and frequency of occurrence, indicates a 
well-developed concept of life in the worldviews of J. Tolkien, 
C. Lewis and M. Hope. On the basis of the research completed, we 
can conclude that the “Life” concept is an integral part of the novels 

“The Lord of the Rings. The Return of the King” by J. Tolkien, “The 
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe” by C. Lewis, “Lud-in-the-Mist” 
by M. Hope and the scholarly analysis of this concept is immensely 
important in acquiring a deeper understanding of the imaginative text 
and cultural worldview as an integreal unity. 

 
Y.V. Kuzina 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
ТЕАТРАЛЬНАЯ СОСТАВЛЯЮЩАЯ  

ОБРАЗА ВОЛШЕБНИКА СТРАНЫ ОЗ
1
 

Наше сопоставительное исследование посвящено рассмот-
рению системы художественных образов в сказочной повести 

Л. Ф. Баума «Удивительный Волшебник страны Оз». 
С помощью методики В. И. Карасика был исследован ориги-
нальный текст произведения с целью выявления в нем лингво-
культурных типажей англоязычной лингвокультуры, а затем 
была отслежена трансформация художественных образов в рус-
скоязычных аналогах произведения.  

Лингвокультурный типаж — это типизируемая личность, 
представитель  определенной  этносоциальной  группы,  

узнаваемый  по специфическим характеристикам вербального и 
невербального поведения  и  выводимой  ценностной  
ориентации. В исследовательском плане лингвокультурный 
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типаж представляет собой концепт, содержанием которого 

является типизируемая личность [5, 49]. 
Рассматривая художественные образы антропоморфных 

персонажей сказочной повести, мы обратились к теории 
архетипов швейцарского психоаналитика К. Г. Юнга.  

Архетип (от греч. arche — начало и typos — образ) — поня-
тие античной философии, означающее прообраз, первичную 
форму, изначальный образец [6; 58]. По определению 

К. Г. Юнга, — это «психические первообразы, скрытые в глуби-
не фундамента сознательной души, ее корни, опущенные в мир 
в целом», это системы установок, являющихся одновременно и 
образами, и эмоциями» [7]. Являясь врожденными и унаследо-
ванными феноменами, архетипы обнаруживаются повсюду и во 
все времена человеческой истории. 

В рамках современных лингвокультурологических иссле-

дований архетип определяется как метаконцепт. 
А. Ю. Большакова формулирует определение данного термина 
следующим образом: инвариантное  ядро  человеческой  мен-
тальности, видоизменяющееся  в  соответствии  с  конкретной  
исторической ситуацией, в сопротивлении ей и в адаптации к 
ней.  Такие метаконцепты  культуры можно  определить  как  
«архетипы культурного  бессознательного» [2]. Определение 
архетипов как концептов особого порядка роднит их с лингво-

культурными типажами и позволяет нам применять для их вы-
явления в тексте художественного произведения комплекс ме-
тодов, предложенных В. И. Карасиком. 

Проанализировав художественный образ Волшебника 
страны Оз, мы пришли к выводу, что данный персонаж сочетает 
в себе черты метаконцептов Мудрец и Трикстер. 

К. Г. Юнг утверждает, что Трикстер находит своё проявле-

ние в лице комических театральных персонажей, что, в свою 
очередь, перекликается с вечной темой карнавального дейст-
ва [7].  

Образ Волшебника также связан с театром, цирком и кар-
навалом.  
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Так, Л. Ф. Баум описывает действия персонажа, используя 

лексему to fool: 
«…I have fooled everyone so long that I thought I should never 

be found out…» [8] 
 to fool 

1) to speak in jest; 2) to play or improvise a comic role [9]; 

Согласно приведённым определениям, данная лексема не-
сёт в себе значения «дурачиться» или «играть комическую 
роль». 

Значение, указанное в словарях, находит своё отражение и 
в тексте повести. Волшебник сообщает, что он играет свою 
роль, лицедействует: 

«…I have played Wizard for so many years that I may as well 
continue the part a little longer…» [8]. 

В русскоязычных аналогах сказочной повести переводчик 
С. Белов и А. М. Волков используют лексему маска: 

 «…Оз  показал Страшиле  платье и маску, которые  наде-
вал, играя роль Красавицы…» [1]. 

«…– Всё это верно, и все вы ошибаетесь, – мягко сказал 
незнакомец. – Это только маски! – Как маски!? – вскричала 
Элли. – Разве вы не великий волшебник?» [4]. 

Лексема маска отсылает нас к театральному действу, как 
символ данного вида искусства и его атрибут. Об этом свиде-
тельствуют, например, следующие толкования: 

1) постоянный персонаж итальянской комедии (комедиа 
дель арте) середины XVI—XVIII вв., переходивший из спектак-
ля в спектакль; 2) в маскараде — человек в маске, ряженый [3]. 

Волшебника как актёра характеризуют следующие рус-
скоязычные фрагменты сказочной повести, совпадающие по 
своему значению с соответствующими фрагментами оригинала 
произведения: 

«…Я так долго играю роль волшебника, что готов поиг-

рать еще немножко...» [1]. 
 «…Наоборот, я вспомнил роли царей и героев и сыграл 

роль волшебника довольно хорошо...» [4]. 
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Таким образом, мы можем утверждать, что черты метакон-

цепта Трикстер, воплощённые Л. Ф. Баумом в рассматриваемом 
персонаже, были сохранены и в процессе перевода сказочной 
повести С. Беловым и при создании литературной интерпрета-
ции произведения А. М. Волковым. 
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L.G. Kuzmina 

Voronezh, Russia 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATIONAL  

ENVIRONMENT AND ITS ROLE IN ESP STUDENTS’ 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Teaching foreign languages to students of non-linguistic de-

partments of universities has always been a strategically important 
area in Language Teaching Methodology in Russia. Since 1970-ies 
when the principle of “profession-oriented foreign language learn-
ing” was introduced we have witnessed a number of “turns left and 
right” in the field. This is not, however, surprising taking into ac-
count how many changes took place in the country in the last dec-
ades which brought about a rise in number of learners seeking lan-

guage education.  
New phenomena in social life and education (such as an inten-

sive knowledge flow which doubles every 5.5 years; rapid changes 
and impermanence in economic and other spheres require people 
who can make wise, informed, and intelligent decisions; an abun-
dances of common problems which can be solved only in close co-
operation with other people who collaborate and share expertise and 

perspectives; experimentation, risk taking, autonomy, and flexibility 
that have become key elements in the development of schooling 
which, as it has become evident, people will never be able to “com-
plete”) give insights into the sphere of foreign language teaching. 
With the realities of the XXI century come into foresight, it has be-
come necessary to revise the current models of teaching foreign lan-
guages to ESP students once again, for the traditional approaches in 
ESP teaching and learning can no longer meet the requirements of 

the day. 
From the issues discussed above the implication that a new 

model of ESP teaching should be devised can be drawn. It is claimed 
that under the current circumstances the goal of foreign language 
learning is to assist students in developing them to the fullest possi-
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ble extend and that a foreign language course at universities first and 

foremost serves as a means of personal (not “professional” develop-
ment). This idea has long been underestimated, though. 

Nowadays young people as well as professionals gradually real-
ize more and more the role foreign languages play in getting good 
education which, in its turn, can guarantee better opportunities for a 
diversity of careers. Thus, being primarily a means of learners’ per-
sonal growth foreign languages can indirectly contribute to their pro-

fessional development as well.  
In order to solve many and varied problems of getting a good 

command of a foreign language by ESP students a new phenomenon 
– Foreign Language Educational Environment – should be interpret-
ed in connection with the ideas discussed above. It is an innovative 
educational structure which aims at providing a wide range of oppor-
tunities for foreign language learners to develop their competence in 

a foreign language at each stage of their education. The basic princi-
ple which underpins its functioning is the integration of different 
means and forms of foreign language learning which a university can 
provide and to make it possible for the students to use all the possible 
resources for their personal development at present and their profes-
sional career growth later.  

Foreign Language Educational Environment enhances opportu-
nities for ESP students to attend additional language courses at for-

eign languages departments at universities, to participate in the activ-
ities of international and national professional language organiza-
tions and foreign language teachers’ associations, to take part in 
textbooks seminars organized by publishing houses, to listen to for-
eign guest speakers or to do an individual outside ESP course, etc., 
thus, integrating classroom tasks and extra-curricular practice in a 
foreign language. 
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V.V. Levchenko 

Samara, Russia 
THE SYSTEM OF ESP EXAM  

IN SAMARA STATE UNIVERSITY 

In the late 1990’s the Russia State Examination (EGE) was ini-
tiated  by high-level federal government officials as an “equal-

opportunity,” mandated free examination system  to serve both as an 
end-of-high-school examination and as a national admission exami-
nation to postsecondary institutions. It was modeled after Cambridge 
Exams. Since then, it has been changed three times.  

Since the late 1980s the Russian educational system has been 
going through a radical transformation  

One of the major innovations of the education reform was the 

introduction of a new type of the school-leaving exam – the Russian 
State Examination (RSE) which brought about dramatic changes into 
the system of educational assessment, both formative and summa-
tive. Summative assessment aims to measure, or summarize what a 
student has learned and is usually done at the end of a course or a 
term. Formative assessment is ‘evaluating students in the process of 
‘forming’ their competencies and skills with the goal of helping them 

to continue that growth process’ [1; 6] 
Another high-stakes exam – FEPO – was introduced at tertiary 

level. It is the end-of-the course multiple-choice test in each subject. 
It was introduced with the purpose of improving comparability be-
tween students’ academic achievements in higher education area.  

Now we can argue that there is no connection between RSE and 
tertiary level curriculum especially in the field of language for spe-
cific purpose (LSP) at universities. 

This was the main reason why in Samara State University 
(SSU) another format of LSP examination was developed. We decid-
ed to base on the high-stakes exams which will help to assess the 
competence of students.  
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The problem of testing and assessment is very urgent in the 

competence based approach and idea of new based format will help 
to understand clearly standards for test takers (students) in terms of 
their performance. Performance standards are ‘explicit definitions of 
what students must do to demonstrate proficiency at a specific level 
on the content standards’ [CRESST Assessment Glossary, 1990]. 

In SSU was launched a system of ESP in the format of interna-
tional examination.  

In the system of ESP exam we incorporate Grade Assessment 
System according the integrative approach. 

The marking system for the exam has the following idea: differ-
ent components of the examination are assessed separately. 

Reading, Listening and Use of English (Grammar and Vocabu-
lary Test) are marked objectively, with each question carrying one 
mark. 

The assessment of the Writing and Speaking Papers involves 
double-marking. It is based on centrally- prepared analytic rating 
scales. 

The mark scheme for Writing covers the following areas: Con-
tent/Organization/Grammar/Vocabulary/Mechanics 

Speaking is assessed according to the following criteria: Con-
tent/Interactive communication/Grammar/Vocabulary. 

All descriptors were adapted from the internationally proved 

exams according to the curriculum of SSU. We developed checklists 
for every student where we fix their progress. 

According to the result of implementation this system we can 
say about positive outputs from the students' and professors' percep-
tion. 

Now we understand all the drawbacks in learning and teaching 
due to the aim of new exam standard.  
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L.V. Lukina 

Voronezh, Russia 
DEVELOPING INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS 

THROUGH STUDENT ENGLISH ART STUDIO 

Nowadays English is predominantly used for communication 
between representatives of different cultures. Thus, the main objec-

tive of foreign language education is successful intercultural com-
munication. The task of language teaching must include culture 
learning, understanding and acceptance of other cultures as a part of 
language learning.  

A valuable source of cultural knowledge is literature and drama. 
Dramatic works reflect culture and society, portraying people’s ideas 
and dreams in the most creative and imaginary way.  

To develop intercultural awareness of students through litera-
ture and drama in 2009 ‘Student English Art Studio’ was organized 
at the Department of Foreign Languages of Voronezh State Universi-
ty of Architecture and Civil Engineering.  

The main objective of the Art Studio: 
• cognitive – to increase the motivation to learn English; 
• developing – to develop creative abilities and intercultural 

awareness of the student; 
• educational – to develop the social activity of the student, the 

ability to work in a team. 
The study of English is realized in the form of drama activities 

and is based on two interrelated components: linguistics and per-
forming arts, where the first is the goal, and the second is the fasci-
nating form. 

Participation in performances of the art studio allows students 

experience the language in concrete situations. The English language 
teaching based on stage art shows students the world culture and his-
tory of theater, literature and drama, music and painting and pro-
motes to the intercultural development of students. It is interesting to 
study English through stage images of characters of English plays, 
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fairy tales and legends using the British folk and modern songs, po-

ems and dances. This is one of the forms of the development of in-
tercultural awareness: when language is learned through culture and 
culture – through language. 

The art studio was designed to provide students (future civil en-
gineers, architects, economists, sanitary technical engineers, etc.) 
with diverse cultural experiences through art education to develop 
intercultural awareness. 

Students and teachers have explored the diverse cultures 
through the study of traditions, customs, literature, music, games, 
dances, and organizing art festivals, celebrations and cultural per-
formances to facilitate intercultural awareness.  

Participation in Student English art studio increases students’ 
abilities to interpret, appreciate, and analyze different intercultural 
contexts and provides intercultural awareness and understanding.  

Student art studio activities also increase students’ self-
confidence and decrease fear of using the English language sponta-
neously.  

The first performance of the Art studio was «Spring in Britain», 
a small show which presented the audience beautiful British tradi-
tions of the Spring holidays in bright and colourful form. Among the 
plays staged by the studio were the play «Romeo and Juliet» by the 
greatest playwright William Shakespeare and the performance «The 

Key of the Kingdom» based on the famous English and American 
musicals, poems and folk tales.  

The new project of the Student art studio is the famous Bernard 
Shaw’s play “Pygmalion”. The performance is a musical with inter-
esting dancing compositions, songs, and pantomime. Students, once 
again, demonstrated a high level of English, the desire to speak and 
play in the English language. 

Pre-acting period includes a large exploring work – students ex-
amine the biography of the playwright, the historic background; read 
books and plays; watch films, dances, listen to music and songs; de-
sign and create costumes and decoration. Acting, performing, poetry 
and design activities help to develop students’ intercultural aware-
ness.  
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Now more than 250 participants of Student English art studio 

take an active part in organizing performances. And the number of 
students wishing to participate in creative activities is growing. 

The art studio activities are for students who wish to develop 
their creative skills, learn new things, and learn how to speak English 
properly with correct sound articulation and correct intonation.  

The participating students report that the art studio activity in-
spires their interest in intercultural matters and raises their awareness 

of their own and foreign cultures.  
The students’ confidence, awareness and understanding of their 

own and foreign cultures are enhanced in the art studio projects. 
Such projects not only develop students’ confidence, language skills 
and creativity, but also develop their sense of intercultural aware-
ness, their understanding of being a part of the international commu-
nity. 

 

E.N. Makarova  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
NATIVE LANGUAGE INTERFERING EFFECT  

IN SPANISH AND RUSSIAN ENGLISH 

The issue of different means which languages use to signal the 

utterance communicative structure and mark the communicative cen-
tre have been under discussion since the second half of the twentieth 
century. As the problem is of theoretical and practical importance it 
has been given attention to in the works of both – linguists and prac-
ticing teachers. However, differences in communicative centre actu-
alization strategies used by speakers of different languages are still 
debated and demand thorough analyses, as their wrong choice in 

non-native language can cause considerate difficulties in communi-
cation. 

The data presented is based on the experimental research of the 
English speech (both oral and written) produced by the Spanish and 
Russian learners of English. 
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Among the most common means of signaling the utterance 

communicative structure registered in the world’s languages are the 
following: prosodic (phrasal accent marking the communicative cen-
tre by making it the most prominent), word order (the most commu-
nicatively important word being put in the “strong” position, mostly 
final), certain syntactic constructions, articles and others. The first 
two are considered to be preferable in the languages under discussion 
– English, Spanish and Russian. Differences and similarities in their 

usage between English and Spanish on the one hand and English and 
Russian on the other, account for the languages choice for the com-
parative research and the design of the experimental material. As for 
the English language it is characterized in most works by “firm” or 
“fixed” word order the main function of which is grammatical. Eng-
lish hardly ever (apart from stage speech) allows word order varia-
tion to mark communicative center (for example the sentence sub-

ject) by moving it to final position. Instead the English language 
widely uses phrasal accent (or nucleus) shifts to highlight the most 
communicatively important lexical item. 

Spanish, on the contrary, is usually described as the “free” word 
order language where practically any word can find itself in the so-
called communicatively “strong” position (the final one). As for the 
nucleus its position in the Spanish language is reported to be fixed 
and the very last word (either lexical or grammatical) can find itself 

under phrasal accent. 
As for the Russian language it is characterized by relatively free 

word order and relative freedom in shifting nucleus when signaling 
communicative structure. In fact, the Russian speakers use both 
strategies in marking the utterance’s communicative centre (either in 
combination or separately) in their native speech. So Russian demon-
strates similarity with the English language in the field of prosodic 

means of signaling communicative structure, whereas in the word 
order area it shows more common features with the Spanish lan-
guage. 

The research is aimed at the revealing Spanish and Russian na-
tive speakers’ strategies in highlighting the utterance communicative 
centre in their non-native English speech and deals with the problem 
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of cross language interference on prosodic and word order level. The 

material for the phonetic experiment 1 is based on 100 micro-
dialogues with non-final nucleus, which position is governed by Eng-
lish language accentuation rules. The material was first read by 20 
speakers of American English who unanimously confirmed the only 
possible nucleus placement in the given utterances. The same materi-
al was read by 20 Spanish native speakers, learners of the English 
language (with Upper-Intermediate level), and by 20 Russian native 

speakers with the same level of the English language competence. 
The results of the auditory experiments with 5 American experts in 
linguistics proved that Spanish speakers tend to make more errors 
when choosing nucleus position (shifting non-final nuclei to final 
position) in the English utterance in comparison to the Russian sub-
jects. The similarities in accentuation rules in English and Russian 
can account for such a result, as well as the last lexical item promi-

nence rule borrowed from the Spanish language can explain numer-
ous errors in the English speech of the Spanish speaking subjects. 

As for the material for experiment 2 aimed at the analyses of 
word order variation as the strategy of communicative structure real-
ization it was based on 50 micro-dialogues, the replies of which were 
sentences with SV or SVO structure with the subjects belonging to 
the category of the “new”. The Spanish and Russian subjects were to 
translate the experimental phrases from their native languages into 

English. The results demonstrate that the speakers of Russian mostly 
preserved the direct word order in their English translations and fol-
lowed the strategy they are familiar with from their mother tongue. 
The Spanish subjects used word order variation in about 30% of all 
cases moving the English utterance subject to final position. 

The negative language transfer manifests itself on both prosodic 
and word order level in the English speech of the speakers of Spanish 

more prominently than in the English speech of the Russians. 
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T. Malikova 

Voronezh, Russia 
ESP COURSE:  

LISTENING SKILLS FOR CAE CAMBRIDGE ESOL 

The aim of this paper is to compare different methods suggest-
ed by different publishing houses on how to approach the listening 

section of the CAE Cambridge Exam and to suggest ways to improve 
the quality of teaching of this aspect. A special “ESP” course has 
been designed to focus primarily on the skills needed to pass this 
exam. The content of this course includes specific listening skills as 
well as those listed in the books Advanced Expert CAE (Student’s 
Book), CAE handbook for teachers, CAE Practice Tests Plus, CAE 
Gold Plus (Teacher’s Book), Complete CAE (Student’s Book). 

The focus of the course is on providing the teacher and the stu-
dents with test-taking strategies as well as on giving tips on how to 
enhance the students’ listening comprehension skills, using the re-
sults of the current research into L2 listening ability. 

There are several factors which affect students’ ability to under-
stand L2 audio input even at more advanced levels. At the upper-
intermediate and advanced levels, according to J. Field (2003) and 

M. Wilson (2003), teaching higher level cognitive and metacognitive 
strategies such as inference and self-monitoring strategies, should lie 
at the heart of teaching listening skills. What we find in the listening 
part of the Certificate of Advanced English Cambridge exam bears 
little resemblance with what we may find in real life communication. 
Penny Ur rightly points out that its typical elements include shared 
information about the context, a need for a response at short regular 
intervals, very often visibility of the speaker, different environmental 

clues, and often elements of informal speech (Ur, 1984, p.2–8). Ob-
viously, these elements are limited, if not absent, during classroom 
practice and are always unavailable in a listening test. 

The task of a language teacher preparing students for a language 
exam is then not only and not so much to teach the learners listening 
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skills for real life communication, but rather develop strategies to 

deal successfully with the test format. 
Unfortunately, the majority of books preparing students for the 

CAE exam continue to insist on the need for the students to listen 
extensively as well as resort, rather mechanically, to the strategies 
suggested. 

Although contemporary research has been able to identify L2 
learners’ problem areas, which seem to stem from their anxiety and 

uncertainty about how to extrapolate their L1 listening skills to their 
L2 listening comprehension, neither the teaching methodology, nor 
the exam format favor a close analysis of an individual student’s 
problems or, in fact, any kind of analysis. In line with the sugges-
tions proposed by different researchers in the past decade, we insist 
that the only way not only to prepare students for the exam, but also 
to actually solve their L2 comprehension problems, the teacher must 

adopt a more analytical approach and attempt to help students to take 
advantage of their listening practice by enhancing their experience 
through self-reflection and self-questioning to monitor the process of 
understanding and to be able to repair it when there is a break. Post-
listening activities, aimed at developing students’ metacognitive abil-
ities, seem to be an effective means of a global improvement of their 
L2 listening comprehension skills. 

 

E.V. Matveeva 

Yaroslavl, Russia 
TEACHING PRESENTATION SKILLS  

IN A DIGITAL AGE 

The art of public speaking has existed for a long time and has 

always been one of the most important things to master. Before the 
introduction of computers and Internet the focus in public speaking 
was mainly on the speaker. The charisma, the power of persuasion, 
the ability to get the message across and to produce an impression 
that lasts were some of the important characteristics of a good speak-
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er. We would argue that nowadays not much of it has changed, con-

trary to the belief of some ardent technophiles who consider a power-
ful slideshow to be all that is needed. Nevertheless, it can't be denied 
that the digital world had its influence on the process of making 
talks. “If there is one skill, above others, that will help you stand out 
in the world of international business, it is the skill of presenting. 
And the further you progress in your career, the more likely it is that 
you will be called upon to present. In the age of technology and so-

cial networking it’s easy to lose sight of this. In professional life, 
competent presentations are expected. But great presentations are 
rare and always remembered”. (Mark Powell, Dynamic Presenta-
tions). [2] In this article we will explore how Internet tools can help 
teachers and those trying to create an impressive presentation instead 
of being a hindrance. 

In his wonderful book "Presentation Zen" Garr Reynolds gives 

an interesting analogy comparing a presentation to a Japanese packed 
lunch called "bento". He mentions that "like a Japanese bento, great 
slide presentations contain appropriate content arranged in the most 
efficient, graceful manner without superfluous decoration. The 
presentation of the content is simple, balanced and beautiful" [1]. 
Eating such bento is a real enjoyment and Garr notices that in our 
world it is very rare to experience the same enjoyment when listen-
ing to some presentations. In his book Garr successfully explores 

how to avoid "Death by Power Point" and what should be done in 
order to impress the audience and to have them enjoy their time 
when listening to the speaker. According to him, "live talks should 
have more in common with the art of a documentary than the reading 
of a paper document", [1] the idea that many of today's presenters 
seem to overlook. Presentations are not only about using multimedia 
wisely, but mostly about telling a story appropriately supported by 

imagery. 
According to the content of Mark Powell's "Dynamic Presenta-

tions" the attention should be paid to the structure of the talk, to the 
opening and closing, to the visuals, the voice power, building rapport 
and storytelling. These are just a few points discussed in detail in the 
book and we would take some of them and show which Internet re-
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sources can be helpful in a preparation of an efficient presentation 

[2]. 
There is no doubt that YouTube (https://www.youtube.com) is a 

magnificent storage of material. For a teacher who is willing to ex-
plain to students what it takes to be a good presenter there are myri-
ads of video clips showing what to do and what to avoid doing (for 
example, "Death by PowerPoint" by Don MacMillan, "Present like 
Steve Jobs" and others). There is an interesting article on 

PowToon.com [3] where the features of talks given by successful 
presenters are looked at and the conclusion of what makes a great 
presentation is drawn. According to the article one should strive to 
use only one idea per slide, use minimal text, avoid using bullet-
points, focus on telling a great story that will get the audience 
hooked, stay animated and enthusiastic and use props to support the 
story [3]. How to achieve all this if not by careful preparation? 

The beginning of the process is brainstorming and organizing 
ideas. Even though a pen and a paper are still considered to be the 
best tools in this respect, when writing one idea on a post-it note 
works just brilliant, there are some Internet tools which can be used 
to make the process more exciting. Wordle.net can be used to give 
some food for thought to the students thus initiating their thinking 
process. Such resources as bubbl.us, mindmeister.com, 
spiderscribe.net can turn the process of brainstorming into a bright 

action involving the students and making them excited. 
Storytelling plays the central role in an impressive presentation. 

TED talks offer a wide variety of nice examples of good presenta-
tions where some features can be noticed and some ideas picked. 

Nowadays it is almost impossible to imagine a presentation 
without slides. There are numerous resources such as Prezi.com, 
emaze.com, Slidebean.com, slides.com,etc. which can compete in 

efficiency with the well-known PowerPoint. It is not possible to 
choose the universal tool that is why the choice should be made ac-
cording to the aims of the presentation, the audience and the availa-
bility of resources. In the modern world it is quite easy to learn how 
to use any new tool in the Internet because numerous tutorials are 
there to help us. Russell Stannard creates simple, clear and under-
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standable explanations on the use of different online resources in-

cluding some mentioned above [4]. 
Working on pronunciation and intonation in the process of pre-

paring a presentation is quite often overlooked but it is an issue of 
great importance. In the global world there might be people of differ-
ent nationalities in the audience that is why it is vital to sound clear 
and understandable. There is a tool suggested by Jennie Wright to be 
used to practice the right intonation and voice power which graph-

ically shows these when recording the speech. Speech analyzer 3.1 is 
downloadable software which visualizes intonation and voice power 
bringing awareness of how to speak in order to be understood. 

Finally, when the presentation is ready it is time to practice it. 
There are very useful tools which allow recording oneself together 
with uploading the slides. They can be helpful for a teacher who is 
monitoring the process of preparation but has not enough classroom 

time to check how it is going. These tools can be used to upload the 
slides, record the audio and even the video of the person presenting. 
MyBrainShark and Present.Me are the ones highly recommended for 
this purpose by Russell Stannard. 

Another helpful Internet tool to be used in the situation when 
classroom hours are not enough is Padlet.com. It can be used to col-
lect feedback on presentations which were delivered in class thus 
economizing time. 

In conclusion, the main principles to keep in mind when prepar-
ing a presentation, according to Garr Reynolds, are "restraint in 
preparation, simplicity in design, and naturalness in delivery. All of 
these in the end lead to greater clarity for us and our audiences” [1] 
and will result in a brilliant presentation which will be remembered. 
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E.A. Melekhina 

Novosibirsk, Russia 
I.A. Kazachikhina 

Novosibirsk, Russia 
RURAL SCHOOL TEACHER  

RETRAINING PROGRAM:  

EFL TEACHER AS A SECOND CAREER 

For decades there has been a shortage of EFL teachers in Rus-

sia. Additionally, the paradigm of innovation spread over the world 
is confronting school system with the new range of professional 
competences and calling for producing a school leaver of the innova-
tive type acquiring English speaking skills as part of their life. To 
meet the requirements of the Ministry of Education and Science a 

school is expected to have highly-qualified teachers, and if they lack 
professional competencies required to teach, they must master the 
problem areas of their teaching practice. That is especially relevant 
to complex professional situations in rural schools, where teachers 
have to be ready to develop various competencies that allow them to 
perform a variety of duties and even take charge of teaching several 
school subjects. 

The present report examines some problems rural school non-
EFL teachers face being retrained to become EFL teachers. There is 
special referent to the Novosibirsk region ELT context. In 2013 the 
Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation initiat-
ed and funded a 10-month rural school teacher retraining program at 
the Faculty of Training and Retraining Programs and Department of 
Foreign Languages (Humanities Programs) at the Novosibirsk State 
Technical University. The aim of the program is to retrain 21 non-

EFL rural school teachers (mostly teachers of the German, French 
and Russian languages, but also of History, Geography, Psychology 
and even Crafts), and give them a qualification to teach EFL in pri-
mary and secondary school. The program focuses on the modern 
language policy of the government, teacher’s personal and profes-
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sional development, ELT, and English language skills. As the course 

participants’ needs analysis shows the main reasons why they agree  
to do the retraining course (some of them were forced by the school 
authorities) are as follows: ‘become a professional and fluent speaker 
of English, and share my knowledge with children’, ‘I just love my 
job’, ‘I want to push boundaries of national stereotypes’, ‘I am satis-
fied with the progress my students make every day and I’m proud of 
them’, ‘I am happy that my profession is to teach English’, ‘restating 

Ya. A. Kamensky I love what I teach and I love those whom I teach’, 
etc. Their desire and intention to be involved in teaching English 
make them overcome some serious obstacles which they are aware 
of: poor language skills, lack of language acquisition and ELT 
knowledge, difficulties in developing everyday teaching materials 
and courses according to the new federal standards, a low level of 
ICT skills, and low motivation of some pupils. The participants’ 

needs analysis allowed teacher trainers to make required changes 
referred to the incohesive group just at the beginning of the course, 
for instance, organizing two subgroups of different language levels, 
focusing more on teacher self-development in the professional de-
velopment module, and covering theoretical input through material 
development, micro-teaching and observation in the methodology 
module. The fact that the teacher trainers were open to changes, and 
aimed at contributing to the creation of highly qualified teachers, the 

curriculum has been narrowed to the core areas of the modules. The 
method of conducting the training was experiential and reflective.  

Interestingly, the course participants felt responsible for moving 
innovation to the classroom. In order for this to happen, they were 
exposed to the innovations through the course: they experienced how 
to help students to plan and monitor academic success, how to create 
favorable conditions for students to meet their educational objec-

tives, how to maintain and manage constructive cooperation between 
subjects of the teaching/learning process, how to create and use ef-
fectively an educational environment/e-environment, how to use 
ways of professional self-development more effectively. 

But one of the main challenges for the teacher trainers was to 
determine learning conditions that can help EFL learners-rural school 
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teachers cope with their language anxiety. They were subject to feel-

ing nervousness and suffer from failing to speak English. Peer-
coaching approach seemed to be the way out, when each participant 
acted both as a coach and a coachee. When the participants felt their 
expertise in some language skills and teaching areas, they acted as 
coaches. Thus, the learning environment became safe – supportive, 
developmental and even confidential sometimes, and without evalua-
tion feature.  

In conclusion, though some problems identified at the begin-
ning of the course could be solved only at the federal educational 
level, the teacher trainers with relevant methodology tools in cooper-
ation with the participants fully realizing their roles of lifelong learn-
ers and their mission in the society moved forward in their profes-
sional development. The experience of the retraining course de-
scribed has implications for rural school teacher retraining programs. 

 
A.A. Mikhailov 

Yekaterinburg, Russia 
MULTICULTURAL COMPETENCE OF TEACHER 

The image of teacher in society has tremendously underrated 
value. It is the person who forms the knowledge, attitudes and morals 
of the younger generation, and forms them in his own image and 
likeness. The future outlook of the society depends on the qualifica-
tions of our teaching community. That is why there are the highest 
requirements for professional and personal qualities of the modern 
teacher. The nature of pedagogical work constantly puts the teacher 
in communicative situations requiring qualities that contribute to ef-
fective interpersonal interaction. 

The process of professional development of the individual is 
largely determined by the social situation: it affects the attitude of the 
person to the profession and the professional community. Changing 
the social situation of professional activity naturally leads to the devel-
opment of new professionally important qualities of the person, the 
new current competencies and overall orientation of the individual. 
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Meanwhile, the world has been experiencing ‘globalization’: 

convergence of diverse communities with a variety of cultures and 
languages, levels of political and economical development as well as 
growing migration processes have led several major Russian and for-
eign researchers to the conclusion that the only possible type of soci-
ety nowadays is the one with multicultural and tolerant environment 
(S. Bondyreva, M. Dyuzhakova). 

In this regard, multicultural environment plays significant role 

in the teacher development forming a new professional competence – 
the multicultural competence. As M. Sinyakova puts it, the multicul-
tural competence of a teacher is the ability and willingness of a 
teacher under the conditions of a multicultural society to address pro-
fessional pedagogical tasks to implement the interaction between the 
subjects of education and members of ethnic communities, the estab-
lishment of associations on the principles of tolerance as well as edu-

cational support for students of different nationalities in the socio-
cultural environment of the school. 

Arguably, the multicultural environment is a sphere of interac-
tion between the individual and the diversity cultures that exist in 
today's society. Under these conditions, multicultural competence of 
teachers, on the one hand, is a reflection of multicultural environ-
ment, and on the other – providing a significant impact on a con-
structive social interaction among all the subjects of education, re-

gardless of their religious, ethnic or cultural background, it contrib-
utes to the development of multicultural environment. 

These circumstances often affect and change the teaching situa-
tion. Thus, the functionality of the teacher changes as well. In tradi-
tional pedagogical approaches a teacher plays the role of the transla-
tor, i.e. transmitting the experience gained by the society, standards, 
rules and regulations, formed cultural patterns of behavior to stu-

dents. Whereas, in the current approaches the student plays the role 
not of just receiver, but also the role of the conscious, transforming, 
active, initiating entity. According to the former, the teacher’s func-
tion is to, metaphorically, ‘fill the vessel’, the latter – ‘ignite the 
wood’ (Plutarch). 
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Multiculturalism and the humanization of the education system 

have high requirements for general and vocational training of teach-
ers, his or her artistic personality. The highest value of multicultural 
educational environment is a human personality of the student. In 
this context, the main purpose and goal of education is the develop-
ment, social and pedagogical protection, support for the individual, 
non-violent culture education, creation of conditions for creative 
self-realization of any nationality.  

In this regard, the multicultural competence of the teacher is 
seen as an ability to develop ethnic, national and world culture 
awareness, spiritual enrichment, world-wide consciousness, readi-
ness and ability to live in a multi-ethnic environment in the younger 
generation.  

A source of problems in teaching practice is a contradiction be-
tween the recognition of the importance of developing tolerance, 

ability to understand different cultural values and cultures in stu-
dents, on one side, and the opportunities of this development in crisis 
trends in modern society (intolerance, ethnic conflicts, cultural stere-
otypes, etc.) which have an impact on teachers and students. 

In this regard, efforts should be focused on the formation and 
development of professional competence in the field of multicultural 
education. The main structural components of the professionalism of 
the teacher in this case will be: ethnosocial competence; willingness 

to overcome the difficulties in communicative interactions with rep-
resentatives of various ethnic communities; adaptation possibilities 
in relationships with people of other nationalities; national culture 
interaction. 

 

A.M. Minina  

Yekaterinburg, Russia 

THE METHODS OF TEACHING MULTIMEDIA TECH-

NOLOGIES VIA VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

We live in a new world. The world of information. A number 
of key issues arise from the statement. In these conditions, our tradi-
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tional educational system becomes out-of-date. What is more, the 

New era needs a new educational system, and as a part of it – new 
methods of teaching. That’s why the paper is devoted to this actual 
issue. 

Let us start by considering the main parameters of this report. 
The object is an educational process and the subject is the methods of 
teaching multimedia technologies via virtual learning environment. 
The purpose of the paper is a theoretical justification and a design of 

the methods of teaching multimedia technologies via virtual learning 
environment. 

Firstly, let us try to understand a determination of the method of 
teaching. The method of teaching is specified as a systematic way to 
impart skills or knowledge. According to some experts, it can be 
ranged by the type of interaction between the teacher and pupils. 
There are three classical types of this interaction: "no interaction" 

(for example, lecture), "teacher-centered interaction" (interactive lec-
ture) and "group-centered interaction" (group work). 

Secondly, let's view a way to design the virtual learning envi-
ronment. The virtual learning environment was created along with 
cloud computing technologies. It is generally agreed today that cloud 
computing is one of the most useful innovative technology all over 
the world. Cloud computing is typically defined as a type of compu-
ting that relies on sharing computing resources rather than having 

local servers or personal devices to handle applications. 
In cloud computing, the word cloud (also phrased as "the 

cloud") is used as a metaphor for "the Internet," so the phrase cloud 
computing means "a type of Internet-based computing", where dif-
ferent services — such as servers, storage and applications — are 
delivered to an organization's computers and devices through the In-
ternet. There are public, private and hybrid clouds. 

As for practical value, the virtual learning environment was cre-
ated in the services of Mail.ru group. The social media group, the 
storage of this group and the area of collaboration were made for 
student’s individual and group work. 
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In this environment students have the following opportunities: 

* to get new information about academic discipline, 
* to create their own learning environment, 
* to place and save their project, 
* to comment ideas and products of their mates, etc. 
Also, a board for collaborate was made in the cloud computing 

service named Concept Board, where students analyze training vide-
os. Then, they develop common criteria for evaluating their own vid-

eos. 
After that, students create promotional videos and post them in-

to the educational social media group. There educatees comment 
videos of their mates and evaluate each other. This method of teach-
ing is called a mutual reviewing. 

A questionnaire was chosen for measuring results of our re-
search. One must admit that the great instrument for creating ques-

tionnaires is a cloud computing service named Google Forms. It has 
an intuitive interface and many useful options. Therefore, Google 
Forms was given preference. 

As a result of the questioning, experts and students have noted 
relevance and availability of the introduced methods of teaching 
multimedia technologies with a virtual learning environment. 

 
O.A. Mironova 

Nizhny Novgorod, Russia 
DEVELOPING ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION 

ERRECTIVENESS WITH NON-NATIVE TEACHERS 

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in research 
dedicated to non-native English – speaking teachers’ (NNEST) role. 

Rapid development of academic mobility worldwide made it crucial 
to use English as an academic tool. Working with ESP students 
teachers should use English language instruction to ensure their stu-
dents' adequate preparation for studying in a different educational 
environment. To be efficient teachers need to be constantly improv-
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ing both their professional skills as well as command of English. 

Most universities in Russia has made it a mainstream trend to have 
non-native specialists trained in language. Common European 
Framework of Reference (CEFR) identifies learner-centered ap-
proach as the major one today. Since the changes in the national edu-
cational system have been made to tune the international framework. 
It has never been easy for nationally educated professionals who ei-
ther have little or no experience with foreign institutions to meet the 

international standards. In this regard Russian educators are facing a 
number of challenges. There are several significant issues to be men-
tioned relevant to this project. Firstly, the authorities need defining 
the goals regarding ESL curriculum for students whose mother 
tongue is not English. Secondly, non-native English teachers need 
developing and implementing content and language integrated learn-
ing (CLIL) aimed at combining language and specific-subject in-

struction. This introduction requires NNESTs to present the material 
according to international standards. Next, there is also a need to 
help learners to develop their academic autonomy to be able to adjust 
to the framework of the abridged program. Finally, since English is a 
lingua franca today and an essential tool in the global context of edu-
cation management NNESTs should provide the best learning oppor-
tunities for their students (Burns, 2010). Thus, it is a problem many 
non-native English-speaking teachers face is matching students’ and 

teachers’ learning perceptions. Longman Dictionary of Language 
Teaching and Applied Linguistics (2013) defines ‘perception’ as 
"recognition and understanding of events, stimuli "(p. 427). Among 
the mentioned types of perceptions distinguished (visual, auditory 
and speech perceptions), it is essential for the current research to fo-
cus on all three, although we see speech and visual perceptions as 
key elements for conducting an instructional lecture for ESP stu-

dents. 
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M.L. Molchanova 

Novouralsk, Russia 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION  

TECHNOLOGIES IN ELT AT SECONDARY SCHOOL 

Today Information and Communication Technology is used in 
almost all fields of life. In education, computer technology has be-

come so essential that the use of it is put as one of the main abilities 
in the Russian system of education. According to Federal State Edu-
cational Standard transdisciplinary learning outcomes should reflect 
building up and developing the competence in Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT competencies). 

English language is a necessity for most people in today’s 
world. As English is one of the most difficult subjects, a teacher must 

create interactive learning to motivate students. ICT is a part of the 
medium used to convey the message of science to many people, 
ranging from printing technology, telecommunication media to the 
Internet technologies. 

The advantages of using ICT in ELT are as follows: 
1. individualization of instruction; 
2. intensification of independent work of students; 

3. The growth of the number of activities performed in the 
classroom; 

4. The expansion of the information flow by using the Internet. 
5. ICT allows a teacher to shift part of their work on a PC, while 

making the learning process more interesting, diverse and intense. 
7. The use of computer tests and diagnostic systems in the class-

room allows any teacher to get an objective picture of the level of 
mastering the material under study by all students and then to 

promptly correct it. In this case, it is possible to select the level of the 
task difficulty for a particular student. 

8. For a student it is important that immediately after the test 
(when this information has not lost its relevance), he gets an objec-
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tive result indicating the error that is not possible, for example, in an 

oral examination. 
9. The students have an opportunity to master their information 

and communication skills and abilities in the classroom. Students 
acquire computer literacy and study to use ICT working with the ma-
terial in different subjects. With its help they solve educational prob-
lems, build graphs, draw, prepare texts, drawings for their project 
works. This is an opportunity for students to show their creativity. 

But the use of ICT in classroom may be associated with various 
problems such as the preparation of a lesson, and there may be some 
difficult points during the implementation. 

Existing shortcomings and problems of application of ICT are 
as follows: 

1. There are still many people who don’t have a PC at home 
2. Teachers don’t have enough time to prepare for the lesson in 

which ICT is used. 
3. Lack of computer literacy of teachers. 
4. In the schedule of teachers there is no time set aside to re-

search the opportunities of the Internet. 
6. It is difficult to integrate ICT into the curriculum. 
7. Computer time is not divided equally between the students 

during the lesson. 
8. In the case of insufficient motivation to work students are of-

ten distracted by games, music, etc. 
9. There is a possibility that fascinated by the use of ICT in the 

classroom, the teacher will use only visual-illustrative methods at the 
lessons. 

Thus, the use of ICT in the educational process allows us to 
solve one of the most important tasks of learning, i.e. teaching effec-
tively. We can come to the conclusion that ICT is for those who care 

about the level of their professional competence, who are concerned 
about how they, the teachers of modern Russian schools, meet the 
requirements of the modern world. 
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Y.N. Morozova 

Gubkinsky, Russia 
Y.A. Gorshkova 

Gubkinsky, Russia 
DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING 

THROUGH GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS 

“Never accept things as they are portrayed,”  
Anthony Shadid, a journalist (“New York Times”) 

Critical thinking is an important skill that moves a student from 
concrete ideas to abstract and inferred concepts. Critical thinking 
allows us to analyze outcomes, compare ideas, identify parallels, se-
quence events, synthesize information and draw conclusions from a 
given body of knowledge. 

Development in thinking requires a gradual process requiring 
plateaus of learning and just plain hard work. It is not possible to 
become an excellent thinker simply because one wills it. Changing 
one’s habits of thought is a long-range project, happening over years, 
not weeks or months. The essential traits of a critical thinker require 
an extended period of development. 

How, then, can we develop as critical thinkers? How can we 
help ourselves and our students to practice better thinking in every-
day life? There is a great number of different techniques but we 
would like to draw your attention to graphic organizers which are 
various. It is a communication tool that uses visual symbols to ex-
press knowledge, concepts, thoughts, or ideas and the relations be-
tween them. Graphic organizers take many forms: 

Mind Map – is a graphic organizer used to visually organize in-
formation. It is often created around a single concept, drawn as an 
image in the centre of a blank landscape page, to which associated 
representations of ideas such as images, words and parts of words are 
added. Major ideas are connected to the central concept, and other 
ideas branch out from those. 

Venn Diagram – is a diagram that is made up of two or three 
overlapping circles. It can be used to compare and contrast the char-
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acteristics of any other items, like groups of people, individual peo-
ple, books, characters, animals, etc.  

Story Structure Map – is a graphic organizer that can be useful 
in helping students analyze or write a story (identify the elements of 
the story and the theme or moral of the story including important 
characters, the setting of the story, the problem faced by the charac-
ters, how the problem is approached, and the outcome. 

Fishbone Diagram – is a type of graphic organizer that is used 
to explore the aspects or effects of a complex topic, helping the stu-
dents to organize their thoughts in a sample, visual way. The use of 
colour helps make a fishbone diagram clearer and easier to interpret. 

Tree Diagram – is a type of graphic organizer that shows how 
items are related to one another. The tree’s trunk represents the main 
topic, and the branches represent relevant facts, factors, influences, 
traits, people, or outcomes. 

Bringing graphic organizers to the English classroom helps stu-
dents think more actively, makes them habitually inquisitive, well 
informed, open-minded, flexible and fair-minded in evaluation. The 
main purpose of a graphic organizer is to provide a visual aid to fa-
cilitate learning and instruction. When students develop and use a 
graphic organizer their higher order thinking and critical thinking are 
enhanced. 
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